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A study on the paradigm of sacred mountain designs in Southeast Asian cu lture 
by usi ng history of arch itecture research methodology is aim for providing further 
understanding in a paradigm of designing sacred mountains in Southeast As ian culture and 
c reating those knowledge as intangible cultural heritage. The hypothes is is that the belief of 
sacred mountains clearly appeared in Southeast Asian cu lture in terms of natural mountains 
and architectural mountains. 

The result of studying on the paradigm of sacred mountain des igns in Southeast 
Asian culture can be presented in 

(I )Mount Meru, centre of Hindu and Buddhist cosmology 

(2)Mount Kailasa, resident of God Shiva 

(3)God worship, Animism of Mountain and the Great Natural Power 

(4)Yo lcanoes; The Great Natural Power 

(5)The City Centre Sacred Mountain, according to Yastusastra belief tn 

Hinduism and Mahathat Chedi in Buddhism 

(6)Lingabhavarta 

(7)Sacred Mountain in Literature 

(8)Sacred Mountain in Ceremony 

(9)From Mythical Sacred Mountain to its Replica 

( I 0) Sacred Mountain, The Res ident of the King on the Mountain 

A ll of these knowledge are considered to be a collection of ecological spirituality 
knowledge of the geographical environment or ecology of the mountains and architectural 
designs as sacred mountains in Southeast Asia cu lture through Indian literatures; Ramayana 
and Mahabharta Epics, Hindu and Buddhist cosmology, Vastusastra, together with local 
belief, especially gods or spirits of the mountain, in order to create the sacredness of 
landscape or the sacred space in Southeast Asian culture. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Statements and Significances of the problem 

The ideology of the sacred mountain in Southeast Asian cultures is a result of a hallowed 

geographic perspective, originating from several Indian philosophies including 

Hinduism and Buddhism, and which merged cooperatively with various local folk beliefs. 

The significance of sacred mountains was derived from natural mountain Ia ndscapes 

and of the sacred mountain from man-made architectural forms.
1 

The paradigm of the sacred mountain is connected with cityscape designs in 

several cultures. Humans interacted with complex belief systems regarding spatial 

organization in physical and spiritual designs
2 

in order to make the places with their 

social structured centers reflects local peoples' ways of living, including resource 

management, identity and sense of place.
3 

Recently, several studies have postulated that there is significance in ecological 

spirituality, comprising ethical process, morality and rel igions. These refer to multi

dimensional ecological cases,
4 

especially those involving sacred spaces, in which, for 

example, mountains become essential parts of the universe through the process of god 

personification and existing divinity. The sacredness of the landscape is significant, 

whether it arises from a law of nature or a scientific principle. Sacred space and related 

1 
Srisak Wall ipodom, Universal Concept of Sacred Mountain", Unorthodox Attitude: 

Geography and City Established (Bangkok: Muang Boran, 2000). 

2 
Chaichai Pongprayoon, "Human Settlements Theory and Practice," Social Science 

Journal12, no. 2 (1993). 

3 
Apinya Fuengfusakul , "Space in Theory of Social Science, Social Science Journal," 12, 

no. 2 (2000): 65-99; ibid. 

4 
David Kinsly, Ecological Spirituality in Cross-Cultural Perspective (Bangkok: Suan 

Nguen Mee Ma, 2008) . 
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rituals are enacted to renew the cosmological associations of space. Whi le "ordinary" or 

"scientific" space is perceptible, the sacredness of space can only be felt where the 

mountains can be gods, and there the sacredness of the landscape seems obvious.
5 

Srisak Wallipodom notes this idea of the importance of mountain, in which actual 

natural mountains can clearly be seen as a feature of the landscape. This means that 

wherever mountains are, humans wil l notice and wil l identify some as sacred mountains 

from their geography, such as the highest peak or some irregularity or other natural 

phenomenon which may appear. And on low land, where no mountains exist, humans 

build their own sacred mountain constructs in architectural form, derived from 

imagination and belief. Examples of natural sacred mountains in Southeast Asia include 

Java's Gunung Merapi and Bali's Gunung Agung, two stratovolcanoes in Indonesia. 

Myanmar's Mount Popa, another volcano , is believed to be the dwelling place of the 

most powerful Nat spiri t in the country, called Khiri -Nat, the Mountain Spirit. The 

Shwedagong Pagoda, displays similar features on a small hill in Yangon, as does the 

Prasada, or place of the gods, constructed by the Khmer culture in the shape of a 

mountain. Finally, the gigantic pagoda which can be seen far in the distance have 

become ubiquitous in Thai culture.6 

Donald K Swearer, Sommai Permchit and Phaitoon Dokbuakaew have all 

examined the relationship between Buddhist beliefs, nature and culture from studies of 

three sacred mountains in Northern Thailand: Doi Ang Salung, Doi Chiang Dao and Doi 

Kham, all in Chiang Mai province. In their work, Sacred Mountains of Northern Thailand 

and their Legends, they demonstrate the relationships between the sacred mountain in 

Buddhist legend and architecture and the highland mountains themselves, also calling 

5 
Nei ls Gutschow, Axel Michaels, and Charles Ramble and Ernst Steinkellner, Sacred Landscape of the 

Himalaya (Heidelberg: Proceeding of an international conference at Heidelberg, 2003); ibid . 
6 

Srisak Wallipodom. 
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attention to several features of the mountain geology involving urban myths, spirits, the 

supernatural, Brahmanism, Hinduism, Buddhism and kingly doctrines.
7 

Sacred Mountains of Northern Thai land and their leoends. Chiang Mai: Silk Worm Books, 2004. 

Figure 1.1: TOPOLOGY/ NATURAL ENVIRONMENT 

Sacred Mountains of Northern Thailand 

The sacred mountain paradigm is significant to Asian belief systems, most 

particularly Hindu and Buddhist cosmology. For ancient man, the mountain was the 

universal center. Thus, Mount Meru became, for ancient Indians, the greatest center of 

cosmic beliefs in the universe. This abstraction was then replaced by natural 

mountains and then later by man-made architectural forms. Woranan Sowanee has 

7 
Sommai Perm chit and Pha itoon Dokbuakaew Donald K. Swearer, Sacred M ountain of Northern 

Thailand and Their Legends (Chiang Mai : Silk worm books, 2004). 
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studied the interpretation of the sacred mountain in Thailand, including symbols 

representing Mount Meru in various aspects of Thai culture, including religion, history, 

society, politics, aesthetics and spiritual integrity. Her conclusions can be found in her 

dissertation, Sacred Mountain: Interpretation of Sacred Places in Thailand.
6 

Another work, The Mountain of God: A study in Early Religion, by Horace 

Geoffrey Quaritch Wales, similarly points out the importance of religion in Asian cultures. 

Buddhism, Hinduism and Islam animate the spiritual life of various regions. Throughout, 

religious faith is a crucial driving force. The main power is centered in the sacred 

mountain, and by extension in architectural forms which resemble the mountain, and 

draws ono doctrines relating to cosmology and animism and those surrounding 

kingship. Wales' work also discusses the sacred mountain concept in several other 

Asian periods and cultures, including Mesopotamia, China, Bali, Eastern Java and the 

Khmer Empire.9 

A literature review of the sacred mountain paradigm makes clear that the 

concept, which might also be called the mountain geography of ecological spiritua lity 

and extends to architectural designs as a model in Southeast Asian cultures . This 

research uses the history of architectural research methodology to investigate the 

resulting architectural forms. 
10 

These inc lude rules governing design, architectural 

concepts, ideologies and beliefs, all that contribute to design and the creation of 

11 
architectural works and the organization of space. The principle of the sacred 

mountain provides a design paradigm in Southeast Asian cu lture resul ting from the 

convention of Indian philosophy and local Southeast Asian beliefs and identity. This 

study attempts to bring new knowledge to heritage management and to our ability to 

8 
Woranan Sowanee, "Sacred M ountain: Interpretat ion of Sacred Place in Thailand" (Silpakorn 

University, 2009). 
9 

Wa les Horace Geoffrey Quaritch, The Mountain of God: A Study in Early Rigion and Kingship (Great 

Britain : Stephen Austin and sons, 1953). 
10 

Anuvit Charernsupakul, The Architectural Design of Prasat Muong Tam (Bangkok: Thammasat 

University, 1998). 
11 

Ibid. 
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interpret historic places as well as offering new insights into what experts call intangible . 

The study points to an integration of architectural history and architectural heritage 

management. 

1.2 Goal and Objective 

To understand the paradigm of the sacred mountain in Southeast Asian culture 

and to extend this new knowledge to our understanding of intangible cultural 

heritage in the region. 

1.3 Hypothesis to be Tested 

The basic idea that the concept of the sacred mountain occurred in both natural 

forms and in the architecture of Southeast Asia. 

1.4 Scope or Delimitation of the Study 

This study is limited by the cultural dimensions of Southeast Asia. Its temporal 

limits extend from the early period of urban and state development in the region until 

the present day. 

1.5 Research Methodology & Process of the Study 

Research Methodology 

This study uses the methodology of History of Architecture research to study a 

ritual concept embedded in tradition. It also examines the values and meanings of 

numerous architectural works, embracing the idea of the man-made sacred mountain in 

the context of the cul tural landscape. The research studies the achievements of 

creativity in architecture based on the criteria framework of design and workmanship. 

The design or design process is the study and implementation of a set of creative 

objectives under the conditions and circumstances of the economy, society, politics, 

and culture, as well as the knowledge and techniques available at the time. 
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Workmanship, or "artisanship" is the process of creating a concrete model 

based on the knowledge, expertise, and technique of the individual in their own field of 

12 
work 

Process of the Study 

1) Documentary Research: historical research conducted by investigation of 

both primary and secondary data. This process also extends to an 

examination of data reliability before becoming part of the analysis. 

2) Field Study: requires a knowledge of the history of architecture research 

(e.g., site photography, site plans and floor plans, architecture and 

architectural ornaments) to better understand the ecological landscape and 

history of the architecture. 

3) Analysis and Knowledge Construction: analysis of documentary research, 

incorporating the architectural historical data, so as to precisely understand 

the constructed knowledge of sacred mountain design in Southeast Asian 

culture 

4) Conclusion: the inclusion of learning-data processing and research for 

analysis. 

1.6 Definitions 

(1) Sacred Mountain: A natural mountain of imagination constructed by human 

beings and which relates to supernatural concepts derived from indigenous beliefs and 

imported religious belief systems. The natural mountain idea, which is described as a 

sacred mountain must have a peak, irregularity and natural features such as fountains or 

craters. Man-made representational architecture is supposed to be tall, similar to 

natural mountains, and may include pyramid s, prasadas and other forms of pagodas.
13 

12 
Ibid. 

13 
Srisak Wall ipodom. 
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(2) Paradigm: The concept or common form being used to view perspectives, 

systems of thought, and conceptual patterns that are used to study various works or art 

or philosophy.
14 

(3) Architectural Creativity Traditions: The understanding of beliefs and 

ideologies, that are essential for architectural construction, and which become a form of 

cultural inheritance; including behavioral patterns related to lifestyle, thought and belief 

that can be seen in perspective as a result of architectural analysis.
15 

(4) Southeast Asian Culture: Various Southeast Asian ethn ic group identities as 

a result of exposure to Indian cultural ideas and the merging of these beliefs with native 

16 
cultures. 

(5) Cultural Landscapes: Everything in both concrete and abstract form 

embodied in the ideas of people, and which extends to environmental geography. 

Cultural landscapes provide the context for the realization of arch.itec tural and spiritual 

ideals. 
17 

(6) Interdisc iplinary Interpretation: Understanding and valuing of research in 

multiple fields.
18 

(7) Architectural Heritage Management: A field that combines architectural , 

communal and environmental conservation. The study of art, culture and integrated 

management, used to achieve sustainable objectives. 
19 

14 
http ://www. royi n .go. th/th/knowledge/ detail. ph p ?I 0=1534. 

15 
Rasita Sin-ek-iem, "A Study ofThai Architectural Tradition through the Chronicles of Ayutthaya" 

(Si lpakorn University, 2003). 
16 

Subhatdis Diskul, M.C., History of Southeast Asian to 2000 BE. (Bangkok: Samlada, 2006, 5-10. 
17 

Office of the National Culture Commisssion, Ministry of Culture and Faculty of Architcture, 

Silpakorn Univeersity, Cultural Landscape management ( Bangkok: Amarin Printing and Publishing, 
2006, 15. 
18 

Pinrat Kanjanathit, Architectural and Community Heritage Preservation (Bangkok: Chulalongkorn 

University, 2009). 
19 

Ibid, 34 . 
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(8) Intangible Cultural Heritage: One of the field of cu ltu ral heritage's two main 

types of heritage, as defined by the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural 

Organization (UNESCO): Whereas tangible cultural heritage refers to buildings and 

sites, intangible heritage is that which is transmitted from generation to generation, and 

is continually recreated by communities and groups in response to their environment, 

interaction with nature and history. Intangible heritage provides people a sense of 

identity and continuity and promotes respect for cultural diversity and human creativity. 

The Convention for the Safeguarding of Intangible Cultural Heritage defines intangible 

cultural heritages as practices, representations and expressions, as well as knowledge 

and skills (including instruments, objects, artefacts, and cultural spaces) that 

communities and groups, and in some cases individuals, recognized as part of their 

cultural heritage. Sometimes called living cultural heritage, it is manifested inter alia in 

these domains: oral traditions and expressions, including language as a vehic le for 

intangible cultural heritage, the performing arts, social practice~. rituals and fest ive 

events; knowledge and practices concerning nature and the universe; and traditional 

craftsmanship or artisanship.
20 

20 
http:ttwww.unesco.org/servicestdocumentationtarchivestmultimediat?id page= 

13&PH PSESSI D= 7 43f303f0b2452205c4a672fde931 Obc 
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CHAPTER2 
Sacred mountain beliefs in Asian culture 

and transmission of those beliefs to Southeast Asia 

The physical geography of mountain or mountain ranges is characterized 

as a natural construct more than600 meters high and in which the peak is smaller than 

the base. 
21 

The formation of mountains is primarily associated with plate tectonic 

movement.
22 

Forces acting on the earth's c rust cause tectonic plates to move. When 

they collide, in a process known as plate convergence, the surface is lifted, folded and 

deformed. Both continental collision and subduction (a process in which one plate 

dives under the other) have created mountains with distinctive landscapes, which can 

be clearly distinguished from the flat surrounding plains. 

In terms of physical geography, there are broadly four: types of mountains: 

folded mountains. block mountains, volcanic mountains and residual mountains. 

- Folded mountains are the most common type, and are generally caused by 

pressure from beneath the earth's crust, causing the overlying rock to rise up, ripple and 

bend, giving rise to the typical mountain range 

- Block Mountains form in an area where the rock crust has been broken along 

fault lines and is then subjected to enormous forces, causing the blocks to break free 

from one another. One side of the block rises sharply and forms the typical sheer rock 

21 
Royal Society of Thai land , Geography dictionary, Royal Academy version, 

Bangkok: Royal Society of Thailand, 2006). 

22 
Potjanee Sapsutti, "Cause and geographical features occurred by activator," Physical 

Geography(Bangkok: Ramkhamhaeng University, 2006), 105. 
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face while the other side ti lts downward in a much gentler slope. The uplifted blocks are 

the mountains, also knowns as Horsts.
23 

Block mountains can also form from rifting . 

- Volcanic mountains are built from the accumulation of matter which has been 

ejected from the volcano, including lava, ash, dust and mud. Stratovolcanoes, the 

common type in Southeast Asia, are buil t, layer-by layer, buy subsequent eruptions. 

- Residual mountains are caused by erosion of the earth's surface, in which 

there is an embedded area of erosion-resistant rock. As the plateau erodes away, the 

resistant rock mass remains, rising above to form mountains.
24 

.... 
.... 

.... .... .... 
Mountain .... .... 

.... .... ..... .... .... .... 
Human 

Figure 2.1: Physical geography of mountain 

23 
Laxsana Summaniti , Physical Geography (Chiang Mai: Department of landscape and 

environment conservation, Faculty of Agriculture, Maejo Univers ity, n.d.), 115-116. 

24 
Chatchanee Wailee, "Topography map," Physical Geography(Bangkok: 

Ramkhamhaeng University, n.d.), 67-68. 
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Source: https://www.google.eo.th/maps/place/ 

Figure 2.2: The example of mountains' types 

in terms of physical geography in Southeast Asia. 

In addition to its physical landscape, the mountain is the central element of a 

mountain ecosystem, in which it provides water for people living near or below. 

Mountains. which are sources of forest and water resources,
25 

are fundamental to the 

growth of fixed settlements and, eventually, the development of larger communities. 

towns or ci ties. These towns and cities are uniquely associated with the terra in and 

habitat, as well as relationships between human beings and the environment. The 

mountain, therefore, sets out a knowledge of the cultural landscape, both physical and 

abstract, which people in the group take together to create prosperity and social 

26 
development 

25 
Pantip Uttanavanit, Biogeograph, Bangkok: Department of Geography, Facu lty of 

education, Ramkhamhaeng University, 201 1 ). 89. 

26 
Office of the National Culture, Ministry of culture and Faculty of Architecture. 

Silpakorn University, Cultural Landscape Management(Bangkok: Amarin Printing and 

Publishing, 2006), 15. 
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source: WWN.google.co.thlmaps/place/Phnom+Kulen+Nationai+Parkl 

Figure 2.3: Example of mountain as sources of forest and water resources: 

Phnom Kulen & Angkor City, Cambodia' 

The important physical and ecological features of the mountains make them 

important geophysical settings of many cultural values of human societies. A mountain 

can reflect the cultural identity of an area. The local population may worship the 

mountain as a god, take the mountain in place, worshiping spirits on the mountain and 

the mountain's ordination. This is classi fied as ecological spirituality knowledge, which 

signifies the importance of the ethical, moral and religious approach to multi

dimensional ecological issues.
27 

This app lies especially to the issue of sacred space 

with the mountain as its key element. In the paradigm of faith in the holy mountain, the 

cultural influence of Indian ideas and beliefs was first exported to Southeast Asia where 

it incorporated the local beliefs of indigenous peoples, who had a traditional religious 

27 
Devid Kinsly)(author), Lapaabpaan Supmantra(translator), Ecological Spirituality in 

Cross-Cultureal Perspective,(Bangkok: Suan Yern Mee Maa, 2008), 37. 
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approach to the sacredness of mountains. That led subsequently to the creation and 

emergence of specific knowledge and a paradigm in the design of sacred mountains in 

Southeast Asian culture. 

2.1 The Sacred Mountain in Asian culture 

The influence of Indian civilization led to the creation of a range of knowledge, 

views and worldviews that provided the philosophical and consequential bases for the 

major belief systems that prevail in Southeast Asian culture today. Indian c ivil ization also 

applied concepts of political science to kingship which influenced the ancient kingdoms 

of Southeast Asia. These views also reflected the beliefs of indigenous cultures (which 

themselves had been influenced by India) in which sacred mountains in the form of 

natural mountains and man-made representational architectural styles took form, and 

range from philosophy through epics, cosmology and the Vastusastra, which is the 

principal treatise guiding the c reation of the architecture. 

All this knowledge was fundamental to the concept of the sacred mountain 

paradigm in Southeast Asian culture. 

2. 1.1 Indian Philosophical Concepts Related to the Ideal of the Sacred Mountain 

Indian philosophy is the creation of a series of concepts and principles that 

guided the cultu re of the indigenous Dravidian civilization. Archaeological evidence 

shows the prosperity of the Indus valley peoples, especially at Mohenjo-Daro and 

Harappa, before the Aryans occupied much of South Asia and brought about the 

integration and creation of various Indian philosophies in a continuous period. 

A variety of knowledge, philosophies and worldviews were merged, forming the 

basis of several of the world's major religions including Brahmanism, Hinduism , 

Buddhism, and Jainism, all of which stress the human subconscious mind, which people 

need as an anchor for their own peace of mind, as well as to explain the great power 

and wonders of nature. This basic human endeavor to understand natural phenomena 
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led to nature worship and respect of the many gods which these populations believed 

lurked in nature, such as the gods of wind, water, fire and of the mountain.
28 

This, then, 

was the beginning of the Brahman and Hindu belief in sacred mountains. A similar 

understanding occurred in the worship of Shiva, as the god of mountains, and worship 

of Linga in the Dravidian culture. The Aryans embraced and merged the gods of their 

own imported beliefs with those of the indigenous Dravidian peoples, assigning great 

respect and sanctity to natural powers.
29 

The integration of Aryan and Dravid ian civilizations led to co-development of 

society and culture, with Dharma being a central concept of lndo-Dravidian culture. It is 

more meaningful than other rel igious doctrines because within Dharma is an obligation 

as well as a duty which a person performs for himself and for others.
30 

The meaning of "Dharma" is, accord ing to etymology, the exaltation of one thing 

or the law of inner existence to the highest. The term "Dharma" in India covered all 

aspects of human life, including work obligations, accuracy, justice. cosmic law and 

31 
balance, and eternal truths. 

The relationship between man and nature, the truth of life and an understanding 

of the universe underscores the philosophical vision of India, in which the term "vision" 

refers to seeing c learly and commenting on reality, leading eventually to 

enlightenment.
32 

It is a phi losophy of life that focuses on knowledge; truth is sought in 

the lives of those who have achieved enlightenment and in their connections with other 

human beings and with all the animals, all in a great cosmic environment. It is these 

28 
Phetcharee Sumit, History of Indian Civilization, (Bangkok: Thammasat Printing, 

1977), 8. 

29 
Karuna-Ruangurai Kusalai, Indian Studies Indian culture knowledge, Bangkok: Siam, 

2007, 27. 

30 Ibid., 8. 

31 
Ramesh Menon(author) , Worawadee Wongsanga(translator). Ramayana. 11. 

32 
Adisak Thongbun, Indian Philosophy(Bangkok: The Royal Society, 2012). 5. 
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relationships between man and nature, the living truth and an understanding of the 

universe which is the basis of Indian philosophy, with the methodology of achievement 

being meditative absorption. To know the truth is also self-realization. Philosophy in 

Greek means "to love wisdom and knowledge and those who know wisdom." In the 

Indian way of life, a guiding principle is to "live for the sake of seeking knowledge, not to 

seek knowledge for the sake of living."33 The Indian philosophy also stresses the virtue 

of non-violence - that is, to refrain from causing persecution or harm to any living being 

- which set the goal of man living in harmony with his natural environment, with 

friendliness toward and respect for nature. In this sense, Indian philosophy is quite 

different than Western philosophy which stresses that man must conquer nature and 

bend it to his will and his purpose
34 

Indian philosophical ideas appear throughout the Hindu scriptures, especially 

the Vedas, and were incorporated in the Aranyakas as they ·evolved. Those then 

became the Hindu Upanishads, the Agama collection in Jainism, and the Buddhist 

Tipitaka collection. 

It is useful to classify certain Indian philosophical ideas so as to be able to 

compare them to Western ideas. Important classifications are as follows:
35 

1. Materialism. This is the belief that only matter, rather than abstraction, 

constitutes reality. This belief appears throughout Brahman, Hindu, Jain and Buddhist 

sc riptures. 

2. Realisticism and Dualism. This is the belief in an entity which combines 

object and subject together, and is found in Brahma, Hindu, Jain and Mahayana 

Buddhism. 

33 
Ibid., 1. 

34 
Ibid., 3. 

35 
Ibid., 8-11. 1n~nuwml 
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3. Idealism. This is a belief in the reality of wind and spirit, which is found in the 

Hindu Vedanta and the Buddhist Mahayana and Vijananavada. 

Although the Vedas contain much Indian philosophical knowledge, the study of 

Indian philosophy must be a study of both Hindu and non-Hindu philosophy. 

1. Hindu Philosophy refers to Astika; that is, the orthodox schools of thought that 

accept the authority of the Vedas, and the superiority of the Brahmans who interpret 

Dharma, in a society made up of four traditional classes. The term encompasses six 

orthodox philosophic systems: those of Samkhya, Yoga, Nyaya Vaisesika, Samkhya, 

Yoga, Mimamsa and Vedanta. 

2. Non-Hindu philosophy refers, in contrast, to Nastika, a school of thought that 

does not accept the authority of the Vedas, the system of the four classes and the 

superiority of the Brahmans. Included in this category are the Buddhists, Jains and 

CaNakas. 

The Indian philosophical knowledge of the sacredness of the mountain is evident 

in Astika belief. Adherents worship the Vedas as "Sruti," which is knowledge that is 

heard, is sacred and is accepted as accurate without the need for proof.
36 

The Hermit is 

a person who devoted himself in enchanting(Mantra) the Vedic for the Brahmin to follow. 

37 
Certain of the Vedas, particularly the Apauruseya is considered as of divine origin, 

rather than the work of human authors, and contains important ideas about the power 

and the gods of nature, as well as the supreme power contained in nature; these 

concepts led naturally and directly to a worship of nature .
38 

And the mountains that are 

obviously a part of nature are sacred mountains and worship is directed to the god of 

36 
Adisak Thongbun, Indian Philosophy, 171. 

37 
Suwan Phetnin, PY223 Indian Philosophy: Indian Philosophy article (Bangkok: 

Ramkhamhaeng University Printing, 1975}, 32-33. 

38 
Adisak Thongbun, Indian Philosophy, 17. 
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the mountain or personification of the great god and worship of the holy mountain. And · 

it takes place within the context of the mountain's ecologica l spirituality. 

In the Upanishad, there appears a statement that the mountain is part of 

Brahma, which is taken to mean "Apara Brahma ('tllJ:i'~:i''\.UJ) " or the world's origin, which 

deals with the healing and destruction of the universe for in this Brahma, animals were 

born, lived and were destroyed. Apara Brahma is thus called the Lord of All Things, or 

lsavara, and states that, "nature is the body of Brahma. Brahma is the soul of nature, 

earth water, wind, moon, sun, stars, rivers, mountains and animals." Being part of 

Brahma in this way demonstrates the sanctity of the mountain. 

From the paradigm of establishing the relationship between the gods of man and 

nature, the sacredness of the mountain in Indian philosophy became the basis of the 

sacred description of the mountain, a geographic environment that is very important in 

the settlement of human society. The respect for the sacredness of nature creates a 

perfect relationship between human beings and the natural world. 

2. 1.2 Sacred Mountain References in Ramayana and Mahabharata Epics 

Literature reflects the image of society, culture, history, knowledge, ideas and 

beliefs. "The Alangarnsart," which appears in Indian culture, is a script used to compose 

Sanskrit poetry, of which the pinnacle are the two great Hindu epics, the Ramayana and 

the Mahabharata. 

Those epics are not only of principal importance in Indian culture, but also in the 

cultures of Southeast Asia, almost all of which have their roots in Indian philosophy. 

Their themes are central to the concepts in several Indian scriptures, including the four 

Vedas, the Upanishads, which discuss meditation, philosophy and spiritual knowledge, 

and the Bhagavad Gita, itself contained within the Mahabhrata epic. These poems and 

scriptures reveal in detail Indian arts, cu lture, knowledge of kingship, Hinduism and 

Indian philosophy. geography as well as defining morality at all stages of life. 
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The paradigm of the sacred mountain from the Ramayana and the Mahabharata 

repeatedly appear in the realistic geography of India, in names and locations, and in 

Indian cultura l ideology in severa l ways. Thus, the sacred mountain can be categorized 

into four types: the residence of the gods, the sacred headwaters. a metaphor for a 

characteristic of gods, and the gods' weapon. 

In the physical geography, the Ramayana and the Mahabharata mentioned 

names and locations of mountains as follows: 

Names and Locations of the Important Mountains. 

" ... Hanuman dimly sees the top of Mount Mahentra as it appears from the 

I d 
,39 

c ou ... 

" ... Mount Trigude reaches to the sky ... it is like Mount Kailash in the Himalayan 

range."
40 

" ... Mount SuWen is the highest mountain in the Longka kingdom ... "
41 

" .. . The monkey armies from Wintaya, Himmawan, Maheantra, and Mount Kailash 

have arrived the Keatkin City .. . "
42 

" ... You must fly to Himalaya Mountain, to the north of the mountain range located 

alongside Mount Kailash ... "
43 

39 

"lntrageal, lntrakeal one of the mountains in Himalaya mountain range."
44 

"Kantamat is located in the eastern side of Mount Meru."
45 

Ramesh Menon(author), Worawadee Wongsanga(translator). Ramayana(Bangkok: 

Muang Baran, 2008), 441. 

40 
Ibid, p.508. 

41 
Ibid, 488. 

42 
Ibid, 352. 

43 
Ibid, 570. 

44 
Karuna-Ruangurai Kusalai(translator,editor), Mahabharat(Bangkok: Siam, 2009), 111. 

45 
lbid.,111. 
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As mentioned above, it is clear that those mountains are highly related to the 

sacred Himalaya in northern India. In addition, they also present a link between the real 

world and the cosmic universe in Hindu, Buddhist and Jain cosmology in Mount Meru is 

the center of the universe. Several of these mountains can be found on maps 

throughout India and Sri Lanka: 

Source: https://ww-N.google.co.thlmaps/place/Kangrinboqe+Peakl 

Mount Kailasa, Himalaya Mountain Range, Tibet. 

Source: https://www.google.eo.th/maps/place/ 

Sri+Pada+%2F+Adam·s+Peakl 

Sri Pada 

The highest mountain of Sri Lanka. 

Figure 2.4: The Geographic Locations on Indian and Sri Lankan Maps of Sacred 

Mountains from the Ramayana and Mahabharata Epics 

In relation to the term of paradigm of the sacred mountain in Indian cu lture, both 

the Ramayana and Mahabharata expound on the sacred mountain ideal in the form of 

power and spirit. These references merge the world of imagination with the real world. 

Mount Meru is described in the form or power and spirit, as the belief system merges 

the world of the imagination with that of reality. In this belief, Mount Meru is a golden 

site at the universal center in Hindu and Buddhist cosmology, and Mount Kailash as 
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Shiva's residence is white, very similar to the real mountain which is covered in snow 

year-round. 

The two epics also highlight the important functions of the sacred mountain in 

several forms; these include the idea of a city of a god, a metaphor for god's 

characteristics, and a mythology surrounding a Bhanpotassadorn, a traditional weapon 

of god. 

Spirit of the mountain. 

" ... so, the spirit of the mountain appears before his eyes ... "
46 

Meru Mount as a center of the universe. 

" ... Gumpagun rushed to Rama as if he were Mount Meru at the center of the 

. 1147 
un1verse ... 

" ... Next to the peak of Mount Kailash, the hilltop of another mountain could be 

seen bathed in a mysterious and magical golden color ... It is the center of the 

universe ... Ah! white Kailash and the beautiful Golden Meru ... "
48 

" ... Top of Meru appears in a golden color with a blessing from the Sun ... the 

father-in-law of Hanuman named Gaysorn is the lord of land ... "
49 

" ... At the Himalaya mountain range or Himmapan forest, there is a mountain 

named Bhanphot, Meru, or Deva Bhanphot, the residence of lndra, the king of the 

d 
, 50 

go ... 

46 
Ramesh Menon(author), Worawadee Wongsanga (translator), Ramayana, 381. 

47 
Ibid., 554. 

48 
Ibid. , 572. 

49 
Ibid., 739. 

50 
Karuna-Ruangurai Kusalai(translator, editor), Mahabharat, 252. 



Kailasa Mountain as a residence of God. 

" ... Next to the peak of Mount Kailash can be seen the hilltop of another 

mountain bathed in golden color in every hue as if touched by mysterious 

magic .... It is the center of the universe ... Ah! white Kailash and the beautiful 

Golden Meru ... "
51 

" ... Ravana who once lifted Mount Kailash by his own hands and offered it to 

Sh
. , 52 
IVa ... 

" ... Rappanasoon, Kubera's brother, if he lost in the war and fled to Mount 

Kailash, I will occupy his residence .. . "
53 

" ... The Kubera of Mount Kailas ... "
54 

"Mount Trigude reaches to the sky ... just like Mount Kailash among the 

H. I ,5s 1ma ayas ... 

The Residence or the City of God. 

" ... In the eastern part of Bharatawat, there is a mountain named Trigude. At Its 

peak is a beautiful ci ty cal led Lanka"
56 

" ... Himmawan, the god of the mountain."
57 

The Metaphor Comparing the God's Characteristic to the Mountain. 

" ... Rama, a man as stable as the Himalayas ... "
58 

51 
Ramesh Menon(author), Worawadee Wongsanga(translator), Ramayana, 572. 

52 
Ibid., 265. 

53 
Ibid. , 282. 

54 
Ibid., 459. 

55 
Ibid., 508. 

56 
Ibid., 667. 

57 
Ibid ., 546. 

58 
Ibid., 27. 

21 
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" ... . No one can move mountains ... the oldest son who is as stable as a 

mountain ... "
59 

" ... Standing calmly like a mountain under the rain ... "60 

Mountain as a weapon of god. 

" .. .Bhanpotassadorn. the Weapon of the Mountain ... ,p
1 

The epics also show the sacredness of the Himalayas as a place for asceticism 

of human beings, of the Asura, and of god. 

Mountain as a Place for Asceticism 

"For asceticism. you must go to the Himalayas."
62 

Finally, a concept of ecological spirituality in the Himalayas and 

encompassing the River Ganges, appears in those mythologies which present the 

mountain as the source of the sacred river's headwaters. 

Mountain as the Headwaters and Sacred Rivers. 

" ... Shiva freed Ganges from the root of his hair where he had restrained her. 

Drop by drop, she slowly and humbly flowed to the earth at the top of Himalaya 

until she become a glazing reservoir called Phinthusarat, with its origin in the 

heaven"63 

59 
Ibid. , 207. 

60 
Ibid., 555. 

61 
Karuna-Ruangurai Kusalai(translator,editor), Mahabharat(Bangkok: Siam. 2009). 40. 

62 
Ibid., 109. 

63 
Ramesh Menon(author). Worawadee Wongsanga (translator). Ramayana, 73. 
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" ... The river- the Ganges - cleanses the sins of men. The river, pra ised by the 

hermits as a goddess. The river- gives her holy water to the angels, demons, 

gandharvas, and apsaras, including all the spi rits, to cleanse their bodies "64 

"The sound of the Sarayu river washes to the mountain from Lake Manas, which 

Brahma created by his mind, where it merges with the Ganges River as it falls 

from heaven. You must to pay homage to those rivers as they are goddesses. 

Then, they will bless you."
65 

" Ganges holds such magic and strange savor that both hermits and princes 

cannot bear to wash their bodies in this heavenly river for a second time. All 

bodies and minds are washed to purity."
66 

"The Spiritual point in the center of the Sadayu stream connects the river with the 

route to the kingdom above."
67 

The sacred Indian epics, the Ramayana and the Mahabharata, have profoundly 

influenced the development of Southeast Asian culture. Their mY,thologies address the 

sacred mountain concept, leading to an understanding of the Hindu relationship 

between human beings and the gods. The spi rituality of nature is an important factor in 

the ways of life followed by the populations of Southeast Asia, while the while the 

physical aspect of the mountains dominates the surroundings. 

2.1.3 Cosmological Knowledge Related to the Sacred Mountain 

Mount Meru and Mount Kailasa are sacred mountains located in the 

cosmopolitan imagination landscape, based on the conceptions of people in Indian 

culture in the past. Both mountains play an important role as Mount Meru is in the center 

of the universe, and Kailasa is the residence of the god Shiva, the god of the mountains 

64 
Ibid., 152. 

65 
Ibid., 49. 

66 
Ibid., 66. 

67 
Ibid., 821. 
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Cosmology first appears in the ancient Indian culture before disseminated to the 

other terri tories in Asia, especially in the southeast region of Asia along with the religious 

propaganda of Hinduism and Buddhism. The cosmos's principles are the fundamental 

essence of religions.
68 

The belief of cosmology was mentioned in scripture related to 

Hinduism, Buddhism, and Jainism. Those scriptures consist of Vedic, Purana Scripture 

in Hinduism, Tripitaka, Jataka, and different issues of Lokasastra in Buddhism. They 

were written in a posterior era to simplify the interpretation of Tripitaka, e.g. , world's 

regulation, Lokabanyat(L~ mJC)d C)d'1i), Aru nvadisutra ( !lH1.J'J ~~ l'lJ') , . " 

Mahakappalokasanthanbunyat(lJ~InihJ'l~nirujl'l..l'UqjqJ'1i) , Tribhumivinijayakata(11'1J'JJij 

'l~n~il"'l'tlt.Jnm)69, Jambudiva Pannatti, and Tiloya Pannatti in Jainism. Each scripture 

describes the geography and function of Mount Meru and Mount Kailasa as a part of the 

universe in the same or distinct means to other religions. 

(1) Sacred Mountains and Cosmology in Hinduism 

Sacred mountains and cosmology in Hinduism have distinct descriptions by the 

notion of philosophers in different institutes and time. 

Vedas bible mentioned the orig in of the cosmos in two theories: Gods 

assembled together and constructed the cosmos as if build ing a house, and the other 

occurred by the state that it revealed itself. The universe consists of three parts: the 

earth, the air, and the heavens. The "earth" is c ircular in shape, like a wheel. "The sky 

(a ir)" is a cuNed surface. The sky is the origin of light and clouds. There is a description 

of the sky and the earth in terms of being part of the universe. People often compare 

these two parts to two cups that are upside down. And sometimes it is like a wheel 

68 
Wilairat Yongrot, A study on Cosmo-Geography in the Mural Paintings of the Early 

Ratanakosin Period in Bangkok , A Thesis submitted in partial fulfillment of the 

requirements for the degree Master of Arts, Department of History of Art, Graduate 

School, Si lpakorn University, 1997, 9. 

69 
Ibid., 38-39. 
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attached to the shaft. There is no clear information on how high "heaven" is from the 

surface of the Earth. Heaven is a source of light where the sun, the moon, and the stars 

appears according to the zodiac . Heaven is also the place of the deity. Sometimes 

heaven can be divided into three parts: the lower part, the middle part, and the upper 

part. At the upper part is where the ancestral god and Soma live.
70 

And for "Hell", it is 

where bad people go in their afterlife. The Vedic only indicate that hell is a dark world 

located beneath the earth.
71 

I Sky(Air) 

I Origins of Light and Rain 
I 

Figure 2.5: Cosmos's diagram in Vedas bible 

Shiva Purana Scripture: In chapter 17 of the 3rd book, explained that in the belief 

of the ancient Indians, the world consists of 7 continents, namely, Jambudvipa, 

Paluksadvipa(u~ nM-'Vl~U), Salamlidvipa( Pl1'4UJ~'Vl~U), Kusadvipa(~ Pl -'Vl~U ). 

Kerajadvipa ( Lm'1'1J~-'Vl~U ), Sakadvipa(Plin-'Vl~U), and Busakoradvipa(~'rtm'-'Vl~U ) . All 

70 
Udom Rungruangsi, Vedas god, Chiang Mai: Department of Thai Language, Faculty 

of Humani ties. Chiang Mai University, 1980. 17-18. 

71 
Ibid., 21. 
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seven continents are surrounded by seven seas: salt sea, cane juice sea, liquor sea, 

butter oil sea, yogurt sea, milk sea and pure water sea. Jambudvipa lies in the center of 

the seven seas. In the heart of Jambudvipa, there is the "Suwanbanpot" called "Meru" 

which has a deep rooted root of 16 leeks. It is 84 Yocha high, and 32 Yocha wide at the 

top. This mountain is located behind the world and spread around the area. The shape 

of the Meru looks like a cush ion or red membrane, which is covered with grain. There 

are Mount Himmawan, Mount Hemkut. and Mount Nisath are located at the south of 

72 
Mount Meru. 

r- - - 7 Continents , , 
r- - Mount Meru at the center 

I 
I , , , of Jambuc!YiDa 

-- HimmSJwan, Hemkyt. ~Mounts 

7 Oceans 

Figure 2.6: Cosmos's diagram in Shiva Purana bible 

72 
Tassanee Sinsakul, Chakravartin Kingship(A Thesis submitted in partial fulfillment of 

the requirements for the degree Master of Arts, Department of Eastern Language, 

Graduate School, Chulalongkorn University, 1976, 17 4. mentioned in A Board of 

Scholars, The Siva-Purana, (Delhi: MotilaiBanrasidass, 1970), 1518. 
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Maha Purana Scripture comprised of 18 books, they described the cosmos as 

Mount Meru. It says that the cosmos comprised of heaven and earth. Heaven lies in the 

air above the earth. The heaven has seven levels and it is the places to take pleasure of 

merit This place is pleasing and comfortable. The first three levels are where the stars, 

the sun, and the moon orbit. 
73 

The earth consisted of seven continents split by the 

seabed with Jambudvipa at the center. The other six continents encircle the 

Jambudvipa with Mount Meru located at the center of Jambudvipa. Mount Meru is a 

golden mountain with a shape of a face-down cone which represents the center of the 

74 
cosmos. 

At the top of Mount Meru located a city of gods, next to the Ganges River that 

circulates around the city and then part into four routes to the seas in four directions 

(some scriptures indicated that there are seven routes.) At the foothills of Mount Meru 

has mountains in the four directions. Next to Mount Meru is the mountain range, which is 

located in the four directions, is the where inferior gods live. Next to the outskirts of the 

mountains to the north located the city of Uttarakuru, the city of Bhadrasva at the east, 

the city of Bharata at the south and the city of Ketumala at the west. 

In the mentioned cities, only in Bharata that people have to work. And only in this 

city live both people who has done good and bad which bring consequences. Good 

and evil cause heaven and hell, another world, which is the place after the death of 

human beings with different behaviors. Bharata is also a city where the goodness and 

73 
Phramaha Sombat Moemeesuk, The comparative study of underworld and heaven 

perspectives in Sutta Pitaka and Vishnupurana, An independent study submitted in 

partial fu lfillment of the Requirements for the degree Master of Arts, Sanskit Major, 

Department of Eastern Language, Graduate School, Silpakorn Univers ity, 1994, 51-52. 

74 
Wilairat Yongrot, A study on Cosmo-Geography in the Mura l Paintings of the Early 

Ratanakosin Period in Bangkok, 12. 
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badness are well-balanced due to the combination of good and bad deeds. Therefore, it 

is necessary for the gods to look after and provide advises for conducting of good 

deeds which is the way to be free from misery. At the same time, the other land is 

already full of prosperity. However, it is noticeable that each sub-district in Bharata all 

have similar characteristics; the king has seven heirs, the sub-district is divided into 

seven section by seven significant mountains with seven routes of the river. And there 

must be a tree that represents the sub-district, which is also the origin of the district's 

name. 

For the elements of the human world, besides heaven, there is also the "Nether 

World" consist of 7 levels. It is 7,000 leagues under the earth surface. It is the habit of 

the beasts, the demons, and Naga. The Nether World is full of gems, food and music 

surrounded by flower garden, rivers and lotus ponds. Then there is Hell, the land of the 

sinners that lies underneath the earth and water which was rt:Jied by Yama
75 

The 

boundary of the universe is enclosed by the Mount Lokaloka, which obstructs the 

darkness from the exterior with another layer of golden eggshell enclose the entire 

't' 76 COmpOSI 10n. 
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----7 Continents In Human world 

- ocean 

Figure 2.7: Cosmos's diagram in Maha Purana bible 

(2) Sacred Mountain and Cosmology in Buddhist Culture 

The sacred mountains and cosmology in Buddhist's culture were 

mentioned in the Tripitaka (~l?ll'i'WI?lU!Jn), Jataka, and some scripts of the Lokasastra( 

"' col:!:)' .. 
~lJ.n~~'tln~1~1?1~) which were written in a latter era to simplify the interpretation of 

Tripitaka,
77 

e.g., Chakrawantheepanee(~lJJlf{m'l'I'ClYJtl\1) , Tribhumi lokvinicaikatha(L(;l~ 

.Qm'tln~u'"l'il£Jmn), and Lokasanthanchotarakantee(L'tln~ru~'I'WL"I!I?l~l?l'W~ru]). Each 

scripture describes the geography and func tion of Mount Meru as a part of the cosmos. 

Some describe the similarity but some is the other way around. 

Suddhantapitaka (1!Ul~'U"'tliJn) explained the cosmos in many sutra, e.g., 

Julaneesutra(~Yl\1~1?1~). and Akkanyasutra ('ei'~ ~'1:!'1J~I?l~). 

Julaneesutra mentioned the composition of the universe and other existing 

universes that 

77 
Ibid., 38-39. 
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"Anon, the universe which has the moon and the sun orbit around and 

lighten up the planets. The earth exists in a thousand universes and in universes 

there is a thousand moons. There are also a thousand suns, a thousand of 

Mount ~L'Wt. a thousand of Jambudvipa ("l!l..J~VI~U), a thousand of 

Aparakoyandvipa('e!U~Lf'lti1'WVI~U), a thousand of Uttarakurudvipa(~(;l[;l~fltVI~U), 

and a thousand of Bupavitehadvipa(UYIYI::jLVI~VI~U). There are four thousands • 
" 

ocean, four thousands of Vl1':JlJ~1~1"ll, a thousand of LVI"JL'Clniu~1(;llJ~1n:nm<Wu, • 

a thousand of devaloka in the level of Davadung, a thousand of devaloka in the 

level of Yama, a thousand of devaloka in the level of Dusita, a thousand of 

devaloka in the level of Nimmanarati, a thousand of devaloka in the level of 

Boranimmitavasavasti, a thousand of devaloka in the level of Bhramaloka. Anon, 

this called a small Lokadhatu. Multip ly thousands of universes by another small 

Lokadhatu which has a thousand of universes then it will become a middle size 

Lokadhatu with a million of universes. Lokadhatu multiply by a middle Lokadhatu 

called as a large Lokadhatu wi th a 100,000 Koti universes. Anon, Lord Buddh 

aimed to make the large Lokadhatu with a 100,000 Koti universes understood 

thoroughly by a sound or by desire. 
78 
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Translated Traipitika and Atthakatha, Mahamakut Buddhist University version, 
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Akanyasutra (i~l"l'1!'1J~I?l~) has mentioned the origin of the earth and lives. In · 

one chapter, it is said that: 

"While an animal was trying to mold the soi l into pieces by its hands and 

consumed, the halo of that animal' body started to fade sway. Then, moon and 

the sun appears, after that the stars too began to occur in the sky. Following 

the stars, the day and night emerged, followed by a month and half-month. 

When a month and half-month exist, here come the seasons and a year. Merely 

by those causes, the world evolved and flourished.
79 

Chakravanthepani rr.fn~-:n~ntfiJ) described the cosmos's diagram as "cosmos 

is a round flat sheet with a diameter of 1 ,203,450 Yodh and a 1/5 thickness of the 

diameter at 240,000 Yodh. Therefore, the cosmos is a sheet of great land as a flat drum. 

Lies at the surface is the habitation of human with Mount Meru in the center, the human 

that we know of are in the 1/4 part of the great land called 'Jambudvipa'." 

Mount Sumeru or Mount Meru locates in the center of the land. The surrounding 

mountains limit the boundary of the cosmos by the seven layers of the mountain range 

that overlay each other from high to low as the following order: Yukondhon (~ ~'\Jfi~) 

lsindhon (~~'Wfi~) Koravik (m';)n) Suthatsana (~'VI:;~u:::) Nemindhon (L"kli1Un~) Vintarka • 

{';)w;m:;) and Asakan (r5~nr:u). The height of the mountain ranges is half the height of 

the next inner layer mountain range. Between the ring-shape mountain ranges, the 

ocean is alternating with the mountains. Next to the seven mountains lies Mount 

Himapana where numerous inhuman live. The outward distric t of Himapana is a 

continent where human exist. The continent split into fou r sections called the four parts 

79 
Translated Traipitika and Atthakatha, Mahamakut Buddhist University version, 

Suttanta Pitaka Teekanikai Patiwuk book 3 section 1, 152.(w~:;11fl~il!JnLL~:;'el~~Clncl'ILLU~ 

'ilUU~'W1~f1{)~'1"ll~'VItJ'I~tJ. w~:::~lfll'i'"kllflil!J n YIOJ.JUmtJ tl'llj'l~~~ L~~ 3 fl'l~ 1 Vlih 152). 
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or fou r continents. The human that we know of is in this one section where Jambudvipa 

locates at the south of Mount Meru. 

The north direction locates the Uttarakurudvipa (~l?ll?l:i'flp1~U), 

Bubhavitehadvipa(tJYi~LYl~Yl~U) to the east, and Aparakoyandvipa ('elU:i'L~tJTWYl~U) at 

the west. The lower level of human world (3..lt.1~~.1Jij) is Abayabhumi ('el1.J"ltJ.fJlJ) whic h 

consist of hell's bhumi, deraJ·anabhumi (~f'"l'il"lWliJ), Pretabhumi (LU:i'l?lfliJ), and beast's ., ., 

bhumi. On the top of Mount Meru is the angel's bhumi, a place where the angels live, 

cal led Chakamabhajara ('iln"13.JTW'"l:i') which mean six heavens: Chatumaharachika 

Heaven ('"l"11?13.J~"l:i"'l:nm~'J:i':i'~). Davadunsa Heaven ((;)"l')~~i~'J:i':i'l"i"), Yama Heaven (m • 

3-.J"l~'J:i':i'l"i"), Dusita Heaven ((;) ~l?l~'J:i':i'l"i"), Nimmanarati Heaven (U3..l 3.J "ll.l:i'~~'):i':i'l"i"), and • 

Paranimmasavasti Heaven (1hU3.JiJI?l'J~tfl?l~~'J:i':i'l"i") 

Above mentioned are all parts of the "Kamavacharabhumi" (n"13.J"l'J'"l:i'.IJiJ ) 

comprise of Abaiyabhumi 4 ('el1.J"lt.lfllJ 4), and Kamasukatibhumi 7 (n"13.J~~~flij 7) which ., . ., 

sum up to 11 bhumi. Kamasukatibhumi (m3..l~r1~.1Jij) cons ists of Manusayabhumi 1 ( 

3.Jt.1~~.1Jij 1) and Devabhumi (LYl'J.fJlJ) or Chakamabhajarabhumi 6 ('iln"ll.J"l'V'l'"l:i'.fJlJ 6). 

Above the Chakamabhajarabhumi is the "Rupavajarabhumi" (lU"l'J"'l:i'.fJlJ) which is a 16-

level residence of Brahma. On top of the Rupavajarabhumi is the "Arupavajarabhumi" 

('ellU"l'J"'l:i'.fJlJ ) where the Arupabhrama ('ellUY'l:i'~3.J ) live, which consist of fou r bhumi. To 

sum up, there are three large world and 31 minor bhumi in total.
80 

Tribhumlokavinijaya (L(;l'illij1an1il'"l'ilt!) is a scripture that was written in variety ... 

of records. However, for the oveNiew, they mentioned the sacred mountains and 

cosmography in the same manner. In the Khmer's issue of the Ayutthaya's era, the 

names and description of sacred mountains are as fo llow: 

The peak of Mount Meru is 10,000 yodh high which is called 

Bhipobtritrung (WfiWLP/j'P/1-Jl). Mount Yukandhara (IJL'l11t{Plt.Jfij>) is a place of 

angels which is 21,000 yodh thick and 2000 y odh high above the sea level, and 

80 
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penetrates 2,000 yodh deep under the sea. Mount lsindhara (I1L"ll1:S~'l.lfi~) is 
" 

1 05,000 yodh thick and 21 ,000 yodh high above the sea level, and penetrates 

21,000 yodh deep under the sea. Mount Koravik (JJL"ll1m~n) is 52,500 yodh thick 

and 10,500 yodh high above the sea level, and penetrates 10,500 yodh deep 

under the sea. Mount Suthatsana (JJL"ll1~~~'\J:; ) is 26,250 yodh thick and 52,400 

yodh high above the sea level, and penetrates 52,400 yodh deep into the sea. 

The east corner of Mount Meru is abundant with white crystal, the leaves are also 

white along with the water in the area. 

Mount Nemindhara ({JL"liiL'I.JS:rwfi~) is 1 ,312 yodh wide and 2,625 yodh 

high above the sea level and penetrates 2,625 yodh deep under the sea. Mount 

Vintaka (JJL"ll1~'\JJ;ln:;0UuCJ1n:;) is 656 yodh width and 1,312 yodh high above the 

sea level, and 1,312 yodh penetrates deep under the sea. Mount Assakan 

(JJ L"ll1'fl~~n~~ru) is 32 yodh wide and 656 yodh high above the sea level, and 

penetrates 656 yodh deep into the sea. Furthermore, the castle of Garudas 

locates at the gap beside the Mount Meru, which place in the center of four 

continents. Underneath the mount Meru is the abode of the beasts. The Mount 

Meru locates in the center of the cosmos with 84,000 yodh width, 168,000 yodh 

length, 84,000 yodh high above the sea level, and 84,000 yodh penetrates 

deeply into the sea. The peak of Mount Meru is 10,000 yodh high. It is where the 

angels live. 

Mount Meru locates next to Mount Trikuta (J;11r:HJ) and Silapatarvi (~~~ 

tln'1). Mount Trikuta is 12,000 yodh thick, the same as Mahapatavi (lJ~IUCl~) at 

12,000 yodh thick. Above the Patavi (tin7) is the world of the Great Naga that 

furnished with jewels and golds. 

Mount Suthat (~~Pl~) has 200 shades of golden color on it. Mount 

Kandhamat (Yiun:nmJ) has 200 shades of color. Mount Kalakuta {niWQ{]l has 

200 crystal green colors. Water flows from Anodata pond obscure the sun. 

Mount Kailasa (im~lgq) covered with a color as white as si lver. Mount Ki tchakuta 
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(.IJL"lllfl"JJD-IQ{]) has six kinds of crystal and is 200 yodh high. At Mount 

Vebharabhavarta (L'JI71~1J~~WVI) and Vebhurabhavarta (L'J~fllJ~TWVI), the demons 

live in the mountains of 4,000 gold caverns. Rukadeva (~n"llLY/'Jtnl) is the great 

lion who lives at the Mount Nantakhuha {{J L"lllt.llt.llilfJUI}. 
81 

Source : Son Srimatrung, 2013. Representations of the Iribhumi and cosmological beliefs in Thai mural painting, p.25. 

Figure 2.8: Locations and Names of Sacred Mountains in Cocmological Plan 
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The belief and details concerning cosmology in Buddhism show tha t the 

concepts derived and developed from Brahmanism and Hinduism.
82 

Therefore, a belief 

that Mount Meru is the center of the earth or the cosmos, with "Suthatsananakara (~.,;'~ 

~'W:;'WI"l~)" 83 
as the city of lndra at the peak of Mount Meru

84
, is usually appear in the 

construction of sacred places as a representative and center of communication with the 

cosmos. 

The construction of the walls and ponds that encircle the city appear to be the 

same as Mount Meru which is surrounded by Sidhandorn (~i'WI:n~) oceans.
85 

The 

distinctive essences of Buddhism, which is different from Hinduism, are the references 

to the earth and cosmos. There are usually mentioned in a way to support the miracles 

of Lord Buddha than to describe components and locations of the cosmos to the 

Buddhists for a comprehension or belief. Even in the principles of Mahayana Buddhism 

does not emphasize on the origin of the earth as a key element. 
86 

• 

The studies of literature in Buddhism found that the cosmos is associated with 

astronomy and astrology. The Mount Meru, the four continents along with other sacred 

mountains and oceans are not the geography of the world we live, but they are the 

pattern of the solar universe. The so lar universe is a tale of cosmos's diagram regarding 
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the orbits of the sun, moon, and stars which described in the Suriyayatra (~1mJ1[;1~) 

scripture. Suriyayatra is the scripture that calculates an ancient calendar wh ich 

originated in India and said that Mount Meru does not really has a mountainous figure 

and surrounded by oceans and mountains, but it is the world we currently live. It is also 

said that Sidhandorn River is a fine atmosphere which called as the outer space. The 

continents are actually not the continents from our world, but from the astrology's chart 

on the orbit of the stars surround the world which we could see with our bare eyes.
87 

Lokasanthanchotarakantee (L~n-Ktu~1'W1"1!(;l~(;l'\J~tui) ... ... is the scripture 

categorized as part of the earth science which is the evidence of the memo on the 

ancient palm leaves occurred since the 23'd 
88 

Buddhist century. The contents narrate 

the sacred mountains particularly in the cosmology category by a tale of mountains and 

universe as: 

"In this world where we live lies the highest mountain named Sineru (~L'W('). It 

penetrates deeply into the sea at 84,000 yodh with the same amount of height in the air 

above the sea. The seven great mountains are: Mount Yukondhara (F,JFI'Wfi{), Mount 

lsindhara (fl~'Wfi~) Mount Koravik (n~?n), Mount Suthatsana ~ni1i1'W::), Mount 

Nemindhon (LUN'!.Jfi{), Mount Vintaka (?litntnn::), and Mount Asakan (fli1rfruru::). They are 

the sacred places abundant with countless gemstone. The seven mountains penetrate 

into the sea with the depth reduce in half by the descending order. They surrounded 

Mount Meru which is the abode of the greats Maharaja, where angels and demons 

dwell. Mount Himapana is 500 yodh high and 3,000 yodh wide; adorned with 84,000 

87 
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peaks. Mount Chakravan (r.rm'IJI!i) penetrates deeply into the sea at 82,000 yodh, with 

the same amount of height in the air above the sea which cover up all the Lokadhatu." 
89 

(3) Sacred Mountain and Cosmology in Jainism 

Although Jainism does not play a d irect role in Southeast Asian culture. But it is 

another religion in Asia that has a belief in the sacred mountain, the cosmology, the 

cycle of life and death, and the belief that the effects of individual karma have affected 

the next life which is similar to the belief of Buddhism. 

Jainism's cosmological realm is mentioned in many bibles, e.g., Jambudiva 

Pannatti , and Tiloya Pannatti.
90 

The realm was divided the components of the cosmos 

into three sections: the upper world, the middle world, and the lower world . 

The upper world locates above the human world. It comprises of 12-levels 

heaven. The level where lndra residence lies is called "Vaimanika" .. 

The middle world is the world where human lives. It consist of numerous oceans 

and continents. The 8
1
h continent ca lled "Nandisvaradvipa" is the residence island of the 

gods who appears in an important events related to Tridhakorn (~hn~m-).91 
However, the 

most important continent is still the Jambudiva, because it is the origin of Tridhakorn. 

Also, Jumbudeva is where Mount Meru, the center of the cosmos, lies which make the 

continent the center of the cosmos too. 

The lower world is divided into different levels and it does not only contain a 

place of punishment called hell. 
92 

The lower world, according the belief of Jainism, also 
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consist of the underground, the earth, and the stars above where the gods who rule the 

lower world live, such as Naga, the gods of the direction (N, S, E, W, etc.), spirits, 

beasts, Kinnaree, Vidyadhara, and Navagrahadeva.
93 

For the concept of Cosmo genesis in Jainism, no one builds things up, but 

everything changed according to the laws of the universe in which consists of two types: 

Usasapapini, (the change from degeneration to progression) and Osapapini (the 

change from regression to degeneration.)
94 

In conclusion, the cosmology found in Hinduism, Buddhism and Jainism is a 

conception of the sacred mountain, which is a component of Mount Meru, the center of 

the cosmos and Mount Kailasa, the residence of the great Shiva, etc. These sacred 

mountains are an element in the structure of the universe, both in terms of the reflection 

through religious beliefs to bui ld strong and stable relationships between humans and 

gods, the knowledge of the astronomy associated with the motion of the sun, the moon, 

and the stars in the universe, including the description of the relationship of the world 

and the universe, which is an attempt to c reate a set of philosophical knowledge for 

humans to accept themselves as part of life exist in a small molecule of the vast universe 

surrounding by the sacred nature. 

2. 1.4 The Knowledge of Yastusastra Concerning the Sacred Mountains 

The knowledge of Vastusastra concerning the sacred mountains appears in the 

enchantment book (Treatise) which is a manual for the architect (Tvasta). The book 

specifies the pattern and a guideline to utilize a mountain as a major element to build 

sacred places from the principle of city and fortress building. 
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The architectural design of the sacred mountain appears in the principle of 

prasada building . A prasada consist of a multi-storey building and it is also the 

residence of gods. The prasada with a peak so height like a mountain or a hilltop is 

called "Sikhara". The architectural design of the sacred mountain also appears in the 

principle of house building. The house consist of large number of floors is said to be "As 

High as Mount Kailasa". 

The Vastusastra is a manual (Treatise) for the architect (Tvasta) in Hinduism 

culture. The Vastusastra was used to create and design all types of architecture such 

as a terri tory, cities, the prasada (the residence of gods), the palace of the king, the 

fortress, the natural environment as the selection of location, space inc luding the houses 

of people from various classes. 

If the architect can follow the principle, then the architecture is considered to be 

complete according to the philosophy of Sthapatya Ved which is considered as the 

Veds or the set of knowledge for architecture. 

It is one of the categories of AthaNa Ved in Vedic , and is followed by Vastusatra 

Upanisad, which appears in Upanisad Scripture and Vastuvidya in the Purana Scripture. 

The creation of Sthapatya Ved focuses the sacredness of the universe into the creative 

process and all elements of art and architecture creation by displaying a series of 

knowledge through the mentioned Vastusastra Scripture. The use of Vastusastra is for 

the creation of Architecture and Planning while Silpasastra is for the creation of 

Sculpture and Iconography, and Chitrakala is for Painting in all forms.95 
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By the sacredness and propitiousness of the relationship between human, 

architecture, environment, and goddess , the status of the mountain was clearly 

indicated in Vastusastra by the characteristic of a mountain which use to build a sacred 

space. The other utilization is to design an architecture which has a characteristic as a 

sacred mountain by the belief of Hinduism philosophy and the major principles of the 

sacredness of the cosmos. 

The studies of Vastusastra regarding the sacred mountains revealed four major 

sacred mountains in the culture of architectural creation as follow; 

(1) Principle of City Design 

(2) Principle of a Prasada Design 

(3) Principle of a Fortress Design 

(4} Principle of a House Design 

(1) Principle of City Design 

Vastusastra gives precedence to the mountains in the extent of a creation 

principles of a peaceful and prosperous city by using a mountain as a major component 

as follow; 

1) The capital is enjoined to be built on a charming level ground, having 

mountains not far from the place having water-courts extending up to the sea, 

and having various trees and creepers abounding with animals and birds.
96 

In the Krya Yuga, mens used to sport with the gods in g roves, hi lls, river, lake 

97 
and forest" 
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2) Markandyya Purana indicates the suitable geography to construct a Nagara

type city that the city should locate on a mountain or by the seaside. Therefore, 

the methodology in locating a place to build a city is also in Vastusastra.
98 

3) The crucia l component of the city is a fortress which is critical for protecting the 

ci ty, so it is necessary to build a fortress on the mountain.
99 

Therefore, there 

was always an architecture of a big fortress on mountains for big or small cities. 

(They made towns at first and they reported the fortresses in inaccessible 

deserts and wasted, in mountains and caves, also they industriously construct 

with their own fingers an artificial fort on tree, Mountains and in the water) 

(2) Principle of a Prasada Building 

Vastusastra mentioned about Vastu which means a residence of "rel'\.J(;l~" 

(Mortality), all living things, and "tiU'\.J(;l~"( l mmortali ty) which means god. The residence 

of god that is a building with stories is ca lled Prasada. It was a symbolic building, so 

there was a rule to name the Vastusastra for Prasada architecture as Prasada Vastu. 

Prasada is usually applied to many storeyed palaces 
100 

It is considered a Vimana 

where the gods live. There is a peak on the top of the Prasadas called Sikhara which 

means a mountain that shows different Bhumis figure.
101 
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The appearances and types of Prasadas were recorded in the Vastusastra in the 

section of Pra-sa-da lakshana. It leads to an architectural creation of Prasada for gods 

with the Sikhara at the peak of the Prasada. They were also used in different 

architec tural designs for a Hindu Archi tectonic and lconology that form an Art & 

Architectural Style of Prasadas in India. 

The Pra-sa-da lakshana in Vastusastra also has an influence to the creation and 

designing of Prasada for gods in Hinduism and proceed to the culture of Buddhism in 

Southeast Asian culture. 

(3) The Principle of a Fortress Building 

Vastusastra prioritized in fortress construction for a different layout of ci ties as 

the stra tegy for defending a city is to have a strong fortress . Or.1e method to build a 

fortress mentioned in Vastusastra is a Natural fort called Durga . It is protected by a god 

of the fortress (Daivata Durga) that categorized into four kinds which a mountain is a 

part of them. 

(1) Audaka (The Water Fort) 

(2) Parvata (The Mountain Fort or Hill Fort) 

(3) Dhanvana (The Desert Fort) 

(4) Vana (The Forest Fort) 
102 

Vastusastra described the characteristic of Parvata or the mountain fort as a 

mountainous fortification of such a rocky tract or a cave. Moreover, the division of 

different fortresses was also mentioned in the Purana. The importance fell to the 

mountain fort as it was a fortress that protected five cities; 

1) Dhanva Durga (The Desert Fort) 

102 
Ibid., 78. 
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2) Mahi Durga (The Earth Fort) 

3) Giri Durga (The Mountain Fort) 

4) Mahi Durga (The Human Fort) 

5) Mral Durga (The Man-Made Fort) 
103 

It is clear that a mountain play a crucial role in protecting the cities from foes. 

( 4) Principle of a House Creation 

Vastusastra indicated a metaphorical message for the Home type architecture 

that houses with many stories are as "being as high as the Kailasa Mountain" 
104 

The power of nature and the relationship between man and nature can clearly 

signify the guiding faith in the sacred to make human respect nature and to be 

submissive to nature, not harm and destroy nature. From the study through Indian 

phi losophy, epic literature, Ramayana and Mahabharata, the cosmologica l of religion, 

and Vastusastra, we can summarize the sacred mountain paradigm in Asian culture into 

a series of ideas for the understanding of the studies in sacred mountain design 

paradigms in Southeast Asian cultures, as follows: 

Indian Philosophy 

103 
Ibid., 77. 

104 
Ibid., 47. 

- The mountain is a part of nature, meaning the mountain is 

sacred by the power of nature. 

- There is a belief in the god of the mountain or the 

personification of the great god. 

-Worship the sacredness of the mountain. 

- The mountain is part of Brahma, which is the world's origin, 

the beginning and the ending of the world 



Ramayana and 

Mahabharata 

Cosmologica l 

Vastusastra 
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- The true nature of the mountains in regard to the · 

geographical areas of India and Sri Lanka. 

- Spirit of the Mountain Spirit 

- Mount Meru, Central Chulalongkorn 

-Mount Kilash, the residence of the gods. 

- The residence or location of the city of the gods. 

-The Metaphor for mountain god 

- Mountain as the weapon of the gods. 

- Mountain as a place of Buddhist practice. 

-The mountain as a source of water and sacred river. 

-Mount Meru is the center of the universe. 

- Mount Meru is the location of the city and the residence of 

the great god (lndra). 

- Mount Meru and other mountains in the universe have 

different physical characteristics in terms of size, shape and 

color. 

- Mountain in the universe is the location of the ci ty of the gods 

and is also the residence of the angels and demons. 

- Sacred mountains in the universe are often associated with 

rivers or oceans. 

Principle of City Building 

-Built on the mountain and close to the sea. 

- Defending the city for the mountains. 

- In Kruga Yuga, humans live with natural gods, mountains, 

rivers, lakes and forests. Beautiful and complete lands make 

the gods come to live. 

- The area for building the city is flat and surrounded by 
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mountains and water. 

Principle of Prasada Building 

- Prasada (Prasada) refers to a multi-storey building and a 

place of worship. The top of the prasada has the peak so as 

high up a mountain or summit called "Si khra" (means 

mountain or hill) 

Principle of Fortress Building 

- The fortress is protected by Daivata Durga (god of the 

fortress). The mountain is considered to be one of the fortress 

known as "Giri Durga". 

Principle of House Building 

- The multi-storey house is as tall as Mount Kilash. 

Finally, the concept is a template for the transmission of views of the sacred 

mountain paradigm to the creation of a continuum in Southeast Asian culture. 

2.2 The Belief of sacred Mountain in Southeast Asian Culture 

The countries of Southeast Asia have complex histories, archaeology, social 

cultures and landscapes, both mainland and maritime with the South China Sea to the 

east and the Andaman Sea to the west. And over the centuries those landscapes 

changed considerably. During the Pleistocene Epoch, for example, glaciers imprisoned 

so much water that sea surface levels were much lower than today, and much the area 

presently under water was dry land which was known as Sunda Land.
105 

105 
Sujit Wongthes, Suvarnabhumi. origination of Thai History, Bangkok: Matichon, 2004, 

11 -17. 
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Source: Sujit Wongthes, 2004. Suyarnabhumi oriainalion of Thai Historv.Bangkok: Matichon, p.16- 17. 

Figure 2.9: "Sunda Land" 

Southeast Asia had a wider area than today, as recently as 3,000 years ago. It 

was then bordered on the north by Kunming's Dian Cho Lake, on the east by Guangxi 

and Kuang Dong Provinces, and on the west by the Brahmaputra River in Assam. Its 

area also covered the southern islands of present-day lndonesia.
106 

The term 

"Southeast Asia" was first used in an Australian geographical journal in 1900 but only 

entered popular usage after World Wat II. Prior to that time, it had only a military 

definition, denoting that area not considered part of either India or China.
107 

In the present day, the term describes the area lying from 11 degrees south to 

28 degrees north latitude, and from 92 to 141 degrees east latitude, a space of around 

44.4 million square kilometers, comprising approximately ten percent of the Asian 

continent. It is bordered on the north by China, on the east by the Pacific Ocean, on the 

106 
Ibid., 11. 

107 
Bung-on Piyabhan, Southeast Asia History, Bangkok: O.S. Printing House, 1994, 1. 
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south by the Indian Ocean and on the west by India and Bangladesh .
108 

Eleven 

countries lie within its borders: Myanmar, Laos, Thailand, Cambodia, Vietnam, Malaysia, 

the Philippines, Singapore, Indonesia, Brunei, Timor-Leste and the Abode of Peace. 

The principal multi-lateral international political construct is the Association of Southeast 

Asian Nations (ASEAN). Founded to promote cooperation between member states, it 

has included, since 2015, the ASEAN Economic Community, a free-trade area with a 

free flow of labor. 

, .. 
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Figure 2.10: Map of present day Southeast Asia 

108 
Chonticha Khunthong and others, "Geography dimension and Southeast Asia 

fundamental knowledge," Southest Asia: The Melting pot of Civi lizations 1, 6. 
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These are fertile areas for agriculture, especially cultivation of rice, which 

is believed to have been first developed in Southeast Asia. Archaeologists working at 

Nonnokta, in Thailand's Khan Kaen province, have recovered rice husks which were 

dated to 3,000- 3,500 BC, which would put wet rice cultivation in Thailand considerably 

earlier than its adoption in either China or lndia.
109 

leading to the conclusion that the 

Southeast Asian region indigenously developed many aspects of its cultures, rather than 

simply importing Chinese and Indian cultura l practices. 
110 

An unique social civilization and culture appeared in this region in the pre

historic period. Southeast Asian peoples developed knowledge of navigation, metal 

casting, pottery, agriculture and domestication of livestock. Animism was the 

fundamental belief system, with great emphasis on the spirits of village and ancestor. 

These were tribal soc ieties which had well-developed communication links with other 

communities, as the discovery of Dong Son Drum on the mainland, peninsulas and 

islands. 

Despite having no written language, the societies and cultures in the region 

achieved economic growth and knowledge was accumulated and transmitted 

throughout large communities would later develop into complex cities or city-states. 
111 

Culture and society in Southeast Asia, since the pre-historic period, had 

transferred and acculturated from outside for several time. The acculturation process 

109 
Apinan Songkro, "Indian cultural assimilation of Southeast Asia," Southest Asia: The 

Melting pot of Civilizations 1 (Bangkok: Thailand research fund, 2014, 59. 

110 
D. E. G. Haii(Author), Charnvit Kasetsiri(editor), Southeast Asia History, 4. 

111 
Apinan Songkro, Indian cultural assimilation of Southeast Asia, Southest As ia: The 

Melting pot of Civilizations 1 (Bangkok: Thailand research fund, 2014),59-61. 
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caused socio-cultural change in Southeast Asia by cultural syncretism 
112

; social 

development in the early period demonstrates the agricultural society before the historic 

period 
113

• By using cultural ecology theory, it is suggested that similar environment could 

affect the evolution of culture, which consisted of cultural adaptation to the environment, 

to be similar and sequent in the same line .
114 

Several times since the pre-historic period culture and society in Southeast Asia 

absorbed influences and features from outside, causing socio-cultural change through 

the process of cultural syncretism. Cultural ecology theory suggests that similar 

environments result in similar cultural evolution as an adaptation in practices.
115 

In terms of anthropology and sociology, cultural change in each society can be 

accomplished in one of two ways: internal change, in response to technological 

development or the adoption of new laws, or external change, as a result of contact with 

other cul tures and as desire to imitate ("cu ltural borrowing" in a~thropological terms). 

Cultural evolu tion in Southeast Asia has mainly been driven by external pressures felt as 

a result of contact with other cultures. The process of cultural diffusion is hastened by 

the growth of transport and communications necessary to establish trading as a major 

economic factor. 

112 
Office of Literature and History, The Fine Arts Department, The summary of 

academic seminar of Southeast Asia culture and similarity of lifestyle, 

Office of Literature and History, The Fine Arts Department, 1997, 48. 

(Bangkok: 

113 
Nicholas Tarling (editor), Mattana Ketkamon and Mattanee Ketkamon (translator), 

The Cambridge History of Southeast Asia book1 from early times to c.1800, 132-150. 

114 
Office of Literature and History, The Fine Arts Department, The summary of 

academic seminar of Southeast Asia culture and similarity of li festyle, Bangkok: Office of 

Literature and History, The Fine Arts Department, 1997, 44-45. 

115 
Thailand association of Social science, Anthropology, Social Psychology, 

Sociology, Evaluation of Management Theory,Bangkok: Erawan Printing, n.p., 64. 
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This process is quite old and was noticed by ancient civilizations. Indian, Brahmanist, 

Buddhist and Jainist li terature all contain similar stories of trade goods moving to a land 

called Suvarnabhumi or Suvarnadvipa. Archaeological investigation points to 

Suvarnabhumi being a name for Southeast Asia, 
116 

the cultu res of which had developed 

into a unique "Southeast Asian cu lture" after absorbing major cultural elements from 

India 
117 

and integrating with existing local cul tures. City states were established and 

developed with a shared religious underpinning mixing Hinduism with Buddhism and 

indigenous animism. Some of these city-states, often called "kingdoms" were quite 

durable and robust. 
11 6 

Examples include the Funan kingdom along the Mekong River 

between Shodoc City and Phnom Penh, the Chenla kingdom stretching from Thailand's 

Korat Plateau to the southern part of Laos 
119

, the Champa kingdom, centered in Quang 

Nam, Vietnam, the Pyu kingdom in the south and the Pagan kingdom in the north of 

modern-day Myanmar,
120 

and the Srivijaya kingdom of the Malay Peninsula, Java and 

Sumatra.
121 

116 
Phasuk lntrawut, On the history of the Suvannabhumi. as revealed through 

archaeological evidence(Bangkok: Department of Archaeology, Faculty of Archaeology, 

Silpakorn University, 2005, 2. 
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Meong Boran, 1994),12. 
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Figure 2.11 : Ancient city-states in Mainland Southeast Asia 
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Figure 2.12: Ancient city-states in Southeast Asia's peninsular and Insular 
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The main Indian cultural references transferred to Southeast Asia were Hindu, 

Buddhist or a merging of the two. These had great effect as they redefined ritual 

practices and established the ideal of the great ruler .
122 

The concepts of government 

with sovereignty vested in a king was tightly integrated into Southeast Asian religious 

practices and became a fundamental feature of the city-states and kingdoms throughout 

the region which followed. 

In particular, the notion of the god-king arose first from Hindu concepts, for the 

very practical need for a strong leader in war. The Taittiniya Bhramana Commentary in 

the Rigveda, for example, tells the story of a war between Asura(the demon) and Deva 

(the gods) in which the Deva, on the cusp of losing the battle, elected one of their 

number, Soma, to be their king. Later, in the Upanishads period, in the Taitiriya 

Upanishads, the Devas elected no one as their king in Aitareya, but prayed instead for 

Phra Prajapati to send his son, lndra, to be king of the Devas. Belief held that the king 

is, in fact, a god in human form, called the Devaraja, born to be a leader of men, and 

was first promulgated in the Taitriya Upanishads. The related concepts of Chakravartin 

or Samrat, the king of kings, first appeared in both the Rig Veda and the Upanishads. 
123 

There is was said that the king of kings is the one who conquers the most land, and who 

will compose the Rajasuya and Vajapeya ritual. The Rajasuya, which has come down to 

us as a coronation ritual, originally applied only when the king drew his legitimacy from 

122 
Photjana Ridhirong, "Early state and emperor state in Southeast Asia History," The 

bookletofThai Khadi Research Institute, (12, 3) February-April1996, 13-14. 

123 
A.L. Basham, The Wonder That Was lndea (Calcutta: Fontana Books, 1971 ), 82. 

mentioned in Tassanee Sinsakul, Chakravartin Kingship(A Thesis submitted in partial 

fulfillment of the requirements for the degree Master of Arts, Department of Eastern 

Language, Graduate School, Chulalongkorn University, 1976, 5. 
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conquest rather than inheritance.
124 

It was high political practice, as all the kings of 

vassal states were required to attend. On the other hand, the Vajapeya, a form of 

Somayanjna, in which vassal kings and Brahmins offer sacred water to the one who will 

become Chakravartin, or the great king. 
125 

Later, in the Epic Poetry period, the status of 

the Chakravartin 
126 

was further raised and more closely tied to religion. It was the power 

of religion, and the adherence of the king to its practices and beliefs, that determined 

the greatness of an empire. Thus, Rama of the Ramayana epic, and Yudhishthira in the 

Mahabharata epic, are held to be ideal kings, who were guided by and ruled in 

accordance with Dharma principles.
127 

Although they may seem similar, the concepts of kingship and Chakravartin in 

Buddhism are in fact slightly different, for the king is not the one who descends from 

heaven to lead his people in war, but a leader which every successful society must 

have, described in the Akkanya Sutra thusly: 

" ... Communities cannot survive peacefu lly, so there must be a 

leader ... called Maha Sommutti, a king whom people respect, a ruler of all 

land; the one that should be a leader who can fil his people is the one that 

should be named king .... " 

" ... rt':l'll-1 LUU'lll-l'lluhi~'ll-l'l~n ~'IN'tltl j;j'r.l hJ1~thn ~~'ll ~'l~'l LuwJ1'r.l'liJ ~.W1 ... 
.. ~ <Ill " 
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Clarendon Press, 938. 
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Clarendon Press, 938. 
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A sutra from the Sutta Pitaka also provides a further description of the 

Chakravartin as a "Dharmaraja", a king who rules by Dharma .
129 

The best example in 

Buddhism, the ideal Chakravartin is Ashoka the Great, the third king of Moriya Dynasty 

(273 -231 BC), who conquered by the force of Dharma (Dharmavijaya) 
130 

rather than by 

the force of arms.
131 

This notion that to be being Chakravartin means to be guided in all 

respects by Dharma spread widely, as Ashoka sent Buddhist monks to encourage the 

adoption of Buddhism. And one of the lands to which Ashoka sent monks was 

Suvarnbhumi ,
132 

which is believed to refer to present-day Southeast Asia . 

The status of kings in ancient India culture, for example, the Devaraja , the god-

king or divine ruler, the Dhamaraja, the king who rules by Dharma principles, and the 

Chakravartin, the king of kings, was disseminated widely in Southeast Asia along with 

Hinduism and Buddhism; proof of this is seen in ancient inscriptions and literature, 

which is often found in archaeological excavations. 

128 
Royal Thai Traipitika book 11 Sutta Pitika book 3 Teekanikai Patiwaak(Phra Nakorn: 

Kan Sassana Printing, 1971,83-84. 
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Supremacy(Bangkok: Palitham, 2009), 162. 
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Evidence in the ancient c ity-states is more commonly found in sacred buildings on 

mountaintops, which frequently contained statues of various Hindu gods which are 

related in some way to the king and of sovereignty and independence of the kingdom.
133 

As for forms of government which developed to use these principles and systems, most 

centralized power in the main ci ty.
134 

The principle of using power through the 

monarchy can be clearly seen in the Pakum 1 and Pakum 2 inscriptions, which describe 

the relationship between religion and the dharma-king and which are some of the 

earliest references to the sacred mountain, deriving from Indian bel ief. 

The Pakum inscriptions, written in Pallava-script Sanskrit around the 6
1
h century, 

contain many descriptions of these principal relationships, for example: 

"The king who was named Jitrasen. a son of King Srivira Varman, a 

grandson of King Srisaragauma, who by birth a younger brother of 

Sripava Varaman the virtue but later be an elder brother; that king be 

named by coronation as King Srimahendravarman after defeated the 

whole of (Cambu) Kingdom. That King established the Ungam as a 

symbol of his victory on this mountain" 

"W~:: L 4' I LLt.h.J~ t.JW ~::fl.J fi1111YI NW~::t..m.ri I ~PI ~Lf'ltJ tJLlltJW~:: L f1 ~f'l "llfl.JW~:: L ~~ f'l~rJ ~'JrJ.JtJ 
" 

Ltluw~::n'l1111111111"11fl.JW~::L~If1'1~1~'JLfii3-J:: LmL111t.Jf1'ni"'l::LtltJw~::fltf'I11 LLffiln~LtltJ 
W ~:: L '11'1:tfil"llfl.J W ~:: L ~I f111-fl 'J'J nTu&JiJw ~ ::t.JIJ-1 Uti n11 7. tJ~ ltJ fl Cl.Jfi~m LLffiW ~:: L t.JI { 

tJJJ .., d.J ' 

W ~:: L 4' 1 LLcJtJ ~ tJW ~ ::fl.J rf Ju L~flJW ~::tJ 13-/ rJtJLn 111 LLffi n 1 ~fJJ7 L'l:tnriiW ~:: L 4' 1 f111-J-J L UtJYI ~n,YtJ 
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Apisek is the Sanskrit word for worship, derived from Api and Sit, (t!fl+ff'il), 

which means to establish by sprinkling. Many coronation ceremonies exist in Hindu 

culture, but all possess the same important step of offering and sprinkling water to and 

on the king,
136 

and that ceremonial event is still practiced today in those countries of 

Southeast Asia that have retained a monarchical institution. 

Source: National library of Thailand, The Fine Arts Department, 1986. 

lnscriplion in Thailand book 1, Bangkok: The Fine Arts Department 

Figure 2.1 3: Pakmun1 Inscription (left) and Pakmun 2 Inscription 
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158-164. 

136 s· p· 1nuan 1nuosunan, Coronation ceremony in Indian and Thai beliefs: Comparative 

~(A Thesis submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree Master 

of Arts , Departm ent of Eastern Language, Graduated Schoo l, Chu lalongkorn Univers ity, 

1 985. 13 7-141 . 
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A relationship between Indian cu lture and Southeast Asia exists in the Sanskrit 

inscription, in legends or stories influenced by the Ramayana and Mahabharata epics, 

and Sanskrit books on traditions of the king, Dharmmasat or the sacred laws of 

Hinduism especially the Manu Smriti, 
137 

were used with great respect. Furthermore, 

many ancient Indian sutras such as the Silpa Sastra, the Natya Sastra, the Sthapatya 

Sastra and the Vastu Sastra, were adapted as guidelines for the creation of art and 

architecture. These sutras also influenced other elements in the Southeast Asian 

cultural framework, including the paradigm of the sacred mountain. 

The concept of the sacred mountain that spread to Southeast Asia is 

represented in three tupes; (1 )the landscape by an actual mountain, (2)symbolically in 

architecture, and (3)combines with buildings which themselves symbolized the 

mountain. 

(1) Sacred Mountains: In a mountainous area, sacred mountains were 

commonly selected and identified by the special shape of the top, a shape which 

resembles a Linga or has a natural could be selected by the special shape of the top; 

that its shape looks like Linga or is part of some natural phenomenon, such as fountains 

or volcanos, or is at a location where some special historical or cultural event occurred . 

Nowadays, the sanctity of a mountain is established through belief, local legend, 

story or rel igious scripture, and represented through ritual , art and architecture in 

temples, shrines and statues in or on the mountains or in the foothills. Best examples of 

this can be seen on Mount Ngu Hanh Son(L"ll'lf'lbb~'l) in Vietnam, Phu Klao near 

137 
George Cedes, Les Etats hindouises d'lndochine et d'lndonesie, 1948, 36. 

mentioned in D.G.E. Hall, Southeast Asia History, 20. 
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Champasak, Laos, Phanom Kulen near Siem Reap in Cambodia, and Doi Luang Chiang 

Dai on the outskirts of Chiang Mai, Thailand. 

On volcanic islands, the volcano is typica lly more sacred than a normal 

mountain would be since the volcano can both create and destroy, providing benefits in 

a way that normal mountains cannot. This is clearly reflected in the many ritua ls that are 

dedicated to the god of volcanoes .
138 

Two examples of sacred volcanos in Southeast 

Asia are Mount Merapi in Java and Gunung Agung in Bali, both in Indonesia. 

The Sacred Mountain Symbolized in Architecture: Both Hindu and Buddhist 

temples, often built on the plains, contained structures which resembled and 

represented sacred mountains: stupas or pagodas in Buddhist temples and Prasada in 

Hindu ones. 

A Stupa refers to a structure built on top of a grave or tomb, or a building to 

enshrine relics, jewels or votive tablets, demonstrating a religious inheritance.
139 

The 

early architectura l styles of the stupa had evolved from the Indian bell-shaped pagoda. 

~ . 1~ 
Above the bell shape would be a Buddha Asana (VfV1 1ieJ 1 ~'W) under a t1ered umbrella. 

It is principally a symmetrical upside-down cone; although constructed on a wide base, 

the stupa and its peak are slender elongated shapes tapering to the top . Later on, 

stupa design would be modified with unique designs for each locality. Examples of 

such unique stupas can be found in the principal stupa of the temple of Phra 

138 
Ibid., 13. 

139 
Santi Leksukhum, Chedi: background and Chedi components' vocabulary in 

Thailand(Bangkok: Matichon, 2009), 4-5. 

140 
Narisara Nuwattiwong, Prince, Damrong Rajanubhab, Prince, Message of King book 

.5.(Bangkok: Kurusapa Business Organization, 1962), 333-335. 
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Pathommachedi in Nakhon Pathom, Thailand, Shwemawdaw Paya in Bago, Myanmar 

and That Luang or Vientiane great stupa, Laos. 

The Hindu Prasada is considered to be a Devalaya or Vimama, 
141 

a religious 

building with a special design indicating the presence of gods. 
142 

It features a 

Kudakhan, a multi-roof building which evolved from the origina l Indian Prasada, 
143 

often built on a square or recessing square plan. It is often built in square plan or 

recessing square plan. It features the use of fleches, slender elongated spires, the top 

of which are decorated with simulated Prasadas, arched windows with statutes of 

various gods. Best examples of this style can be found at many Khmer Temples such 

as Angkor Wat and the Bayon Temple in Siem Reap, Cambodia, the Balinese Besakih 

Temple at the foot of Kunung Akung Mountain in Bali and several Javanese temples 

such as Candi Prambanan in central Java, both in Indonesia and the Cham My Son 

temples in Quang Nam, Vietnam. 

(3)Sacred mountains combined with architectures that symbolized mountain; the 

design of most of the architectures related to religious literatures, especially, Stupa in 

Buddhist culture and Prasada in Hindu culture. Furthermore, there are also huge out

door statues or other buildings such as Mandapa (~ru'Ylu), Buddhist shrine or sacred 

statue enshrined on the top of the significant hill, selected by the out-standing physical 

feature and related to cultural or landscape of each city; for examples, Phra That Phousi 

in Luang Prabang, Laos and Phanom Bakheng Prasada in Siem Reap, Cambodia. 

141 "'fj~1U"(Vimana) can be both descriptions of Prasada or creast representing the 

place of god in each tier (researcher) Further information: Fredrick W. Bunce, 8 

Dictionary of Buddhist and Hindu lconology(New Delhi: O.K. Printworld, 1997), 337. 

142 
Fredrick W. Bunce, A Dictionary of Buddhist and Hindu lconology, 234. 

143 
Suriyavudh Sukhasvasti, M.R., Prasat Hin and lintei(Bangkok: Project to conseNe 

Thailand cultural heritage, 1999), 100. 
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2.2.1 Sacred Mountains and Hindu and Buddhist Beliefs in Southeast Asia 

The unity of reality is a fundamental belief of Southeast Asian relig ions, which 

intertwines with ecology, demonstrating the fundamental belief of ecological spirituality 

that everything is connected to everything else, and the sanctity of nature. In India, all 

the features of the natural phenomenon, including rivers, mountains, wind, fire and earth 

became great deities, especially in Brahman-Hinduism. Buddhism adds sanctity to a 

non-human condition as well, called Buddha Nature.
144 

Hindu and Buddhist culture first arose in India and then spread to Southeast 

Asia. The concept of the sacred mountain is described in religious literature as a 

necessary feature of the cosmological plan and a major element of all relig ions .
145 

which, in turn define the sacred mountain in every detail, both abstract and concrete . 

Abstract: Sacred mountains often appeared in literature describing religious 

cosmology in the two belief systems. Each has an all-inclusive concept of the role of 

certain mountains as centers of the cosmological universe, and perimeter mountains of 

the same or different cosmology. Mount Meru and Mount Kailash are described as 

cosmological centers, and the residence of the mountain god; in some cases, these 

mountains have roles in stories about certain prophet. In Buddhist belief, Mount Meru is 

the residence of lndra the king of the gods and guardian deity of Buddhism. Mount 

Kailash, in contrast, is, in Hindu belief, the abode of Shiva, one of the principal deities of 

144 
David Kinsly(author), Lapapan Supmantra(translator) Ecology and religion(Bangkok: 

Suan Yearn Mee Maa, 2008), 134-137. 

145 
Wilairat Yongrot, A study on Cosmo-Geography in the Mural Paintings of the Early 

Ratanakosin Period in Bangkok , A Thesis submitted in partial fulfillment of the 

requirements for the degree Master of Arts, Department of History of Art, Graduate 

School, Silpakorn University, 1997, 9. 
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Hinduism and one of the three gods of the Hindu trinity (the other two being Vishnu and 

Brahma 

Concrete; Actual or real mountains. There are three types of sacred mountain 

that derive from the ideal concept as it appears in religious literature: actual sacred 

mountains, buildings which symbolize sacred mountains, and similar representational 

structures located on or near actual sacred mountains. 

Actual sacred mountains are identified by hill-top shapes. Hindu sacred 

mountains are those which resemble the Linga , specifically the Lingabhavarta; fine 

examples include Vietnam's Phandu Rangka and Phu Klao in southern Laos. Buddhist 

sacred mountains, however, are more commonly selected on the basis of the mountain 

imagery or the unique shape or placement of a large rock, especially those which seem 

to stand magically at the top or on a Cli ffside, which has the shape of a stupa, or which 

may have surface shapes resembling the Buddha's footprint. , Examples of sacred 

Buddhist mountains with Buddha footprints are Mount Khichakut in Chantaburi, 

Thailand, and the Kyaikhtiyo Stupa in Kyaikto, Myanmar. 
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Source: Srisak Wallipodom. 

Figure 2.14: Examples of sacred Mountain in Southeast Asia 

Sacred Mountains Symbolized in Architecture: Sacred mountains in Hindu 

belief are often represented by Prasada, buildings with multiple layers with high and 

slender peaks elongating to the top. Each religious place may have more than one 

Prasada, depending on the creation cu lture of each locality. In Buddhism, sacred 

mountains are often represented by the stupa, although some are represented by the 

Ubosot (ordination hall) or Vihara (assembly hall) found in temples. The Vihara of Wat 

Suthat Thepphararam in Bangkok is an excellent example of a structure specifically 
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designed as a representation of the sacred mountain on a cosmological plan, as 

described in religious scripture.
146 

Source: Samoechai Phunsuwan, 1996. Symbol within Thai mural painting from 19-24
1
h century, p.133. 

Figure 2.15: Examples of sacred Mountain symbolized by ·architectures 

Symbolic Sacred Mountains Located on Near Actual Sacred Mountains: This 

refers to architecture or art related to religious belief which is located on the top of 

sacred mountains, thus creating an unique sacred landscape; for example, Prasat 

Phnom Bakang over the sacred Phnom Kulen mountain in Siem Reap, Cambodia. In 

Buddhism, most of this architecture consists of stupas, Ubosot or Vihara , or sometimes 

the Buddha's footprint or Buddha statues. In Hinduism, the Prasada or Devalaya are 

used as personifications of gods whose residences are on the top of the mountain. 

146 
Samoechai Phunsuwan, "The Buddhist Cosmology of WatSuthat", MueanQ Boran, 

(18, 3-4), (July-December 1992), 89-90. 



source: bttps·/fwww google co th/maps/place/ 

Phnom+Bakheng/ 

source: http://www. icr-icc.com/icr/projects/phnom-bakheng 

Prasat Phnom Bakang, Angkor City, Cambodia 

Figure 2.16: Examples of sacred mountains combined with architectures 

that symbolized mountain 

2.2.2 Sacred Mountains and local Belief in Southeast Asia 

64 

The determination that a mountain and the surrounding area is a sacred place is 

actually a social process associated with magic or other supernatural power, and is a 

cultural invention full of code space which has a symbolic role for people in a society .
147 

Although sacred mountains in Southeast Asia are mainly related to Buddhist or 

Hindu belief, their sanctity was actually established from a mixture of those religions and 

animist belief, known in sociology as syncretism 
148 

a combining of different beliefs while 

blending practices of various schools of thought. It involves merging several originally 

discrete traditions, especia lly in the theology and mythology of religion, and in this case, 

147 
Patom Hongsuwan, Long time ago,there are story, tale, legend of life(Bangkok: 

Chulalongkorn University, 2013), 42. 

148 
The Royal Academy, Sociology Dictionary English-Thai(Bangkok: The Royal 

Academy,1981), 319. 
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involves animist beliefs in the spiri ts of ancestors and the natural spi rits of mountains, 

rivers and trees. 
149 

These ancient beliefs became an inheritance sent to Southeast Asia 

.
150 

especially supernatural power, spirits, animism, ancestor's spirits, mother earth 
151 

and natural spiri ts such as mountains, rivers or trees.
152 

These are ancient belief that 

continually inherited in Southeast Asia.
153 

Originally derived from human fears and 

anger they led to the notion that all natural phenomena are caused by supernatural 

power, first called spirits c~h. and then later gods.
154 

This merger of belief systems received from outside with local belief is 

the major factor that encourages the cooperation for survival . In this way, belief 

becomes the foundation for the creation and evolu tion of culture and tradition, which in 

turn provides societal guidance.
155 

In reviewing much of the Southeast Asian literature 

149 
Amara Pongsapich, The patron-client system, Bangkok: Chulalo~gkorn University, 

1996, 264. 

150 
George Cedes, Les Etats Hindouises d' lndochine et d' lndonesie, 1948, 25-26. 

mentioned in D.G.E. Hall, Southeast Asia History Book 1 (Bangkok: The foundation for 

the promotion of Social Science and Humanities Textbooks Project, 2006), 9-10. 

15 1 
George Cedes, Les Etats Hindouises d' lndochine et d' lndonesie, 1948, 25-26. 

mentioned in D. G. E. Hall , Southeast Asia History Book 1 (Bangkok: The foundation for 

the promotion of Social Science and Humanities Textbooks Project, 2006), 9-10. 

152 
Winai Pongsripian and others, Southest Asia: The Melting pot of Civilizations 

l(Bangkok: Thailand research fund, 2014), 60. 

153 
Chuleeporn Virunha, World of Southeast Asia: Fundamental history(Nakornpathom: 

Silpakorn University Printing, 2014), 13. 

154 
Prani Wongthes, Sujit Wongthes, 12 months tradition in social and cultural history of 

human surviving(Bangkok: Matichon, 2005), 8-9. 

155 
Srisak Valipodom , 12 months tradition: Changed Rituals(Bangkok: Anthropology 

Centre, 2001 ). Mentioned in Prani Wongthes, Sujit Wongthes, 12 months tradition in 

social and cultural history of human surviving, 9. 
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that relates to sacred mountains, whic h in turn led to the creation of a cultural 

landscape, it becomes clear that the struc tu ral perspective of one is similar to the other. 

Ancestor spi rits, 
156 

local gods 
157 

guardian spirits , hermits, sacred animals including 

nagas, white elephants, white crows, etc. , and legendary or historical heroes worshiped 

by the local population all feature in this perspective and are believed to have power to 

protect or bless the town and its people as sacred Hindu or Buddhist objects. 

After the Indian religions spread to Southeast Asia, they integrated with local belief, as 

reflected in stories such as that of the Buddha travelling to earth (~1'U1'U'V-I'J::t~1t~vu lr!n). 

In this legend, the Buddha travelled over many mountains, frequently leaving his 

footprint or constructing Dhatu-chedi for the enshrinement of his ashes.
158 

Constructions 

on the mountains for the Buddha or the Hindu gods to rest, was made according to the 

cosmology as well as beliefs in sacred objects coming from local relig ious legends. 

Examples of folk tales relating to actual sacred mountains include the story of 

Doi Luang Chiang Dao on the outskirts of Chiang Mai, of Kao Luang in Sukhothai, of Kao 

Samokon in Lopburi, all in modern-day Thailand, as well as the stories surrounding 

Mounts Papa and Kyaiktiyo in Myanmar, and Mounts Heep and Mount Phusi in Laos. 

156 
Nicholas Tarling(editor), Mattana Ketkamon and Mattanee Ketkamon(translator), The 

Cambridge History of Southeast Asia book1 from early times to c .1800, 276. 

157 
Patom Hongsuwan , Long time ago, there are story, tale, legend of life, 50-51 . 

158
Tianchai Aksrondit, Phrachao Liaplok legend : The study of social context and Lanna 

culture, toponym, legend, people(Bangkok: Thailand research fund, 2009), 1-4. 
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Doi Luang Giang Dao is a residence of guardian gods, led by Chao Luang 

Kham Dang. Doi Suthep or Uchu Branpot (~~~'l.J'J'J'W\91) is a residence of Vasuthep 

Muni
159

, who plays an important role in the folk tales of Chamdevivongsa, the chronicle 

of Haripunchai, which describe the estab lishment of the c ity at the foot of Doi Suthep, as 

follows: 

" ... thus, Vasuthep Muni established a town near the 

foot of the mountain in order to be the residence of the couple . 

He then crowned Prince Angurisi Kumara as king and 

Mikubodi Kumari as queen. He ca lled the city Miksanga 

Nakara ... " 

., ' ' cJ ..... .r::S ~ s.... I/ d d 'J ..ci'J !.1 .Q 

" ... W]'::'JicyL YIW']/1j''LJtJ "''.J ~l?lf/n.JLd-/fJ.JUtJ.J ,t,Jf/C11tJY/ ~mWJJ.JU]']'W/11 

rw~ iud'Jwiv:nflflolwuu.Jflfl.JflliJrl:ttnJL u~'Jn]'I"Iflno~m~~wnr~n:J-J I ]' • • 

This same mountain also has a direct connection with Buddhism. Local 

people believe that Chao Luang Kham Dang, the guardian of Doi Luang Chiang Dao at 

the Chiang Dao Cave was responsible for the safety of seven treasures : a golden 

Buddha statue, a golden pagoda, a magic Bodhi tree, a magic elephant, magic sword , 

holy clothing and nectar.
161 

159 
Suebsak Sanyakiatikun, Ancient ci ty in Chiang Mai and Lampoon(Chiag Mai: 

Tanpanya, 2009, 59-64. 

160 
Phra Potirangsi, Camadevi translation, Hariphunchai Phongsawdar, Forth 

edition(Bangkok Bankit Trading, 1973), 39. 

161 
Prapon Reungnarong, Idiom, song, legend of 4 regions(Bangkok: Reunpanya, 

2009), 111-112. 
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Figure 2.17: Doi Luang Chiang Dao, Chiang Mai, Thailand 

Kao Luang is a mountain situated near the old town of Sukothai, the sanctity of 

which is the subject of a folk tale believed to have been written puring the Ayutthaya 

period. In this folk tale, there is hole in the top of the mountain which leads to the 

underworld; nag as use this hole as a pathway to the human realm. One day, a king 

named Sridhamma Sokkaraj went to the mountain to pray. While there he met a nagini , 

with whom he had a child, Phra Ruang, who became the king of Sukhothai and a hero in 

many legends.
162 

Kao Luang is also believed to be the residence of many local guardian 

gods, mentioned thusly in the first inscription of King Ramkamhaeng: 

" ... In the south of Sukothai ... there is Phra Kaphung Phi. the 

spirit of that mountain and the greatest spirit of all those in the 

town. Every King who rules Sukothai must worship this spiri t 

correctly in order to receive good bless ings. For those who do 

wrong, the spirit wil l not protect the city ... " 

162 
Srisak Valipodom, "Sacred mountain and internationalization," Mueang Baran, 25, 

3(July.-September 1999), 20. 
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fl'uuu LiJu7urrinrhnnmwi1a.Jf1 "11tJCJLP~nf1Liia.J~L"11rlflf1LL~ 1ut) 
• tl • 

... I ., l-' 

ilw~ f) n Li1fl.Ji1L n fl.J Li1f1.JUiJ tJ 1 u?tiilw~ti f) nmw "lJiflt.IVYl'-1 VLnN 
"' "' . 
~ 

LiJfl.JfJUifl ... " 163 

That Phra Kaphung Phi is identified as a spirit in this inscription implies that 

spirits and guardian gods are, at least in Southeast Asia, one and the same .
164 

Evidence of a belief in spirits or guardian gods during the Sukothai period can 

also be found in the inscription of Pu Khunjid Khunjod ('"l'"i~·n~~'W~I?I~'W'"lf1~) , which dates 

to 1392: 

163 

" ... All the guardians in the water, in the cave... all the 

guardian gods; the great spirit from Kao Phuka, Kao Phadan 

Phadang, Phaeng Mae, Phrasak Phraso, Suatanyang, Panstan, 

Pu Charameun, MuenHuaisandong, Pu Chaophra, Kao 

Banyong, Phra Sri spirit from Bang Phrasak..." 

, .... ... ., .., 
" ... fllfn,; mu~ lflflt.li1LW11 iwit ... n-uNfl LUqj L"111-r:fF11 L"lJICJ'"JPIIt.ICJILLPI.J 

George Coedes, "Side 1 Ramkhamhaeng Inscription ," Inscription meeting section 1: 

is Sukhothai inscription that was discoved before 1924(Bangkok: UCTAL, Prime 

Minister's Office, 1978), 27-36. 

164 
Supaphan Na Bangchang, Customs and Traditions: Beliefs and Practices from 

Sukhothai Period to Mid Ayuthya Period(Bangkok: Chula longkorn University, 1992), 34. 

165 
Fine Art Department, Sukothai Period Inscriptions (Bangkok: Fine Art Department, 

1983), 118-127. 
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source: https://WW~N.google.co.th/maps/place/L'tl"l'l-lf'l''J-3/ 

Figure 2. 18: Kao Luang, Sukhothai , Thailand 

Kao Smokon is a mountain which stands alone in Lopburi. In a folk tale from the 

Ramikien, the local version of the Hindu epic Ramayana, Laskmana, the brother of 

Rama, was shot by lndrajit. Hanuman, the monkey king, was commanded to search for 

an herb cal led "Sangarani Trichava(ff~mtihi'5'!f11) ". In order to fulfil l his mission, 

Hanuman brought the entire Kao Sappaya mountain from Chainat to his camp. During 

the journey, as small rock fell from the mountain onto a rice fie ld which was later called 

Kao Smokon. During his journey, one small rock fell from the mountain, in to the field of 

rice later known as Kao Samokon, and which became the residence of Sukthanta Muni, 

the teacher of King Ramkamhaeng and of Phraya Ngummeung, the king of Payao. Both 

are believed to have studied at Kao Samokon.
166 

166 
The Royal Academy, Thai geographical dictionary, Royal Academy version book 2 

(Bangkok: Royal Academy, 1964), 132-133. 
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source: https :1/www .goog le .co. th/ma ps/place!Wat+ Khao+Samo+Khon/ 

Figure 2.19: Kao Smokon, Lopburi , Thailand 

Mount Popa in Myanmar is an extinct volcano. The Burmese believe it is a 

residence of the Nats, or guardian spirits. The head Nat at Mourt Popa is called Min 

Maha Kiri, which means lord of the mountain and is believed to be the spirit of Mong Tin 

Da, a very strong blacksmith. According to local legend, the sound of thunder is made 

by this Nat, by hitting an anvil with his hammer, and with fire of his forge resembling the 

fires of hell.
167 

I 

Mount Kyaiktiyo, with the Kyaiktiyo Chedi on its summit, is the subject of many 

legends and folk tales, but the most popular is one which tell the story of a muni and a 

nagini. The nagini transformed herself into a beautiful woman, married and gave birth to 

two eggs. Seeing this strange sight, the local people became afraid of the nagini and 

expelled her from their village. She left her two eggs in the forest where they were 

discovered by two muni brothers, who decided to keep them. Tissa, the elder brother, 

went to Kyaiktiyo, while Siha, the younger brother, lived on Mount Singyai (although 

167 
KhinMyoChit(author), Prapasri Damsa-ard(translator), Legend and folktales of 

Myanmar (Bangkok: Institute of Language and Culture for Rural Development, Mahidol 

University, 1998), 71-84. 
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some legends say it was Mount Shewegawin). The two eggs hatched into two brothers. 

The one who stayed with Tissa Muni became king of the Thaton kingdom, the old city of 

the Mon. The other boy, who stayed with Siha Muni, died at a young age and was 

reincarnated in India as Kwampati (w5in.J~). who became the Bikkhu of the Buddha. He 

later returned to Myanmar to find his mother from his former life, but instead found only 

his former life's brother. 
168 

Mount Heep, located in the U River delta near Luang Prabang, Laos, is 

described, in the story of Khun Lu and Nang Ua, to be the place where Nang Ua's coffin 

b . d 169 was une . 

According to original Malay beliefs, the mountain is also the source of all the 

rivers and, on its highest peak, the residence of ancestor spirits .
170 

These examples show the complex intertwine of local belief in Southeast Asia 

with the imported Hindu and Buddhist belief systems, which led to the creation of the 

sacred mountain, and the changing and mixing of the cultures of each society 
171 

led to 

the development of a new identity, that of Southeast Asian culture. 

168 
Sura Piriyasanguanpong, Mahamuni image and important Chedi in 

Myanmar(Bangkok: Museum Press, 2014), 157-158. 

169 
Srisak Valipodom, "Sacred mountain and internationalization, 13. 

170 
Nicholas Tarling(editor), Mattana Ketkamon(translator), The Cambridge History of 

Southeast Asia book1 from early times to c.1500(Bangkok:Thailand research fund, 2008), 

276. 

171 
David L. Carmichael, Sacred Sites Sacred Places (New York: Routledge, 1994), pp. 

2-3. 
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The study of the sacred mountain in Asian cultures and transmission of the 

concept to Southeast Asia, allows us to develop the paradigm of the sacred mountain 

with its roots in Indian philosophy and religion. The mountain concept, therefore, is 

really all about the relationship between human beings and the natural phenomenon, 

reflecting an ecological spirituality in which humans coexist with nature which they 

respect as the source of life in their various cultures. The mountain god, the great 

nature in the physical landscape, derived from this spirituality and was reflected in the 

great Hindu epic poems, the Ramayana and the Mahabharata, absorbing the 

cosmology of old beliefs which in turn was recorded in Hindu, Buddhist and Jain 

scriptures. 

This led to a better understa,nding of the relationship between humans and the 

space of their imagination, an understanding which by transmissi.on to Southeast Asia 

allowed the paradigm of the sacred mountain to develop out of Indian philosophy and 

religion. 

The relationship between human beings and great nature, or the mountain is a 

key element of ecological spirituality, in which people coexist with nature, respecting the 

natural world as the source of life. The mountain god, great nature in the physical 

landscape, was a natural derivation of this spirituality and its existence was a major 

element in the great Hindu epic poems, the Ramayana and the Mahabharata, which 

included the cosmology of old beliefs, and was further recorded in Hindu, Buddhist and 

Jain scriptures. In this construct humankind is only a tiny particle in the vast 

environment of the mighty universe. In this way, individual human identity is diminished 

as one comes to accept the greatness and holiness of nature . 

Understanding the Vastu Sastra allows us to study the sacred mountain 

paradigm, which then becomes a necessary factor in understanding the relationships 
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present in all forms of architecture, be it the landscape architectures of towns or the 

creation of sacred mountain architecture in the prasada. 

The paradigm of the sacred mountain was exported to Southeast Asia through 

commerce, propaganda, political activity, etc. The Asian cultural belief of the sacred 

mountain therefore combined with local Southeast Asian beliefs resulting in respect for 

the holiness of supernatural forces, animism and nature spirits, especial ly those of the 

mountain, an important element of the environment. This, in turn, led to the concept of 

the sacred mountain being enshrined in both natural mountains and symbolic ones such 

as mountain-replica architecture and a mix of that architecture constructed on top of a 

natural mountain. 
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CHAPTER3 

An Approach to the Creation of Sacred Mountain in Southeast Asia Culture 

From the belief of sacred mountain in Asia culture and its transmission to 

Southeast Asia region, comes the discourse of Asia culture, for example, the Indian 

philosophy, the reflection of the Sacred Mountain that names and beliefs are presented 

in the Epic of Ramayana and the Mahabharata, an approach to the creation of the 

Sacred Mountain based on the theory of Cosmology that presents in many religions 

(such as Hinduism and Buddhism), including the science of architectural invention 

related to the mountain based on the scripture called Vastu Sastra. The belief of the 

Sacred Mountain was interweaved with the idea of mountain in the original local belief of 

Southeast Asia region. It is led to an approach to the creation of Sacred Mountain in 

Southeast Asia Culture which represent the pattern of the sacred natural mountain as 

the sacred topography, and the man-made mountain both in the form of the mountain

replica and the invention of the hilltops architecture in order to represent the Sacredness 

of the mountain. 

The creation of Sacred Mountain in the Southeast Asian culture has its own 

pattern which will be demonstrated next, including the brief examples of the 

phenomenon of the Sacred Mountain invention for the obvious understanding of the 

aforementioned approach to the Sacred Mountain Design. 

3.1 Natural Mountains 

Natural Mountains are the topography of the world with the stretch of 600 meters 

above the surrounding landscape and high slope 
172

• The effects after the process of the 

geotectonic, the various sorts of Plate Convergence, especially the Continental Coll ision 

172 
The Royal Institute, Geography dictionary(Bangkok: The Royal Institute, 2001 ), 217. 
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and Subduction have made various kind of mountains such as Fold Mountain, Block 

Mountain, Volcanic Mountain and the mountain formed from the plateau erosion 
173

• 

The physical of the natural Sacred Mountain in the Southeast Asian region 

occurred in many form, such as Lingaparvata, enormous mountainscape, volcano and 

large natural rock on the mountain with outstanding figure and could be clearly seen 

from the level ground (and related to both the local and religion belief). 

3. 1.1 Lingabharvata 

The word "Lingabharvata" derived from "Linga" and "Bharvata". The word 

Ling am (in Bali or Ling a in Sanskrit) means phallus 
174

. It is the symbol representing 

Shiva, the highest rank god in Shaivism 
175

, the god of Creative Power
176

, the Holy of 

Holies 
177 

and the representation of the five elements which are Earth, Water, Wind, Fire 
I 

and Air
178

• Shiva is also the representing image of the galactic parentage (Purusha and 

Prakriti) 
179

, the wealth, the galore and prosperit/
80

. The wor.d "Bharvata" means 

mountain. Therefore, the word "Lingabharvata" implies to the mounta in with the sign of 

Shiva or the personification of Shiva. It is also the representative of the force of nature 

173 
Neramit Srichamnong, Natural environment vocabulary(Bangkok: Duangkamon 

Publishing, 201 1), 191. 

174 
Jean L. Mckeehnie, ed. Webster's New twentieth century Dictionary of the English 

Language, (2 nd. Ed.; New York: The World Publishing Company, 1963), 152. 

175 
Royston Pike, Encyclopedia of Relig ion and Religions(London: George Allen & Unwin 

Ltd., 1951), 232. 

176 
G. Jouveau-Dubreuil, Iconography of Southern lndia(Varanasi: Bharat-Bharati, 1978), 

13. 

177 
Nancy Wilson, Ross, Hinduism Buddhist Zen(London: Faber and Faber, 1966), 60. 

178 
Vasudeva S. Agrawala, Indian Art(Varanasi: Prithivi Prahashan, 1965), 257. 

179 
Sheo Bahadur Singh, Bramanica l Icons in Northern lndia(New Delhi: Sagar 

Publications, 1977), 11. 

180 
Supattaradit Diskul, M.C., Arts of Thailand, (Bangkok: Amarin Printing, 1981 ), 63. 
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and the sign of the humanity's Auspicious which is obviously occurred in the Southeast 

Asia culture at Phu-Kao, Lao PDR and Panduranga, the ancient Cham kingdom or the 

modern-day Socialist Republic of Vietnam. 

Phu-Kao located in Champasak province, Lao PDR. It is the large cordillera 

located above the lowlands with Mekong river flow through from the east. On the highest 

top located a large Linga-like shaped natural rock pi llar. Therefore, the people of old 

defined it as the sacred mountain which is related to the physical ancient city plan of the 

Chenla Kingdom's Sedhapura City. The mountain was connected to the Shaivism 

Cosmology collaborated with the orig inal belief to respect the mountain and river. Its 

importance was represented through the name of the hilltop "Lingaparvata" which is 

..., 0 161 
related to the name "Bhataresavara(Jl'VIb'iPI'l'i)" of the Sh1va . 

At Phu Kao, nowadays still exists the cultural landscape around the foothills 

which is located Vat Phou, the Hindu religious place in the Khmer culture. The trace of 

Vat Phou construction was overlapped for many eras since the ih century or before the 

Angkorian-Period (around the so-called Chenla Era) 
162

. It is also the location of 

Sedhapura City while Phu Kao and Vat Phou were the city's sacred religious places 
163

• 

At the area around Phu Kao that the Lingabharvata located, the invention of prasada 

had continuously occurred for several periods. There were also the creation of large 

Linga sculpture and Trimurati statue in order to emphasize the importance of the 

mountain god Shiva. Later these places were converted into Buddhist place and in the 

sanctuaries locating the large Buddhist sculptures instead of the Hindu idols. 

Nowadays, the "Vat Phou Annual Fair" is still celebrated in every February. 

161 
Buddha Prakash, India and the world, Vishvesh Varanand and lndological. Series 

3.1(Hoshiarpur: Vishveshvaran and Vedic Research Institute, 1964}, 60. 

162 
Srisak Wallipodom, "Sacred Mountain and Internationalization", 21. 

163 
Thida Saraya, "Sedhapura," Muang Beran, 13, 4(0ctober.-December 1987}, 73. 
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Figure 3.1: Phu-Kao, Lao PDR 
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Lingabharvata of Panduranga is locating in the township frorr the southern part of 

the Socialist Republic of Vietnam called Phan Rung. It originally was the sacred 

mountain of the city of Panduranga 
184

, the capital ci ty of Champa from around the 8
1
h 

century.
185 

The Linga-like shape large natural pillar stone found at the top of the 

mountain is it special feature. Moreover, the mentioned stone pillar could be seen from 

the ground and especially sea level. This granted sailors great benefit to observe the 

terrain in order to aware themself which city coast they had arrived 
186 

Panduranga was 

located in the area of present-day Phan Rang in Ninh Thuan Province. Panduranga was 

the last of the Cham territories to be annexed by the Vietnamese. Panduranga is first 

mentioned in an 817 inscription at Po Nagar.
187 

184 
Emmanuel Guillon, Cham Art: Treasures from the Danang Museum, 

Vietnam(Bangok: River Books, 2001 ), 16. 

185 
George Maspero, The Champa Kingdom: The History of an Extinct Vietnamese 

Culture(Bangkok: White Lotus, 2002), 47. 

186 
Srisak Wallipodom, "Sacred Mountain and Internationalization", 16-17. 

187 
Higham C., Early Mainland Southeast Asia(Bangkok: River Books, 2014), 318. 
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source: ww.v.google.co.th/maps/place/Phan+Rang-Thap+Chtlm, 

Figure 3.2: Phan Rang City, the Socialist Republic of Vietnam 

source: Srisak Wallipodom. 

Figure 3.3: Lingabharvata of Panduranga, the Socialist Republic of Vietnam 

3.1 .2 The Enormous Mountain Landscape 

The enormous mounta in landscape is the topography consists of alone 

mountain or a large mountain range, the c learly to be seen hilltop. It usually is the water 

source that becomes the important river and nourishes the lives of people and other 

living creatures. Moreover, it plays important roles of choosing a place to build a city in 

the ancient time. The holiness of the as stated landscape usually come from its 
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connection to the local legend. The belief in the force of nature, the belief of Hinduism 

and Buddhism and the city construction based on Vastu Sastra scripture made a sacred 

landscape related to many great communities and kingdoms, as evidently seen in 

Southeast Asia cultures such as b'l11Phnom Kulen, Siemreap Kingdom of Cambodia, 

Khao-Luang in Sukhothai province and Doi Luang Chiang Dao in Chiang Mai province 

Khao-Luang in Nakhon Si Thammarat province in Thailand Gunung Penanggungan 

Mountain in Java Island, the Republic of Indonesia and eat's Tooth Mountain the 

Socialist Republic of Vietnam. 

Mount Phnom Kulen is located in Siem Reap province. the Kingdom of 

Cambodia. Its physical appearance is about-800-meters-high mountain range extended 

for 37 kilometers in the north-southeast axis . It is located from the far-west of Siem Reap 

ci ty. Its area is rich in natural resources and is the source of Siem Reap River. the major 

river of Siem Reap. Sdok Kok Thorn Inscription says that K~ng Jayavarman 2nd 

established the kingship doctrine (Devaraja) and defined himself as Shiva reincarnation. 

The king insta lled the Devaraj (Linga) named "Kamarateng chakataraja (m .. m~-:~ "llni'JI'ij'l 

n"ll~)" in the city of Sri Mahendraparvata on Mount Phnom Kulen 
188 

just like how Shiva 

resides at Mount Kailash. Therefore, Mount Phnom Kulen is as sacred as Mount Kailash . 

In the modern-day, there are still the evidence of the architecture; large animal sculpture 

and the engraving of rocks under the stream that flows into the Siem Reap River such as 

Narai Bannsinthasin, the deities and the plurality of Lingam ca lled Thousand-Lingam 

(Sahasalinga). There is the intention to make the water flowing through the sculpture to 

become the holy water flowing down from heaven that blessed by the gods, just like the 

Ganges River on the Himalayas. Therefore. the mountain was also called by the name 

"Sahasalingabharvata" which means the mountains with thousand lingas . 

188 
Suphattaradit Diskul, M.C., Khmer Arts(Bangkok: Teachers Counc il Lat Phrao , 2539) . 

15-1 6. 
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source: https://WNW.google.co.th/maps/place/Phnum+Kulen/ 

Figure 3.4: Mount Phnom Kulen, Siem Reap Province 

Khao Luang in Sukhothai province is located in the west of the old city of 

Sukhothai province. It is a mounta in range lies from north to south and consists of many 

hilltops with the average height of 1,200 meters above the sea lev~l. Since the old time, 

Khao Luang played a significant role as the city main water resource. It is also the city's 

sacred mountain where the city's "Ghost Angel" lives, as it is said in the first inscription 

ca lled "Phra Khapung Phi (YiT:::"llY1~~)" 189. The archaeological evidences also show the 

importance of Khao Luang as the sacred mountain, for example, the discovery of a 

personification stone image called "Phra Maeya" and the important historical sites at the 

foothills . One of the important sites found there is the 15
1
h Buddhist century Khmer 

Prasada called Prang Khaopooja Historical Site 
190

. It is a lone prasada built of brick. In 

169 
George Coedes, "part 1 Ramkhamhaeng Inscription," Inscription meeting section 1: 

Sukhothai inscriotion can be found before 1924 (Bangkok: History Document Publishing 

Committee, Prime Minister Office, 1978), 27-36. 

190 
Anuspong Kraikriengsri, Study in Architecture of Prang Pu Ja, Kirimas district. 

Sukhothai province(Phitsanulok: Faculty of Architecture, Naresuan University, 2015), 14-

15. 
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the inside, a large base of the idol image was found. It is believed to be the Lingam 

based of Shaivism of Hindu religion. 

source: hltps)fwwy,~ google com/maps/p!ace/Khao pooja 

Figure 3.5 : Prang Khaopooja Historical Site, Sukhothai Province 

Doi Luang Chiang Dao located in Chiang Mai province, around 80 kilometers fa r 

from the city. It is a large limestone mountains covering and area of 521 square meters 

with the height of 400-2,275 meters above the moderate sea level. 95% of its area is 

steep with a slope of 40-70% and consists of several hi lltops. The highest one is the 

2,275 meters-height called "Doi Luang Chiang Dao" 
191

. Moreover, there is a cave made 

of large underground waterway about hundreds meters long and general-shaped 

stalacti tes. The word "Chiang Dao" derived from the city mentioned in the Chronicle of 

Yonok as the city that the great King of Lanna, Praya Mangrai, g ranted to his second 

son Chao Chai Song Kram ( L'-h-n'ti~'lm1~ ) for his favor in war service, as one part in the 

chronicle cites ; 

191 
Benjawan Wongkham(editor), Doi Luang Chiang Dao(Chiang Mai: The Thailand 

Research Fund , Thailand sector offic ial, 2547), 9-10. 
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"" "Chao Chai Song Kham and his civic officials ("lJUm'il.J) had asked Praya 

Mangrai to fend the city of his own. When Chao Chai Song Kram went back to the city 

of Chiang Rai, he ordered the officers to reclaim the city of Chiang Dao and built the 

royal residence with the proper residence. elephant barn. horse barn. rice barn and 

grass barn. Annually, at the eve of the year he will come to the city of Chiang Dao 

from the 5th month to the 8th month and then will go back to the city of Chiang Rai. 

Whenever Chao Chai Song Kram stays at the city of Chiang Dao, he will appear before 

his majesty at Nakorn Ping Chiang Mai annually."
192 

Morever, the urban legend tells a story of "the Brahma Hermit (Yi1'\.UJ~'"lM)" who 

has great insight. The hermit held the meeting with the angels and together they created 

things in the Luang Chiang Dao Cave. There is also a story of "the Almighty" who 

entrusted the giant deity named "Chao Luang Kham Daeng" to be the head deity who 

guards the mountain and Luang Chiang Dao Cave. 10,000 of his servants will guard 

those mystical things including the relics of Lord Buddha and his disciple 
193

. 

192 
Ibid, p. 84-85. 

193 
Lek Na Chiang Dao, Original Thamluang Chiang Dao(Chiang Mai: n'.d., 1970), 44-57 . 
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source: https"//www google co th 

Figure 3.6: Doi Luang Chiang Dao, Chiang Mai Province 

Khao Luang at Nakhon Sri Thammarat province is a part of Nakhon Sri 

Thammarat Mountain Range. It is a high mountain range extended from north to south. 

There are mountain plains along the valley. It is a soil mountain caused by the 

decomposition of granite. With the height of 1 ,835 meters above the moderate sea level, 

Yod Khao Luang is its highest peak. Around the Buddhist 11 th - 16
1
h centuries, the 

Shaivism school of Hinduism became Tambalinga's important driving force (Tambalinga 

was the ancient state. Its center was located in the modern-day Nakhon Sri Thammarat 

province). The God-King of the state established the Mandala system by establishing 

many holy landscapes as Tirtha(s). They also built Deva-Lai in those Tirtha(s) for 

pilgrimages, which is from the concept of Cosmological plan with Shiva at the center of 

the Mandala. From the mentioned concept, Khao Luang was assigned as the center of 

the sacred Mandala system consists of some Tirtha(s) located at the low hilltops found 

around the Khao Luang foothills 
194

• Moreover, the natives believed that Khao Luang is 

the residence of the guardian angels, as appears in a chapter of Nakhon Sri Thammarat 

province's ceremony of child encouragement in the following; 

194 
Preecha Noonsuk, "Manth Ia cheong Khao Luang: One of economic foundation 

within Tambralinga,"Muang Baran, 29, 1 (January.-March. 2003), 24-27. 
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" ... I pay homage to the guardian angel of the earth, the Khao Luang and all the 

source: https://www.google.eo.th/maps/place/Khao+Luang/ 

Figure 3.7 : Khao Luang, Nakhon Sri Thammarat Province 

Khao Rung Maew (Gat's Tooth Mountain) is the sacred mountain of the past 

Champa's Amaravathi Kingdom. It is the location of Yagyo city and many important 

religious place, especia lly the Myson Sanctuary in Quang Nam Province, in the modern 

Central Vietnam. The oldest evidence of the Myson Sanct 

uary is about a 13
1
h Buddhist Century-old 

195
. 

Its physical appearance is the largest stone mountain of the mountain range 

circling the southeastern mountain pla ins. There is a strange-and-notable shaped 

mountain placed on the mountain's peak which could be seen from afar. 

195 
Achirat Chaiyapotpanit, Vietnamese and Charm Art (Bangkok: Matichon, 2014),57. 



source: www aooole co th/maps/place/My+Son 

+ Duy+Phu+ Duy+ Xuye n, +Quang +Na m, +Vietnam/ 

source: Tran Ky Phuong, CHAM RUINS(Hanoi: The Gioi, 

1993),113. 

Figure 3.8: Khao Rung Maew and the Religious Places around the Mountain Plains 
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The Gunung Penanggungan in Eastern Java, the Repub lic of Indonesia, is 

about 750-1,500 meters above the sea level. Its physical characteristic is distinct from 

other mountains as it has the high mountain top surrounded t:;>y four medium-high 

hilltops and many low hilltops. 

Therefore, its importance as a sacred mountain is the result of the outstanding 

physical characteristic that looks like Mount Meru from the Cosmic Plan in the Hindu and 

Buddhist culture. Including the archaeological evidences and urban legends, there are 

more than 81 religious places found around the foot of the hills. Some of them were 

prove to be built around the 15th - 16th Buddhist centuries after the capital of Java was 

moved to the eastern part of the island in 14 70 A. 0.
196 

Moreover, there are the 

construction of Djalafunda Pond. It was designed to let the water flow from the middle 

compartment surrounded by 8 crests like Mount Meru. Its base engraved the Naga so 

the water running from it became the holy water that pour to the pond before flowing 

onto the flat ground below for consumption . As for the urban legend, it is told that, some 

part of the Mount Meru lost while it was moved from India to Java Island. Therefore, the 

peak and the body of the mountain must be separated. The body of the mountain 

196 
Subhadradis Diskul Indonesian Ancient Arts (Bangkok: Trade Organization of teacher 

counci l, 2545), 143. 
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located in the east of Java Island was called "Mount Meru" while the peak of the 

mountain was called Penanggungan 
197

. 

source:https://www.google.eo.th/maps/place/Goenoeng+Penanggoengan/ 

Figure 3.9: The Gunung Penanggungan, Eastern Java 

3 .1.3 The Volcano 

The volcano is caused by an eruption of the Molten Rock or the underground 

Magma (when the Magma reach the surface, it is called Lava) that come to the earth 

surface through the Vent. When the lava is cool, it is caused the accumulation of the 

objects around the crater before it become volcano. The volcano could grow larger and 

becomes a mountain range. It is usually has a cone-shaped with a crater at the crest. 

The craters are usually steep and around 100 meters deep with the diameter of 300 

meters long. However, some craters are about some kilometers long and hundreds 

meters deep. The crater may have been blocked by rocks caused by coagulated 

magma from the previous eruption and these rocks could let gas come through their 

cracks. An eruption of the volcano could happen for several times is there are many 

198 
molten rocks around the area . 

197 
Ibid., 144-145. 

196 
Lunna Panyapiwat, Physical Geology(Bangkok: Ramkhamhaeng University, 2542), 

60-61. 
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The volcano eruption is the natural phenomenon that is beyond human control. 

Each eruption could cause damage to both lives and properties. So people who live in 

the terrain with volcano tend to rather see the volcano in the aspect of the natural force 

than a normal mountain. Therefore, there are many religious places or ritual sacrifices in 

the name of the mountain god around the volcanoes, both the extinct and non-extinct 

ones, on the vast land and the island. 

In the latter are the examples of the volcanoes that were defined as the sacred 

mountain in their regions, such as Mount Agung in Bali, Mount Merapi in the central 

Java , Mount Bromo in eastern Java, the Republic of Indonesia and Mount Bopa in 

Myanmar. 

Mount Agung in Bali Island, the Republic of Indonesia is a largest lone volcano 

on the island. It is 3,1 42 meters above sea level. According to people's faith in Shaivism 

of the Hindu religion, the Balinese culture originally respects large mountains as a 

sacred place of Shiva 
199 

involved with the Hindu belief of Mount K<;Jilasa of Shiva But not 

concerning on Mount Meru, The centre of universe For Instant, In Purana, Mentioned the 

location of Kailasa is a part of Mount Meru.Then Mount Agung is being the sacred 

mountain in form of both Mount Kailasa and Mount Meru. Therefore, the "Pura Besakih" 

were built at the foothi lls to worship Shiva. It is the most important religious place on Bali 

Island 

199 
Chedha Tingsanchali , Indian Art History and Southeast Asia Form Revolution 

Definition(Bangkok: Museum Press, 2015), 215. 
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source: https:/lwww.google.co.th/maps/place/Mt+Popa/ 

Figure 3.10: Mount Agung and the Religious Places on the Foothills 

Mount Merapi is located between the Central Java in Yogyakarta, Indonesia. It 

is a 2,914 meters-above-sea-level active volcano. The importance and holiness of the 

mountains appear through the landscape of the mountains, which are remarkably large. 

It is also related to Java's cultural landscape, especially in the Sai lendra Dynasty, which 

is located in the central plains of central Java since the 1 ih Buddhist century. Its 

sanctity is also reflected through the name of the mountain. The word "Merapi" is 

compounded by the word "Meru" and "Api". "Meru" is the Sanskrit term of mountain and 

it is implied to the Mount Meru, the center of the universe according to the beliefs of 

Hinduism and Buddhism. The word "Api" means fire. 

source: https:/lwww.google.co.th/maps/place/Mount+Merapi/ 

Figure 3. 11 : Mount Merapi, Central Java 
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Mount Bromo is part of the Tengger massif on the eastern Java, the Republic of 

Indonesia. It is an active volcano with the height of 2,329 meters above sea level. The 

holiness of the mountain appears through the name of the mountain and the ritual. The 

word "Bromo" is the Java's term of Bhrama, the Hindu god . And the Yadnya Kasada 

ritual is held every December. In this ritual, the natives will walk up to the crater's mouth 

and worship the gods by throwing food, flowers and animals sacrifice down the crater. 

source: https:/lwww.google.eo.th/maps/place/Mount+Bromo/ 

Figure 3.12: Mount Bromo, Eastern Java 

Mount Bopa or "Mahakirinat (the Great Mountain Spirit)" is located in Myanmar, 

about 50 kilometers away from Bagan. It is a high and steep lone extinct volcano with a 

large cylinder-shaped around the foothills. It is 1,518 meters above sea level. Myanmar 

people believe that it is the residence of Nat (the Guardian Spirit) from every rank. 

Including the leader of the Nat name "Minmahakiri". Moreover, there is a golden pagoda 

located on the mountain peak which is possible to imply that this volcano is Mount Meru 

according to Buddhism's cosmology concept. 
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source: https://www.google.eo.th/maps/place/Mt+Popa/ 

Figure 3.13: Mount Bopa or "Mahakirinat" 

3. 1.4 Mountain boulder 

The boulders designated as sacred mountains in Southeast Asia region are 

often unique in shape or located in distinctive landscapes. They are related to 

indigenous beliefs or beliefs in Hinduism or Buddhism. There are two physical 

characteristics of these boulders. The first characteristic is a large, tall stone located on 

a stone yard or rocky cliff that caused by the process of Plate Tectonic. The obvious 

examples in Southeast Asia culture are Kyaikhtiyo in Mon state, Myanmar and Khao 

Phrabat in Chantaburi province, the kingdom of Thailand. The second type is a natural 

rock on the mountain. It is man-made to deliberately symbolize the religion, especially in 

the shape of Linga in Shaivism in the form of Svayambhuva-linga or the natural 

occurance Linga. The one appears at Khaoka in Nakhon Sri Thammarat province, the 

kingdom of Thailand, is one of them. 

Kyaikhtiyo Pagoda is located on on the Paung-laung ridge, a high mountain 

range of 2,615 feet above sea level, of Mon state in Myanmar. Kyaikhtiyo is a 5.5 meters 

tall large rounded boulder covered with gold si tuated on the high ridge rocks caused by 

the process of Plate Tectonics. Above the boulders is a small pagoda of gold. The 

sacredness of the stones is a mixture of local bel iefs and Buddhist beliefs. The native 

beliefs are obvious evident from the word "Kyaikhtiyo" which means "hermit head-shape 
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rock" in Mon language
200

. It is also related to the local beliefs written in many phrases. 

All of them contains a story of the hermit and a female Naga
201

. For the belief in 

Buddhism, apart from the building of pagoda above the boulders, there is also a local 

myth about the enshrining of the Buddha relics that could be traced back to the 

Buddhist era . The myth tells that the lord Buddha gave the hair to a hermit as the lord's 

representative for people to worship. Later on, the aforementioned hair relic was 

enshrined at this boulder placed on the ridge by the lndra
202

. 

200 

201 

source: hltps·ttwww google co lh/maps/p!ace/ 

Kyaikhteeyoe+Pagoda/ 

Figure 3.14: Kyaikhtiyo Pagoda in Mon state, Myanmar 

https://th .wikipedia.org/wiki/ Kyaikhtiyo 

Sura Phiriyasayuanphong, Maha Muni and important Chedi in Myanmar(Bangkok: 

Museum Press, 2014), 157-158. 

202 
https://th.wikipedia.org/wiki/ Kyaikhtiyo 
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Khao Phrabat is part of the mountain range in Khao Kitchakut National Park, 

Chantaburi province. It is a granite mountain. On its peak situated a rounded-shape 

"Khao Phrabat Carry Stone (ih.JLYitJL"ll1~~:;uW1)" caused by geotectonic phenomenon. 

Later, it was imagined as an alms bowl shaped or stupa shaped according to the 

people's belief based on Buddhist cu lture. Beside the carry stone also appeared the 

lord Buddha footprints. Therefore, Khao Phrabat became the sacred one because of its 

extraordinary feature, together with the local beliefs. The name "Khao Kitchakut" also 

related to the mountain located on the south-east of Rajgir city in modern-day India, 

which appeared on the hilltops an ancient remains believed to be the "Gandhakuti", the 

dwelling place of the lord Buddha in the old time. It is also agreeable to the scripture 

named "The Lotus of The True Law (rf~Jlf~'Vlfi~~~~ru"Y11n~(;l~)" of Mahayana School 

Buddhism that say the place is where lord Buddha lived and preached in his era. 

source: https://www.google.eo.th/maps/place/Khao+PhrabaV 

Figure 3.15: Khao Phrabat in Chantaburi Province, Thailand 

Khaoka is located at Sichon district in Nakhon Sri Thammarat province. It is a 

small lone mountain about 850 meters long and 300 meters wide. Khaoka is about 72 

meters above moderate sea level and Extends almost in the north-south direction. 

Moreover, the small mountain is consisted of two peaks hill with the appearance of 

mountain terrace about 70 meters high. The sacredness of Khaoka is from the important 

physical evidence; on the northern peak situated a natural stone pillar that was chapped 
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so it looks like a Linga. Throughout the ridge also found a number of historic buildings 

and antiquities, such as, Shivalinga, Yoni Base, the Ganesha idol image and Vishnu idol 

image. It is obvious that around this area is where those who belief in Hinduism since 

the 11th - 14th Buddhist era lived. The Lingam appears at Khaoka is categorized as 

Svayambhuva-linga which, according to the Suprabhedagama Scripture, is a Linga that 

is natural occurring and existed since the old time. It is also the name of the god that 

lives in the important landmark203
. 

source: The Fine Art Department. source: Nongkarn Sooksom. 

Figure 3.16: Khaoka in Nakhon Sri Thammarat Province, Thailand 

203 
Somsakdi Nillaphong, A Study of Sivilinga found in Thailand(A Thesis Submitted in 

Partial Fulfillment of the Requirements for the Degree Master of Arts, Department of 

Archaeology, Graduate School, Sillapakorn University, 1983), 17. 
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3.2 Mountainous Architectural Form 

3.2. 1 Prasada Architecture in Hindu Culture 

Prasada came from Sanskrit. the meaning is as same as Devalaya(L'Vl'Y'I~tl) or 

Vimana(')l-J'Ik\)
204

: the type of God residence architecture
205 

similar to "Kudhakan(~!)'l 

~'l~)":a form of Steeple prangs developed from Indian wooden house ca lled 

"Prasada".
206 

The other form represented sacred mountain model of Mount Meru: the 

centre of universe. The component on top of Prasada called "Sikhara(~'ll~)": mountain or 

peak
207 

in stepped structures until they become curve feature as mountain. Each base 

appeared in arch or window, decorated with icon sculpture all around. 

Sacred mountainess of Prasada Architecture in Southeast Asian Culture can be 

apparently seen in gigantic pyramid structure: the diagram is said to be symmetric 

both verticality and horizontality, width and height of the base overlapping to the top of 

building's centre. There are also distributing pattern embellishing unique sculpture to be 

an iconology. Giving the significance to the building is located in a diagram centre or 

the centre-chamber's location of Prasada called "Garbhagriha": the position of 

"Brahma", the most important position in "Vastupursna Mandala": architectural talisman 

in Vastu Sastra as to be known sacred mountain in numerous Java, some parts of 

Thailand and Laos Buddhist and Hindu places of Prasada architecture such as, pyramid 

204 "~lJ'ItJ"(Vimana) can be both descriptions of Prasada or creast representing the place 

of god in each tier (researcher) Further information: Fredrick W. Bunce, A Dictionary of 

Buddhist and Hindu lconology(New Delhi: O.K. Printworld{p) Ltd., 1997), 337. 

205 
Fredrick W. Bunce, A Dictionary of Buddist and Hindu lconology, 1997, 234. 

206 
Suriyavudh Sukhasvasti, M.R.,Prasat Hin and lintei(Bangkok: Project to conserve 

Thailand cultural heritage, 1999), 100. 

207 
The Royal Academy, Royal Academy dictionary 1999, Bangkok: Royal Academy, 

2003), 1101. 
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of Prasat Thom in Koh Ker, Prasat Bakong and Prasat Angkor Wat in Cambodia, Prasat 

Phimai in Nakhon Ratchasima Province, Thailand and Candi Prambanan in Indonesia. 

Prasat Thom, Koh Ker: Dedicated to God Shiva. The objective of the 

construction was becoming Chok Gargyar of Kohker centre, founded by King 

Jayavarman IV in 921 C.E.
208 

The building was located away from Yashodharapura or 

northest Angkor about 80 kms. Its diagram appearing in a gigantic rectangle lining on 

northest-southeast axis. The inside is separated into two parts: the set of Prasat 

surrounded with small canal in northest and Prasat on the ground in Southwest. The 

buildings are individual, located on massive foundation with more than 40 metres in size 

and it also constructed overlapping square diagrams of 6 bases with the combination of 

laterite and sandstone. The bottom is similar to pyramid or mountain with 12 metres of 

all sizes in the highest base. Normal ly, there is the huge Linga in the construction, since 

the top of Prasat was collapsed, the Linga would be moved out and there is only Yoni 

base left. 

source: https://www.google.eo.th/maps/place/Kaoh+Ker, +Cambodia/ 

Figure 3.17: Prasat Thom, Kohker 

208 
Vishchu Vejjajiva, "Koh Ke: Individualistic capital," Meong Boran, 29, 1 ,(January.

March 2003), 63. 
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Prasat Bakong : Dedicated to God Shiva. It was located in the centre of 

Hariharalaya, Southeast of Angkor. The building served as the official state temple of 

King lndravarman I in the early of 151
h century (1424 B.E./881 AD)209 The construction 

was final ly dedicated to God Shiva with the name Sri lndresvara: the combination of the 

king's name and the suffix "-esvara" stood for Shiva as "Kamaratengchakataraja(n2Jnl'l-.l 

-nrfl'li'Jj'"l'Jl)"
2 10

: an ancient Khmer language meaning the idea of devine kingship as a 

legitimacy of royal power and when the ru ler passed away, the name was still ended up 

combining with God name. 

The physical features are 5 step of Prasat, including the base similar to 

pyramid. The diagram is specifically highlight the site of Bakong in the centre: 

surrounded by 12 brick towers, 2 gigantic Prasat for each direction and total number is 

8, and all of them encircled by 120x160 metres of rec tangular wall and the outermost is 

300x400 metres of beautiful canals. The main Prasat has been rebui lt for 200 years. 

Therefore, it was unexplainable to describe what the original appearance was.
211 

209 
Subhadradis Diskul, M.C., Khmer Arts(Bangkok: Kurusapa Printing Ladprao, 1996), 

32-34. 

210 
Sdok Kok Thom inscription, Srakaew province, mentioned in Rungroj 

Thamrungraeng , Santi Pakdeekham, Khmer Arts(Bangkok: Matichon, 2014), 50. 

21 1 
Subhadradis Diskul , M.C., Khmer Arts, 35. 
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source: https://www.google.eo.th/maps/place/Bakong+Temples/ 

Figure 3.18: Prasat Bakong 

Prasat Angkor Wat: Located in Southeast of Angkor. It was built by King 

Suryavarman II towards the end if 1ih century{1650-1720 B.E)212
, dedicated to God 

Vishnu.
213 

After the king pass away, he would eventually become ~od namely "Phrabat 

Kamaratengan Baromvishnuloka(Yl~:::1J1'Vlfll-l~LI?l~'ei(\!1J~l-J':j'!;'~L~n)" after death. 

The design was related to Hindu Philosophy and Vastusashtra by bui lding the 

region of "Pususa(lJt'!;')" in sophisticated geometrical diagram.
214 

So that, we are able to 

see a multi-quincunx of towers, facing the west. The main Prasat positioned on the 

highest base, including 4 buildings situated in square diagram. The middle size is about 

60 metres, surrounded by several Prasat in eachcorner and linked with cloister. Nearby 

the main Prasat, there are other 2 cloisters and then,the wall next to and lively moats at 

the end with 1500 metres in length and 1300 metres in width. This concrete diagram, we 

212 
Ibid., 43. 

213 
Madeleine Giteau, Subhadradis Diskul, M.C.(translator), History of Angkor(Bangkok: 

Matichon, 2003), 68-72. 

214 
Kirtikhacara Jayadhira, 'Perspectives' Angkor Wat: Architectural value-base 

assessment(Bangkok: Amarin, 2006), 175. 
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apparently see in Lay-out Plan and elevation which represented Mount Meru: the center 

of universe. 

source: https'liwww google co thlmaps/p!ace{Aogkor+WaV 

Figure 3.19: Prasat Angkor Wat 

Candi Prambanam: the biggest Hindu shrine of Indonesia. It was located in 

central Java and about 18 km. away from Yogyakarta in the east. The construction was 

likely started with the king of Sanjaya Dynast/
15 

in 151
h century.

216 
There are a group of 

Prasat on ground as a physical appearance. The three main gigantic Prasat lining on 

north and south axis, facing to the east. The middle and southern one dedicated to God 

Shiva with 47 metres high. The northern building dedicated to Vishnu and the sou thern 

dedicated to Brahma. There are three small Prasat in front of the main one. These are 

the God's vehical residence. All the construction was encircled by the wall bas-relief 

215 
Chedha Tingsanchali , History of Indian and Southeast Asia Art (Nonthabura: Museum 

Press. 2015), 209. 

216 
D. E. G. Haii(Author). Charnvit Kasetsiri(editor), Southeast Asia History(Bangkok:The 

foundation for the promotion of Social Science and Humanities Textbooks Project, 2006), 

69. 
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carving of Ramanaya Epic and Krishna stor/
17 

and there are also numerous small 

Prasat placing sophisticatedly surround the cloister. 

source: https://www.google.co. th/maps/place/Prambanan+ Temple/ 

Figure 3.20: Prambanan 

3.2.2 Stupa Architecture in Buddhist culture 

Stupa is a hemisphere structure containing burial or receptacle for religious 

objects. There are portions of the Buddha's relics and arahant ashes .
218 

The 

construction is Buddhist architecture related to both physicality and communication of 

sacred mountainess. As apparently see in Indian cul ture, Buddhist Monument at Sanchi, 

India before it has been later developed to different forms. 

Stupa, however becoming Buddhist architecture and a part of Chetiya, the 

definition analysis has elaborately described beyond Buddhism but the symbol of 

Brahmanism. Both religion originated from Indian cu lture. So that, they have some sort of 

2 17 
Chedha Tingsanchali, History of Indian and Southeast Asia Art, 2015, 209. 

2 18 
The Royal Academy, Royal Academy Dictionary in 1999(Bangkok: Nanmeebook 

Publications, 2003). 
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co-relation,
219 

especially the role of sacred mountain related to cosmology: Mount Meru 

is the centre of universe surrounded by seas,mountains and 4 great continents in each 4 

directions. As we can see in every dimension of architectural design: p lanning 

symmetric diagram and forms and also g iving significance to stupa as the centre of 

diagram. 

The former period of Indian stupa design characterized as the dome or 

semicircle shape which later developed into bell-shaped pagoda and generally 

appeared in Southeast Asia region. In communicated dimension, Buddhist book 

referred the meaning of dome as "womb" "embryo" or "container" and sometimes 

switching the word "testis" or "ovum": the centre of major and minor universe, universe 

boundary and container in other explanation. The word womb or ovum so as to load with 

c reative universe power before growing into physical form: upper half of ovum is heaven 

dome and bottom half is base of mundane world.
220 

The idea of egg or bubble egg and 

cosmology come into Visnu-Purana believed to be composen in 8-10 B.E: gold eggshe ll 

coat all components of universe.
221 

Stupa nowadays can be seen in Southeast Asian 

region, for example, Shwedagon stupa in Yangon,Myanmar, Borobudur in central 

Java, lndonesia and Phra Pathom Chedi in Nakhon Pathom, Thailand. 

219 
Adrian Snodgrass (Author), Pattraporn Sirikarn, The Symbolism of the 

.s.t.u_oo(Bangkok: Thammasat University, 1994), 7. 

220 
Ibid., 183-183. 

221 
Wilairat Yongrot, A study on Cosmo-Geography in the Mural Paintings of the Early 

Ratanakosin Period in Bangkok , A Thesis submitted in partial fulfillment of the 

requirements for the degree Master of Arts, Department of History of Art, Graduate 

School, Silpakorn University, 1997, 13. 
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Shwedagon stupa : built in the hi ll of Yangon in order to contain the Buddha's 

relics. In archaeological evidence indicated that the construction was designed in 

Queen Shin Saw Pu and King Dhamma Chedi of Bago. At the end of 20 B.E. and the 

beginning of 21 B. E.
222 

Stupa currently about 109 metres high located in a gigantic 

base. The diagram : clockwise being under the main stupa, surrounded by 64 numbers 

of minor stupa. Wooden Prasada house placed on 4 corners, Gigantic stairs in 4 corners 

of clockwise and 10 metres of Singha or Leo pressed on 2 sides of stairs as the guards. 

The main stupa positioned on different form of base supporting bell curve stupa .. Cone 

fie che made of Plong Chanai, petal base, Plee Yod and Chatra, embellished with 

dazzling diamonds. Apart from the role of sacred mountain in the kingdom or model of 

Mount Meru, Shwedagon stupa plays an important role in Buddhist culture. The size and 

goldness influence to be eyecatch of the city-cultural landscape. 

source: htlps://www.google.eo.th/maps/place/Shwedagon+Pagoda/ 

Figure 3.21 : Shwedagon stupa 

222 
Suriyavudh Sukhasvasti, M.R., Cham and Myanmar Arts(Bangkok: Faculty of 

Archaeology ,Silpakorn University, 1987), 52. 
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Candi Borobudur: Recognized as Mahayana Buddhist architecture. The 

building was constructed in 1350 B.E. in the reign of Sailendra Dynasty, located in the 

natural hill including supplemented landfill to be 15 metres
223 

Diagram plan is symmetric 

as Mandala design.
224 

Architectural form consists of basement base and 5 stepped 

corner square adding. There is c lockwise in each step and there are sculpture and 72 

Buddha images positioned in 3 stepped circ le which is the highest base and the the 

Buddha image of the middle is the biggest. 

The design implies mountain perspectives and corresponds to architectural and 

art design seemed like sacred mountain of Mahayana's Mandala Plan: Dhyani Buddhas, 

Triathalon and Tribhumi: Kama Bhumi, Rupa Bhumi, Arupa Bhumi.
225 

source: https://www.google .co.th/maps/place/Borobudur+ Temple/ 

Figure 3.22: Borobudu in central Java 

223 
Subhadradis Diskul, M.C., Arts in Ancient lndian(Bangkok: Kurusapa, 1975), 11 

224 
Subhadradis Diskul, M.C., History of art in neighbor countries} Bangkok: Maticon, 

2006, 58. 

225 
Chedha Tingsanchali, History of Indian and Southeast Asia Art, 196. 
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Pha Pathom Chedi in Nakhon Pathom, Thailand: The biggest stupa of Thai land, 

constructed with bricks and limes and embellished with color tiles. There is clockwise 

surrounded with cloister linking to 4 directions of sanctuary. All located in small flat 

topped hill. Historic documentation states that the current stupa has been rebu ilt in the 

reign of King Rama IV: the first person discovering and believing that Phra Pathom 

Chedi was the first stupa of Siam, contained the relics in the reign of Asoka sending 

many prominent Buddhist monk to teach in Suwannabhumi.
226 

As the King Rama IV said 

that, 

"I used to travel in order to pay respect and see Phra Pathom Chedi several times. 

recognized the base supporting c lockwise made from bricks was not Prang base 

but the early Buddhist stupa as same as Thuparamaya in Sri Lanka . "
227 

source: https://www.google.eo.th/maps/place/Phra+Pathom+Chedi/ 

Figure 3.23: Pha Pathom Chedi 

226 
Peerapat Sumran,"Concept and symbolism in the architectural design of Phra 

Pathom Chedi", Na Jour History of Architecture and Thai Architecture(5, 5, September 

2007), 175. 

227 
King Mongkut, "Phra Pathom Chedi royal work," Phra Pathom Chedi (Phra Nakorn: 

Siwaporn Enterprise L TO, 1963), 64. 
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Borombhavarta (The Golden Mountain-Phu Khao Thong), Bangkok, Thailand 

situated in Wat Saket, early called 'Wat Sakhe'1. Wat Saket is the old temple, assumed 

to be built during Ayutthaya Period and was renovated in Early Rattanakosin. For the 

Golden Mountain in Wat Saket was built in the reign of King Rama Ill of Rattanakosin 

Kingdom. The king ordered the cheti to be tall but it could not be done as written in the 

chronicle that; 

" ... Outside of the wall , at Wat Saket, Phraya Sripiphatrattanarajakosa (~ ~:::~1~oW~(;J.JUf(;l 

'i..ln"llLn'!~1) was ordered to be the chief to build Phra Prang in a square plan, each side 

50 wah-wide (a Thai unit of measurement equal to 2 meters). It was dug to the mud and 

was filled by raft. Then put the log as the foundation piles. The laterites were laid until 

equal to the ground then the bricks were laid ... The process was about to reach the 

second base, the inner laterites were collapsed, 9 wah deep, all the bricks cover the 

cheti were cracked ... Phraya Sripiphatrattanarajakosa ordered to dig around the base 

and found that all the logs were exploded. The king ordered the lords and nobles who 

with him during the royal Kathin ceremony to buried the levels of foundation raft, to 

protect phra prang from collapsing and ordered to solve another 3 wah collapsing, but 

the damage was out of control, so the project was cancelled."2 

Then, the project was cancelled. In the reign of King Rama IV, the construction was 

renovated to be 'mountain' and a cheti was built on its peak.3 It was under construction 

throughout the reign. The king ordered to change its name from "Phu Khao Thong" (the 

Golden Mountain) to "Borombhavarta". The building was finished in the reign of King 

Rama V who ordered to enshrined the ash of Lord Buddha in the cheti twice; the first 

time was in 1877 4 the ash from the Grand Palace was installed and the second time was 

in 18995, the ash from a stupa in Kapilavastu was installed. 
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source: https:l/www.google.eo.th/maps/placeNVat+Saket+(Golden+Mount)/ 

Figure 3.24: Borombhavarta (the Golden Mountain) Bangkok 

3.2.3 On-Crater Architectural Form 

All different form of mountains, volcano is the most power-ful, especially active 

volcano. Each eruption lead to creature's terrifying both thei r living and property . People 

in mountainous landscaping country attach the significance to volcano as natural power. 

Building the sanctuary on extinctive volcano, however, there might be had sacred 

mountain of native believes and co-extinct volcano religious believes as we are able to 

see at Khao Phanom Rung and Khao Plai Bat. 

Khao Phanom Rung is a part of Dangrek Mountains. The physical features are 

extinctive volcano and about 383 metres from the sea level. The width from east to west 

is 4 km. and length from north to south is 6 kms. The construction consists of Basalt and 

dark igneous rocks originated from actively cooling down magma.
228 

"Phanom Rung" 

came from "Vnam run" means "gigantic mounta in" or representative of Mount Ka ilash 

228 
Suriyavudh Sukhasvasti, M.R., Prasat Hin Phanom Rung: The most beautiful mountain 

of religion in Thailand(Bangkok: Ganescha Printing Centre. 1992). 22-23. 
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since the peak recognized as Prasada Architecture in Khmer culture founded the temple 

to worship God Shiva: the God of mountain and the greatest God of Hindu Shaivism.
229 

The characteristic of Phanom Rung constructed with sand stones. The Prasada 

of planning diagram, located in east-west axis. The smal l base of individual Prasada 

connected with facing east Mandapa. There is rectangular cloister and the entrance of 4 

sides. Linga, the representative of God Shiva located in the main building and Nandi 

sculpture in Mandapa. 

source: https·Uwww google co th/maps/p!ace/Phanom 

+Rung+Nationa!+Parkl 

source: The Fine Arts Department, 2005. Prasat Phanom Rung, 

Bangkok: Winai, p.30, 60. 

Figure 3.25: Khao Phanom Rung and sanctuary 

229 
Ibid. , 45-46. 
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Khao Plai Bat 1: Located in Southeast of Khao Phanom Rung with 1.4 kms. far 

away from. It is extinctive volcano as same as Khao Phanom Rung but smaller. There is 

no physical data and precisely architectural form since it had got an explosion . 

Nowaday, the building has only seen some parts of structures from east. It was 

constructed by laterites, sand stones and brickworks. From the documentation, Prasada 

was founded in 15 B.E. at least.
230 

_j_ 

- I 
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source: https·//www google co thlmaps/place/ 

- i J 
I 

Wat+Khao+Piai+Batl 

source: Public Relations Group, The Fine Arts Department. 

Figure 3.26: Khao Pai Bat and sanctuary 

230 
The Fine Arts Department, Site discoveries and excavation in Northeastern report 

book 2, 1959-1961(Bangkok: The Fine Arts Department. 1967), 17. 
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3.2.4 City centre Arch itectural Form. 

City centre Architectural Form is Hindu and Buddhist sanctuary as the centre of 

sacredness city design, basically from ancient Indian Vastu Sastra: the book of 

architectural design and physical feature of the city to be en lighten and wea lth by mean 

of Strategies of Wars Theory. In additions, sacred mountain belief plays an important 

role in cultural landscape. In Southeast Asian region proposed that there are 2 types 

which are establishment mountain's sacredness as we can see in sanctuary on the 

mountain especially on the peak of Phnom Bakheng in central of Angkor, Cambodia for 

example. 

Then, land city building mainly founded Prasada architecture or gigantic 

sanctuary on stepped base in order to be a diagram centre of plac ing the city's sacred 

thing. Architectural decoration, especially the drawing or sculpture interpreting 

cosmology, Mount Meru becoming the centre of universe: Prasat Bayon of Angkor 

Thorn, Cambodia, Wat Mahathat in Ayutthaya and Wat Suthat Thepphararam in 

Bangkok, Thailand. 

Phanom Bakheng was established by King Yasovarman I or "King of 

heaven(Baroma Shivaloka, 1J~l-l~'Jb~n)"23 1 
in Sdok Kok Thorn inscription in 15 B.E. to be 

the centre of Angkor. The inscription states that the name of Phanom Bakheng "Sri 

Yosodharagiri" is the God sanctuary, or "Vanamkanta i ('JUl-lrl'WI?l1~)"232 in Khmer 

language meaned city-centre mountain.233 On-crature architectural design basically 

231 
Subhadradis Diskul, M.C., Khmer Arts(Bangkok: Kurusapa Ladprao, 1996), 16. 

232 
Rakop Bundit, Sdok Kok Thorn: early style of Lotus-Bud shape super structure 

Khmer sanctuary in Thailand(A Thesis submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirement 

for the degree, Master of Arts, Department of Archaeology, Graduate School, Silpakorn 

University), 15. 

233 
Subhadradis Diskul, M.C., Khmer Arts, 21. 
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need to communicate Mount Meru is the God sanctuary and the centre of mundane 

234 
world. 

The physical features: the construction is located 60 metres high and 

constructed with sand stones and laterites, 5 massive-stepped base and each base 

surrounded by 108 small Prasada. There are 5 small Prasada on the highest one 

included with the greatest in the diagram's centre and 4 Prasada in each corner. 

source: https·/lw,w google co thlmaps/place/ 

Phnom+Bakheng/ 

source: https:/lwww.wmf.org/project/phnom-bakheng 

source: http://www.icr-icc.com/icr/projects/phnom-bakheng 

Figure 3.27: Phanom Bakheng, Cambodia 

234 
Madeleine Giteau, Subhadradis Diskul, M.C.(translator), History of Angkor(Bangkok: 

Matichon, 2003), 12-13. 
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Prasat Bayon : established by King Jayavarman VII to be the sanctuary of 

Angkor centre in 18 B.E.
235 

It was located in flat area and composed of laterites and 

sand stones . There are several Prasada located in symmetric diagram design. The 

highest 9 peak Prasada in the centre. The middle peak is the highest and surrounded by 

8 Gopura . There are plenty of chambers encircled by narrowed balconies and 16 

temples in circled diagram. The entrance is on east. All of the construction is 

surrounded by 3 cloisters . With the complicated of numerous Prasada in circle diagram, 

it is poss ible that the circle symbolized as talisman or sacred precinct. So that, Bayon 

Prasada can be recognized as universe's centre mountain .
236 
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source: https:f/www.google.co. th/maps/place/Bayon+ Temple/ 
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Ibid, 114. 

236 
Ibid., 117. 

Figure 3.28: Bayon Prasada, Cambodia 
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Wat Mahathat in Ayutthaya: According to the official Thai history, referred to the 

investigation of the temple, the history of Wat Mahathat was erected in the reign of King 

Borommaracha I in 1917 B.E.
237 

but it was unfinished. Later the king's nephew and 

successor Ramesuan explained the site to build a great temple.
238 

The physical features: the plan is located in east-west axis. Prang placed on 

high square base and facing to the east of small Prang at 4 corners. There is clockwise 

next to the temple facing to the east. The west is rectangular Buddhist church facing the 

east. All of them enc ircled by rectangular wall. Nowaday, Prang had been col lapsed 

and left just partial base and wall. From the study of historic photo found that it is 

Prasada: stepped layer at the peak evolved from levels in Khmer Prasada design.
239 

In 

deep down of excavation, discovered Buddha ashes in golden casket embellished by 

several diamonds on the bell stupa and variety of materials. The outmost is massive 

stone box. 

237 
"The Royal Chronicle of Ayutthaya: Luang Prasert Aksonnit's Version" in Kam Hai 

Garn Chao Krung Kao. Kam Hai Garn Khun Luang Ha Wat and the royal chronicle of 

Ayutthaya, Luang Prasert Version(Phra Nakorn: Klang Vittaya, 1972), 44. 

238 
Patipat Pumpongpaet, "Mahathat: Ayutthaya City Pillar," Silpakorn, 32, 4 

(September-October, 1988), 41. 

239 
Narisara Nuwattiwong, Prince, Damrong Rajanubhab, Prince, Message of the king 

book 21 (Bangkok: Kurusapa Business Organization, 1972). 25. 
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source: National Archives of Thailand, The Fine Arts Department. 

source: https://www.google.co.th/maps/place/ 

Wat+Maha+ That/ 

Figure 3.29 : Wat Mahathat in Ayutthaya, Thailand 

Royal monastery of Wat Suthat Theppawararam in Bangkok,Thailand : 

established in the reign of King Rama I of Rattanakosin in 2350 B. E. He took the Buddha 

images from Sukhothai to Bangkok in 2351 B.E.
240 

The section contain ing the chapel 

consists of sanctuary is surrounded by cloister and located in north-south axis. There is 

north entrance and rectangular odination hall in the South. located in east-west axis and 

the entrance is on east of both sanctuary and odination hall. 

24° Chunla Chom Klao Chao Yu Hua, Phra Bat Somdej Phra. Archive: the memory of 

Krom Luang Narintharathewee(1767-1838) and royal criticism of king rama IV 

(Bangkok: Office of Literature and History, 1983). 317-318. 
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The royal monastery diagram: the centre is royal monastery, located in 3 

stepped rectangular clockwise area. The outmost of the area surrounded by cloister and 

the entrance of 4 directions. Royal monastery is Thai style building , constructed with 

brickworks and multi-tierred roof. There is the hall at front and back of the wall which 

built in the reign of King Rama IV. The decoration ended up with the gable end (the 

highest of north-south wall), embellished with white elephant carries Lord lndra 

sculpture. The gable of the hall is embellished with Garuda carries Lord Vishnu 

sculpture. The decoration of Lord lndra symbolized the king of Gods. So that, the 

building can be related to Trayastrimsa of Mount Meru as we can see in stepped 

clockwise bases as the evidence.
241 

However, the temple's painting implies us of cosmology and the previous 

Buddha's life and Phra Sri Sakyamuni is currently the name of Buddha and Buddha 

image. Besides, there is rocky base upraised from· the floor named 

"Bandukampolsilaasana (UD.!'l'Jrl~'W~~~1m~'ll')": the yellow wooden blanket stone as 

the place of God lndra. So that, Vihara ended up with the representative of sacred 

mountain and located in the heart of the city and only appeared in Southeast Asia 

region. 

241 
Tibhakornwong, Chaopraya, Royal chronicle of king ram a I (Bangkok: Kurusapa 

Business Organization, 1980), 340. 
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" 

J 
A 

source: Samoechai Phunsuwan, Symbol within Thai mural 

paintino (rom 19-24" ceotury,' 1996. 133. 

source: https://www.google.co.th/maps/place/Wat+Suthati 

Figure 3.30 : Royal monastery,Wat Suthat Thepphawararam 

3.2.5 Religious Mounument over Natural Mountain 

Religious Monument over Natural Mountain or hill both appeared in 

Hindu and Buddhist culture in Southeast Asia reg ion. Most god residence architecture 

are in Hindu cuture, especia lly Shiva or God of mountain or "Khirisa(m't1:;)"
242 

as in 

Preah Vihear Temple, Cambodia. Buddhist culture, however, build the stupa containing 

Buddha's relics located in the hill or mountain. Those can be conveyed in 2 different 

ways such as, folkloristics: believing in the sacred of Buddha's relics establ ishment 

242 
Samoechai Phunsuwan, th Symbol within Thai mural painting from 19-24 century 

(Bangkok: Thammasat University, 1996), 134-136. 
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legend is related to anchorite, lndra and King generation. In Buddhist idea can be 

described as the location of Chulamanee stupa to contain Buddha in Trayastrimsa 

Heaven relics: an important world over the top of Mount Meru. So that, the location of 

the Buddha's relics in Buddhist cosmology finally become sacred mountain belief. 

From those ideas, leaded to architecture over natural mountain design and 

sacred mountain in Southeast Asia region. For example Prasat Preah Vi hear, Cambodia, 

Phra That Doi Suthep in Chiangmai, Thailand, Stupa, Phra That Phou Si of Luang 

Prabang in Laos. 

Preah Vihear Temple: Prasat Preah Vihere is situated in the Dangrek Mountains 

which borders it between Preah Vihear Province, Cambodia and Sisaket Province, 

Thailand. The temple complex run along a north-south axis facing the plains to the north 

and the sanctuary sits on the plan . The architectural pattern. As the design responded 

to the landscape: a group of Prasada in Southern mountain peak ,facing the north and 

steps raising up the hill towards the sanctuary are different from Cambodian Prasada's 

diagram. The construction facing the east because the group of Southern Prasada is 

situated at steep c liff and 657 metres from the sea level. The studies carry out that Hindu 

temple was dedicated to God Shiva as the mountain God Sikharesvara or linga in 16 

B.E., the reign of Suryavarman I. The linga was supposed that it might came from Vat 

Phou and ended up positioning on Sri Sikharesvara or Phreah Vihear Temple in 1561 

B.E.
243 

Sri Sikharesvara meaning the supreme god of mountain. Therefore, Preah Vihear 

temple is recognized as a representative of Mount Kailasa: the residence of God Shiva 

and sacred mountain 

243 
The Fine Arts Department, Thailand inscription book 3 Khmer alphabet 15-16 

B.E(Bangkok: The Fine Arts Department, 1986), 164-170. 
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source: https://www.google.co.th/maps/place/Preah+Vihear+ Temple/ 

source: Henri Parmentier. L' Art Khmer Classjque Monuments du Quadrant Nord-East(Paris: EFEO., 1939), 44. 

Figure 3.31 : Preah Vihear Temple and sanctuary 

Phra That Doi Suthep: located on Doi Suthep. It is referred to the legend of 

Vasudeva as the founder of important kingdom of Ping River outskirt . Doi Suthep is used 

to be the place of indigenous people, Lua. Those worship supernatural power and 

highly respected sacred site. Since Queen Chamdhevi, the ru ler of Hariphunchai, 

conquerd Lua ruler, Vilangka . So that, she convinced people becoming Buddhist. 

Building the stupa containing the relics on Doi(Mount), it is the integration of tradition 

beliefs and Buddhism. According to Buddha's relics legend, a monk named 

Sumanathera took the relics from Si Satchanalai. Whenever he arrived at Chiang Mai, 

the bone displayed magic powers: it broke into 2 pieces. One was enshrine at Wat 
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Buppharam and the others was placed by King Kue Na of Lanna(1 898-1928 B.E) on the 

back of a white elephant. The place where it stopped became the location of relic .
244 

So 

that, the stupa was constructed . The form was indescribable at the beginning since the 

present construction was reconstructed by King Khet Klao of Lanna in 2081 B.E.
245 

Massive cone is the main architectural design, consists of bells located in gigantic base 

and above the bel l is Siamese Banlang with eight dimensional plate connected with 

Chatra stalk, Chatra, Plong Chanai,Pieeyod and Lookkaew. The stupa covered with 

dazzling brass plate before coating with gold leaf. 

source: https://www.google.eo.th/maps/place,Wat+Phrathat+Doi+Suthep/ 

Figure 3.32: Phra That Doi Suthep 

Mount Phousi at Luang Prabang, Laos: It is about 150 metres high and run 

along a northeastern-westsouthern axis. The place is located between Khong River and 

Nam Khan River. With the name of mountain spelled in various characters, the meaning 

become changed. Phousi stands for Phou(Khao) belonged to Rish i(Hermit) since there 

244 
Surachai Jongjitngam, Lanna Art & Culture(Bangkok: Museum Press, 2012), 22-23. 

245 
Ibid, 23. 
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was Rishi meditated and founded the boundary of Kingdom.
246 

Moreover, there was a 

stupa containing the relics named Chamsi stupa, positioned on the hill as same as 

Chulamani Chedi containing the Buddha's rilics of Trayastrimsa Heaven in the level of 

top of Mount Meru. The place was finally become sacred mountain named "Phousi" 

meaned the charm of city. 

source: https://www.google.eo.th/maps/place/Mount+Phousil 

Figure 3.33: Mount Phousi in the centre of Luang Prabang 

3.2.6 Sacred Statue on the Mountain 

In Southeast Asia, most of sacred statues that enshrined on the top of the 

mountain and sanctify the mountain are related to religion literature or local belief. The 

popular statue in this region is "Buddha Footprint". The importance of the Buddha 

Footprint was told in Punnovata Sutra Nrutru'l'IVl~(;]~). Atthakatha, Samyutta Nikaya. It 

said that Lord Buddha left his footprint twice, the first was near Narmada River, fulfilling 

the wish of Naga who lived in that river, and the second at Sajjapanta Mountain, for the 

246 
Woralan Bunyasurat, Appreciation of Temple Architecture in Luang Prabang 

(Bangkok: Meong Baran, 2004), 17. 
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Muni who converted to be Buddhism.
247 

Later on, in Mahavamsa, Lanka's Chronicle 

written in 5th century, the third footprint was recorded that it was printed on the top of 

Sumana Kuta or Adam's Peak, for local gods and natural spirits guarding Sri Lanka.
248 

It 

was recorded in the chronicle that Lord Buddha once visited Sri Lanka by the invitation 

from the Nagas who lived in Kalyani River and printed his footprint on the top of Sumana 

Kuta Mountain which was the resident of local god named "Maha Sumana", as the god 

cherish the Dhama of Lord Buddha. That footprint was called "Sri Bata" or "Sri Bata 

Lanjana".
249 

However, in Thai, Myanmar, Laos and Cambodia, it was believed that Lord 

Buddha had visited those countries and left his footprint behind as auspicious signs and 

reminders for Buddhism in those lands.
250 

As a result, Buddha Footprint Worshipping 

was c reated. Mountains are natural landscape that Buddha footprints often enshrined. It 

was believed to be influenced by Maha Nikaya from Sri Lanka, wh ich had a belief of 

enshrining Buddha footprint on the top of the mountain at least since 14th Century, for 

examples; Wat Khao Phrabat Yai, Sokhothai and Wat Phra Phutthabat, Saraburi, 

Thailand. 

Wat Khao Phrabat Yai, located in Sukhothai Historical Park, Southwest of the old 

town area. It is a small hill at the foot of Khao Luang Mountain. The inscription of Phra 

Maha Dhammaraja 1st (Lithai) of Sukhothai Kingdom mentioned about imitating Buddha 

247 
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M(Bangkok: Muang Baran, 1990), 9. 

248 
Malalasekera, G.P., Dictionary of Pali Proper Names Voi.2(London: Marshall, J. and 

A. Foucher, 197 4), 220-221. 

249 
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footprint of Sumana Kuta, Lanka on this hill
25 1 

and the king renamed the hill "Sumana 

Kuta" in 1369
252

, as appeared in the inscription of Sumana Kuta Mountain below; 

"This hill names Sumana Kuta ... The name was called in order to imitate 

the footprint of Lord Buddha in Sumana Kuta Mountain, Lanka, and restored 

here. For people to see, for the gods and others to worship"
253 

As the big footprint was found on the top of the hill, it was called "Khao Phrabat Yai" 

(Mountain of the big Buddha's Footprint). Nowadays, the footprint is under the protection 

of Wat Tapang Thong , Sukhothai Old Town. 

Source: https :1/www .google .co. th/maps/place6111L 'll1W1::U1Yll1.1qj/ 

Figure 3.34: Wat Khao Phrabat Yai 

251 
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Wat Phra Phutthabat, Saraburi, is a footprint enshrined on one of the 

important mountain in Southeast Asia. It has an interesting story said that; in the 

reign of King Songtham (1620-1628), king of Ayutthaya Kingdom, a group of 

Siamese monk visited Sri Lanka, to worship the Footprint at Samana Kuta 

Mountain. During that time, Lanka monks were investigating the history and 

location of Lord Buddha Footprints. It appeared to be five of them and one was 

called Suvanna Banpot in Siam. After returning to Ayutthaya, the monks told the 

king about the footprints , so the king ordered the provinces to search for the 

footprints. The governor of Saraburi herd about the news from a local hunter 

called 'Bun' or 'Phran Bun', said that the hunter shot a deer and it ran away to 

the top of the mountain and magically healed. The hunter was surprise, so he 

followed the deer and found that there was a human footprint, about cubit long, 

with water logged. The hunter believed that the deer drank the water inside the 

footprint and his wound was magically healed, so he us~d the water to wash 

himself and his skin disease was cured as well. The governor of Saraburi 

investigated this story and reported to Ayutthaya. Thus, the king visited the place 

and believed that this was the one footprint that Lanka monks informed, as it had 

a Chakra symbol and decorated with symbols of eight hundreds felicitous 

pattern. The king established the footprints to be Maha Cheti Satan. A madapa 

was ordered to build covering the footprints, with other esnrsna and the town 

was called "Prantapa" or "Mueng Phra Phuttabat" in common.254 

The feature of the mountain in nowadays, it has a footprint on a big rock, 

located in a small hill called "Suvana Banpot" or "Mount Sajjaphan Kiri"
255

. The 

footprint was covered by single peak madapa, surrounded by a wa ll and has a 

Naga ladder linked the foot of the hill to the top. 

254 
Ministry of Education and Saraburi Province, Memorial Book of Coronet Royal 

Ceremony and Buddha Footprint Celebration, Saraburi Province, 1999, 57-58. 
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Source: h ttps :/fw.Nw.goog le .co.th/maps/place/1fltJ'Vj1!:ytYl fiU1l'l/ 

Figure 3.35: Wat Phra Phutthabat, Saraburi 

3.2.7 Imitated Mountains in Ceremonies 

The imitation of Mount Meru or Mount Kailash always appears in 

Southeast As ia. Not on ly in religious ceremonies, but the imitation of the sacred 

mountains also appear in royal ceremonies, especially those related to kingship, for 

examples; Sokan Ceremony, Longsong Ceremony, Coronation Ceremony, Erasing Era 

Ceremony and Funeral Ceremony. 

Sokan Ceremony is a Hindu ceremony, appeared in Manavadharma-sastra 

volume 2, Saloka 65. This ceremony has a purpose to remove all the hair for cleaning 

purpose or to strengthen the hair's roots. In Cambodia, Thailand, Laos and Myanmar, 

there is one ceremony called "Kon Pom Fai " (Lnt.le.Jl.JLYJ), it will be held when the child is 

one month old, by shaving all the hair of the baby. Later on, the child will grow only the 

hair on the middle of his or her head called "bunch" ('~n). The bunch may be decorated 

with white flowers or hairpin. For "Kon Juk" (Ln'I.J,n) or Sokan Ceremony in Thai is based 

on the legend about Shiva shaved Ganesha 's hair when he was eleven years old, on the 
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top of Mount Kailasa. Thus, Sokan Ceremony is held on the top of the imitation of Mount 

K 
.
1 

256 
a1 asa. 

In Southeast Asian culture, evidence said that the Sokan Ceremony was first 

held in the beginning of the 1 ih century as found in Ayutthaya Chronocle written by 

Phan Chantanumas (Jem). It gave details about King Prasat Thong visiting Prince Chai's 

Sokan Ceremony in Koh Ban Len and King Phetracha visiting Prince Tras Noi's (~:WL~"'l 

Y'l:i':::L~"l~m.J"lLfi'ElL~"lYf"l(;I~~U'ElU) Sokan Ceremony when he was 13 years old at Sanpet 

Prasat Throne Hall.
257 

Normally, in Sokan Ceremony would have the imitating Mount 

Kailasa and it would be built only in the ceremony of the prince and princes whose title 

higher than 

M .C. (VI~'El:W L~1)258 

Normally, Mount Kailasa in Sokan Ceremony is for temporary. It has a feature of 

mountain, with rocks, surrounded by fence and tile umbrella. The mountain would be in 

square shape. On the top of the mountain situated prasada with rnadapa as the main 

building, surrounded by four buildings in four directions. 

256 
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Source: Paisan Piammettawat. Siam· Throuoh the Leos of John Thomson 1865-66 lncludino Anokor and Coastal 

China (Bangkok: Riverbooks, 2015). 

Figure 3.36: The Imitation of Mount Ka ilash in the Sakal) Ceremony 

of Prince Chulalongkorn , 1866, The Grand Palace, Bangkok 

Long Song Ceremony is an ancient ceremony concerns with a prince in Chao 

Fah title. This ceremony is associated with the King's Signature Inscription Ceremony 

(Yi~::n"llmL'U~~'Yi ~::tJ~~1ii1fiu911n'Yi ~::~'Yi ~~ruu-!J (Yi~::n"llmL'U~~'Yi~::u1~ ,.,,_ra 'Yi ~::~1"1l~fi 

f'l.J'Yi~::un.J1JilfltJ 'Yi ~::J'1"1l'Vl1'W'Yi ~:::S~1tJtJPI). 259 When it was held, this ceremony required an 

imitating mountain built on a raft (LL'Yi ), called Pae Long Song . On the raft, there were 

madapa (prasada in square plan building), surrounded by fence, tiered umbrella and 

flag for the ceremony. The raft represented simulation cosmos
260 

that consisted of Mount 

Kailasa or Mount Meru as a centre and the river as Mahanatee Sitandr. 

259 
Office of Literature and History, Thai Tradition Directory, The Royal Ceremony and 

The State Ceremony(Bangkok: The Fine Arts Department, 2003), 191-192. 

260 
Sumet Jumsai na Ayudhya, Water-Origination of Thai Culture(Bangkok: The 

Association of Siamese Architects under the Royal Patronage of His Majesty the King, 

1996), 47. 
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Source: National Archives, Fine Arts Department. Source: Old Photo, Private Property. 

Figure 3.37: Pae Long Song in Long Song Ceremony 

Coronation Ceremony, the word "coronation" in Thai mean? to be watered to be 

king.
261 

It is the most important ceremony for those become kings since ancient time. It 

is assumed that the ceremony was influenced by Indian "Rajasurya Ceremony" that was 

widespread through Southeast Asia since the 6th century as found in "Mun River Delta 

Inscription 1". It was inscribed in Pallava, South Indian alphabet, and gave details about 

the coronation ceremony as below; 

"His majesty (King Chitrasena) ... whose virtue was well-known 

since a very young age, was named King Mahendravarman 

after the coronation had built .. . a symbol of his victory"
262 

The importance of the ceremony is to honour the king as "Devaraja", as the 

avatar of Shiva and Vishnu. Thus, the imitation of sacred mountain must be built in the 

261 
The Project to conserve Thai Cultural Heritage, Coronation royal ceremony(Bangkok: 

Business Organization of teachers' counci l of Thailand, 1999), 19. 

262
1bid., 24-25. 
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ceremony, as evidence from present-day Thai Coronation Ceremony that use a Throne 

in Amarin Winitchai Throne Hall to represent the sacred mountain. 

Mahasvetachatra Throne (w~::LLnt.IJJUILPI'J{;Jfltm"} in Amarin Winitchai Throne 

Hall. The throne hall itself is the important building in Royal Palace of Rattanakosin, for 

the king to greet audience and for royal ceremony. The throne hall was built in square 

plan, situated in North-South axis. It has an entrance for the audience in the North. The 

throne is placed in the centre of the hall , with Nobbapadol Mahasvetachatra ('WY.a.J!)'~ 

l-!VIILfil'J!Wtl(;l~ or nine-tiered-white-umbrella). In the ceremony, Pudtan Kanjana Singha 

Throne will be placed with the throne for the king to sit. 

The importance of Mahasvetachatra Throne that indicated the status of sacred 

mountain, such as Mount Meru, is the plan of the throne itself. The throne was built in 

symmetric square plan with a three-fold profile spli t up corner (Yo Mai Sib Song). The 

base part of the throne consists of two set of base. The lower base is a smooth side 

base, decorated with mosaic stain glass. The upper base, Pu<;Jtan Kanjana Singha 

Throne, is slightly smaller than the lower base. The main elements of the throne 

indicated the status of gods dwell ing in Mount Meru. The lower base is a Than Singha, 

decorated with two levels of sculptures. The lowest level is decorated with Garudas and 

the next is decorated with Devas (angels) and then the upper base for install Pudtan 

Kanjana Singha Throne. The pattern of Pudtan Kanjana Singha Throne is exactly the 

same as the lower base. 

When the two elements are piled up, the overall picture of the throne is in 

descending order, a feature of a mountain. With the elements of the throne, when the 

king sits on it, it is indicated that the king is a Deveraja dwell on the top of Mount Meru, 

the ceatre of the universe. 



Figure 3.38: King Bhumibol Adulyadej (King Rama IX) dwelled on the throne in 

the Coronation Ceremony, 1950 
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Erasing Era Ceremony is to cancel or change the calendar era and establish a 

new one. It was believed to be a ceremony of declaring the superior of one king above 

others
263 

or the "Chakravatin". In Southeast Asia Culture, evidence of the Erasing 

Ceremony was found in the reign of King Prasat Thong, Ayutthaya King, in 1634, in 

Yonok Chronicle be Phraya Phrachakijkorachakra (Cham Bunnak) as below; 

" ... Ayutthaya, In Culasakaraj 1000, a year of tiger, King Prasat Thong 

held the Erasing Era Ceremony, as the year of tiger in Culasakaraj 1000 was 

believed to be a beginning of Kali Yuga. Thus, the king used Culasakaraj 998 

to be Culasakaraj 1000, to change from Kali Yuga to Dvapara Yuga .. . " 

263 
Glorification Kham Chan, The Late King Prasat Thong(Bangkok: Office of Literature 

and History, The Fine Arts Department, 2000), 57. 
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Furthermore, the Ayutthaya Chronicle also provided the information that the king 

ordered the Erasing Era Ceremony and as well the lndra Coronation Ceremony 

(;s'l.!'V1~11iLM-n)to be held in a yard in front of Chakravat Paichayon Throne Hall, the Royal 

Palace. The lndra Coronation Ceremony is a ceremony to indicate the power of the King 

as the superior king among others, called "Rajathiraj" . In the Erasing Era Ceremony, the 

imitation of Mount Meru was built with a statue of lndra as a president of the ceremony. 

The imitation mountain was surrounded by Sattaboripan Mountains, wi th deities, Asuras, 

angels, Garudas, Nagas and others. The ceremony has details as below; 

" ... Thus, the king wrote down the new era and the old era on the golden 

plate and placed it in front of lndra. under the tiered umbrella, at Mount Meru. 

Then he saluted and used his right hand to erase the old era ... . .2
64 

Nowadays, no evidence of building the imitation of Mount Meru as above has 

been found. It was assumed that the imitation mountain may have looked like the 

mountain in the old photo of Sokan Ceremony in the reigh of King Rama IV. 

Funeral Ceremony in Thai is ca lled "Phra Meru Ceremony". The word "Meru", is 

a name of the mountain that is a centre of the universe and a resident of lndra. Another 

meaning is a cremate ground. In the past, the commoners would build a simple 

mountain for cremate, for the kings and monarch, a madapa was built, called "Phra 

Meru Mas(Yl~:;L)JpJ1PI)" for king, "Phra Meru(Yl ~:;L)Jt)" for the royal family and 

"Meru(L)Jt)" for commoners. In Southeast Asia, Royal funeral ceremony is represented 

the belief of kingship, that the king is a Devaraja that was influenced by Hinduism. Thus, 

the objective of building Phra Meru is to indicate that the king has returned to the 

"heaven", which is believed to be above Mount Meru. For this reason, architectural 

264
1bid., 59-60. 
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design of Phra Meru and other elements is represented Mount Meru or the heaven and 

as well to honour the passed away king.
265 

The representation of Mount Meru or Cosmic Plan, which appeared in the 

architectural design of Phra Meru, is the symmetric plan of the building itself. The plan is 

emphasized on the tallest and biggest centre, which represented Mount Meru and the 

resident of gods, as arreared in the overlapping base part decorated with mystical 

creatures and angels. The building is tall, with an overlapping pyramidal roof, similar to 

Prasada or Madapa. The surroundings of Phra Meru would be placed customarily. 

Source: Somkid Jiratassanakul, Thai Architectural designing of the Prince Narisara 

Nuwattiwong(Bangkok: Amarin Printing and Publishing, 2013 ). 

Figure 3.39: An example of Phra Meru Plan that represent trad itional cosmology 

265 
Somkid Jiratassanakul, Thai Architectural designing of the Prince Narisara 

Nuwattiwong(Bangkok: Amarin Printing and Publishing, 2013), 137. 
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Source: Office of Arc hitecture , The Fine Arts Department. 

Figure 3.40: Phra Merumas of H.M. King Bhumibol Ddulyadej (King Rama 9) 

3.2.8 "Khao Moa" Landscaping 

"Khao Moa" is a Thai word, used for calling an imitating mountain, believed to be 

influenced by Chinese gardening.
266 

The word "Moa" is a short from of "Tha Moa(mJ'el)" 

in Khmer, means "rocks".
267 

There are 2 types of Khao Moa, a small one decorated in 

flowerpot together with dwarf and an imitating mountain built on the ground or at the 

centre of water pond, built for decorated the royal gardens or temples. Archaeological 

evidence suggested that Khao Moa in the royal gardens or temples indicated the 

sacred mountain in Buddhist belief, especially imitating the cosmic plan with "Mount 

Meru" as a centre. 

To imitating Khao Mo with Buddhist belief, an imitating prasada or stupa would 

be built at the top of the mountain. The prasada represents lndra's resident, the king of 

266 
The Crown Property Bureau, Prayurawongsanusorn, Project to restore Khao Moa, 

Wat Prayurawongsawas(Bangkok: Amaein Printing and Publishing, 2013) , 76. 

267 
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gods and the protector of Buddhism. The Stupa may represent Chulamanee Cheti, a 

cheti that enshrined Lord Buddha's ash in the second heaven. For the mountains 

surround, it can be indicated as "Sattaboripan Mountains" . At the foot of the imitating 

mountain, Himmapana Forest is imitated by the sculptures of animals or trees. For Khao 

Moa that situated at the centre of water pond can be indicated as Mount Meru at the 

centre of Sritandr. An example of such imitating sacred mountain is Khao Moa at Wat 

Phrayoonwongsawat, Bangkok, Thailand. 

Waf Phrayoonwongsawat was built by Somdej Chao Phraya Borommaha 

Phrayoonwong (Dis) in 1828. The temple was named "Wat Phrayoonwongsawat" by 

King Rama 4. Somdej Chao Phraya Borommaha Phrayoonwong (Dis) built Khao Moa, 

following the king command, as a decoration for the temple. The mountain was built in 

descending order, located at northeast of the temple. It is 42 meter-wide, 48 meter-long 

and 30 meter tall. Bell-shaped stupa, Phra Prang, Vihara, pavilior1s and Lord Buddha 

footprints was enshrined and decorated with rare plants.
268 

Source: https://wwvv.google .co .th/maps/place/1'111uT::!jT'WI"l'l"lfl'lT~'I-I"l1/ 

Figure 3.41 : Khao Moa of Wat Phrayoonwongsawat 

268 
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3.2.9 Bui lding a "Palace" on the top of a mountain 

Khao Wang or Phra Nokorn Khiri was formally called "Khao Samana(L"ll'HtiJru)" 

or "Khao Maha Samana(l-!VII~l-!ru)" by local people. It is a rock mountain situated in the 

middle of in land plain. It has 3 peaks in descending order; Eastern Peak, Middle Peak 

and Western Peak, which is the tallest one (95 meter-tall from the sea level). It was built 

in 1859 and finished in 1862
269

, by an order of the king to have a palace and a temple on 

the top of the mountain as a summer palace and welcoming royal guests. The name 

"Phra Nakorn Khiri" was given to the palace and "Khao Maha Sawan" was given to the 

mountain.
270 

The important buildings in Phra Nakorn Khiri are Wat Phrakaew on the 

Eastern Peak, Phrathat Chom Phet, a stupa enshrined Lord Buddha ash, on the Middle 

Peak and throne halls, Wetchayan Wichian Throne Hall along with the four fortresses 

("Thatarot Pokpong", "Wirunhok Pokpak", Wirupak Pongkan" and "Wetsuwan Raksa") on 

the Western Peak. 

As being said, the palace indicated an imitation of cosmic universe in Buddhist 

belief, according to the Traibhumikatha.
271 

The main throne hall, Wetchayan Wichian 

Throne Hall, was named after the resident of lndra and the 4 fortresses was named after 

the 4 heaven kings. Thus the mountain is indicated as Mount Meru, the cosmic centre, 

and the resident of lndra and gods. 

269 
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270 
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Source: https:/lwww.google.co.th/maps/place/ 

Pranakorn Kiri I 

Source: National Archives ofThailand, Fine Arts Department. 

Figure 3.42: Phra Nakorn Khiri , Phetchburi 
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CHAPTER4 

Paradigm of Designing Sacred Mountain Design in Southeast Asia Culture 

The belief of sacred mountain in Southeast Asia can be ciearly appeared in 

natural mountains and imitating mountains. The paradigm knowledge of designing 

sacred mountains in Southeast Asia culture is a combination of ecological spirituality of 

geographical landscape or mountain ecology and architectural design to imitate sacred 

mountain in Southeast Asia. The knowledge was transferred from ancient Indian 

philosophy, literatures; Ramayana and Mahabharata, Epics, cosmology in Hinduism and 

Buddhism and Vastu Sastra combined with local beliefs, especially in mountain spirits or 

guardians. Thus, the sacredness of landscape or sacred space was created in resident 

area of Southeast Asia people. 

From the research, paradigms and conceptual frameworks of sacred mountain 

design, both natural and imitating, can be demonstrated as below; 

(1) Mount Meru, centre of Hindu and Buddhist cosmology 

(2) Mount Kailasa, resident of God Shiva 

(3) God Worship, Animism of Mountain and the Great Natural Power 

(4} Volcano; The Great Natural Power 

(5) The City Centre Sacred Mountain, according to Vastusastra belief in Hindu 

and Mahathat Chedi in Buddhism 

(6) Lingabhavarta 

(7) Sacred Mountain in Literature 

(8) Sacred Mountain in Ceremony 

(9) From Mythical Sacred Mountain to its Replica 

(1 0) Sacred Mountain, The Resident of the King on the Mountain 
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4.1 Mount Meru, centre ofHindu and Buddhist cosmology 

The sacred mountain designing paradigm in Southeast Asia culture is related to 

perspective of cosmology in both Hinduism and Buddhism. With the cosmology 

concept, Indigenous people respect Mt.Meru as the centre of the Universe which 

represents in various form of arts such as painting, sculpture, architecture, literature and 

performing art. The relation between earth and universe bearing in such beliefs and 

becoming crucially philosophical knowledge to human acknowledgement as a part of 

existence in universe which is sacred nature around them. 

Universe model in human world is essential for knowing where their realms are. 

Man usually exists on "Kama Bhumi" which is one of three worlds. The element also 

includes "Rupa Bhumi" and "Arupa Bhumi". In addition, the regimen in Southeast Asia 

culture is inherited by Indian philosophy and paradigm. Kingship states the sign ificance 

to position of being a king in the form of Cakravartin Cult which recognized as the 

greatest king of universe. Furthermore, the idea considered the kin~ as god incarnation 

in human form on Earth and ruling the kingdom as well as behave himself following 

Devaraja Cult and Dhamma Raja Cult. 

The concept reflect the virtues of the king which adopt the position becoming 

gods or Devada of "Rupa Bhumi". At the same time, subjects of the Great are in the form 

of human and living in "Kama Bhumi". The mortal fully admires him as an avatar of god. 

However, mountain is usually shape in the form raising the surface of land. Therefore, 

the foundation of "Devaraja" or linga as a King substitution which apparently appeared 

in Khmer civilization such as an establishment "Devaraja"(Golden Linga) on top of Kulen 

mountain in the reign of Jayavarman II or at Prasat Phnom Bakang on the peak of Mount 

Bakang. The ritual practice leads to the construction of Prasat Kiri as the model of 

sacred mountain and locating each king symbolic representation. 

The paradigm of sacred mountain design in form of Mount Meru wh ich is centre 

of universe symbol. Physical features are in both natural mountain and various forms of 

architecture of Hindu and Buddhist cosmology, especially the construction of Prasada . 

Building is recognized as the icon of Mount Meru within Hinduism. Furthermore, stupa 

design embodied Dhatu Chedi (fiii?JL'"l~tJ) which restores Buddha relics and Royal rel ics 
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as well as Utesika Chedi ('EIL'Yl~n::L'"l~U) which there is no relics inside. Form of art and • 

architecture in Southeast Asia culture portrays themselves in different tastes and the 

symbol of unifying individual attributes such as Prasada bearing in Hinduism or 

Buddhist stupa and Chedi which involve value, interpretation and function. 

In addition, architectural monument reflecting the element of cosmology model 

depicts cosmology planning such as outstanding Hindu Prasada and Buddhist stupa at 

the center. The architectural buildings symbolize Mount Meru surrounded with other 

minors in figure of four cosmic continents, the complex boundaries of seas and 

mountains as well as universe wall in architectural plan of Angkor Wat and the central 

prang of Wat Arun Ratchawararam, etc. 

Natural mountain is mentioned Mount Meru is represented clearly in ancient 

Java Kingdom; Mount Penangkungan, illustrating the tallest mountain surrounded by 

minor mountains as four continent substitutions. 

Besides, sacred mountain designs in term of Mount MerLJ, represented by the 

icon of architectural monuments, plans and forms. The other name of mountain is added 

in several part of temple as the appearance of natural mountain and Southeast Asia 

architecture for instances Mount Sumeru, Suneru, Sumeru, Suwannabunpot, Golden 

Mount, etc. 

Furthermore, coloring design of the building symbolized the sacred mountain. 

Gold is recognized as the major color of Mount Meru in both Hinduism and Buddhism. In 

addition, the arch itectural ornament design for example gable apex on top of the roof of 

ordination hall and Lanchang Vihara of Laos in Wat Chiang Tong and Wat Wikunraj, 

Luang Prabang also be the representative of Mount Meru, the centre of universe. 

With the cosmology models of the universe in Southeast Asia culture emphasize 

on sacred mountain design of Mount Meru in the form of natural mountains and 

architecture. The belief and idea form a huge impact which encircles human as the tiny 

items of universe. 
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4.2 Mount Kai lasa, resident of God Shiva 

The paradigm of designing sacred mountain as Mount Kailasa, Shiva's resident, 

can be found in Southeast Asia prasada designs. The prasada is considered to be 

Shiva's resident, whether it is si tuated on the mountain peak or on the mountainside. 

Statue often enshrined in those prasadas is Shiva Linga, symbol of the god, for 

examples; Preah Vihear Temple and Phanom Rung Temple. 

Shaivism believes that Shiva is a god of the mountain. The belief transferred to 

worshiping the sacredness of the mountain as a resident of Shiva, Parvati, Ganesha and 

Kartikeya, according to Hind Mythology. 

As mentioned above, the creation of prasada as a resident of Shiva on the 

mountain peak indicated that it is the holy Mount Kailasa. Thus, walking to worship the 

god on the prasada means that humans are walking towards Mount Kailasa, as believed 

in the mythology. 

4.3 God Worship, Animism of Mountain and the Great Natural Power 

Animism is traditional belief in Southeast Asia region before Hinduism and 

Buddhism arrival. The animistic perspective perceives all nature, including mountains. 

Initiated by foundation thread to indigenous people in the nature, they need to explore 

spiritual anchor such as nature and existence of spiritualism in surrounding area. 

Therefore, multiple Natural Mountains are designated as sacred location. With the sense 

of supernatural depicted in historical evidence for example inscription, literature, legend 

and ritual practice, the physical feature of sacred mountain represented prominent 

landscape or related to community and ci ty setting. For example Khao Luang Mountain 

in Sukhothai Province, Thailand. The site believed to be the residence of Phra Kha 

Poong Pee, the legend arak of Sukhothai. Doi Luang Chiang Dao in Chiang Mai 

Province believed to be an existence of Chao Luang Kam Daeng, the legend arak of 

Lanna Kingdom. Mount Bopa of Bagan whereas an existence of all Nat(arak) class, 

including Ming Maha Khiri, the king of nat. 
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After an impact of Hinduism and Buddhism culture, animism had been never 

disappeared. In addition, they develop and share some characteristics . "Pee" in Pali 

term calling the spirit. The meaning describes gods who deserved opapatika 

(L-ath.h~n:;) such as celestial body, eyes, ears, food and living with happiness in 

heaven. Several sacred mountains combined with traditional and Buddhist beliefs such 

as Mount Bopa of Bagan in Myanmar. There is Stupa for relic storation and nat 

residence on mountain peak. Doi Luang Chiang Dao in Chiang Mai bearing the arrival of 

Buddha to take a bath on mountain, calling such area "Ang Sa Lung". Apart from 

Buddhist beliefs, Hinduism plays an important role in Southeast Asia cu lture. Mountain 

animism is integrated with Shiva worship as the mountain god. Therefore, Shiva 

recognized as the lord in mountain dimension. Since then, the ideology has been 

developed into the construction of Prasada to position linga and used as mountain 

worship. For example, Prasat Bakhaeng on peak of Bakhaeng mountain in Cambodia 

and Preah Vihear Temple situates on top of Dangrek Mountair.1, the border line of 

Thailand and Cambodia. The site considered to be "Sri Sikharasavara" ( PfT~"llL~Pl'J~) as 

the king of mountain. The combination of such sacredness among different religions in 

Sociology dimension accepted to be the congregation of complementary power and 

related to ritual practice unity in society and culture. The influence from the previous 

leading to well-being and abundance, occurring in community or city. It appears that 

animism and spirit of mountain in Southeast Asia culture share development together 

with religion dimension such as Hinduism and Buddhism that initiated by Indian culture. 

4.4 Volcano; the Great Natural Power 

Volcanoes were believed to be sacred because of its severe power. Both active 

volcanoes (Mount Merapi in Ceatral Java and Mount Bromo in East Java, Indonesia) and 

extinct volcanoes (Mount Bopa in Myanmar and Phanom Rung Mountain in Thai land) are 

sacred to people in Southeast Asia culture. In the area that volcanoes are worshiped as 

the great and holy natural power, active volcanoes are more important. The rituals can 

be found in Java Island and Bali Island. On the other hand, extinct volcanoes are sacred 
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in other paradigms, for examples; the sacredness of Mount Bopa in terms of animism or 

Phanom Rung Temple as the enshrinement of Shiva Linga. Thus, walking towards Mount 

Phanom Rung is as though walking towards the holy Mount Kailasa. 

4.5 The City Centre Sacred Mountain, according to Vastusastra Belief in Hinduism 

and the Mahathat Chedi in Buddhism 

The establishment of the sacred mountain at the center of the city in Southeast 

Asia culture is strongly linked to the knowledge of Vastusastra, which places the 

importance of the mountain within the scope of a peaceful and plentiful city. It identifies 

the relationship of coexistence between humans and gods living together in a 

mountainous natural environment. In the dimension of determining the importance of the 

ci ty center, the sacred mountain is associated with the Vastupurusa Mandala, which is 

used in all architectural designs in the Hindu architectura l cu lture of al l levels and types. 

Mandala is a Brahma based on the use of the city of Vastusastra Scripture and the 

philosophy of the Vedanta Scripture, which describes the origin and end of the universe, 

the world , the living and the lives. The Bhroman and Spirit ('fl'Wl2JiJ) are mentioned. All 

things in the universe, born of "Bhrama", are the state of emptiness. All th ings come from 

the same source and return to the same origin. The importance of the city center from 

the architectural ta lisman "Vastupurusa Mnadala" (tJ~Vl~t'!;-3JCW'Yl~) which calls the 

centerpiece as "Bhrama", which often appears physically as a large-scale religious 

place with the bases like "Mountain at the Center of the City." As the mountain is part of 

the Bhrama that means "Aparabhrama " ('flDJ'~J'V13J ) or the world's origin, it involved in 

the treatment and destruction of the universe where livings were born, existed and 

extinguished in this Bhrama. The concept of a mountain at the middle of the city is also 

related to the kingship, especially the importance of the king as the emperor (Cakravatin 

Cult) or the great king of the universe. In addition, according to Devaraja Cult, there is 

the elevation of the king to the incarnation of the gods in paradise who comes to rule the 

kingdom. Thus, the king was like an angel in the higher worlds above the human's which 

led to the worship of the king as the incarnation of the gods in higher positions. The 

mountain, which is considered to be a large terrain and is higher than the level of the 
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ground, has been designated as the place where the Devaraj or "Golden Linga" is 

located, representing the image of the king, clearly visible in the Cambodian culture. 

center of the city, which appears in the form of natural mountains and high-base 

prasada. For example, Phanom Bakngang in the city of Angkor, or the construction of a 

high castle base, as the mountain at the center of the city in the plains to symbolize 

Prasat Khiri and the sacred mountain at the center of the city, such as Prasat Bayon at 

Angkor Thorn and Prasat Bakong at Hariharalai. 

Later, this concept led to the design of the city in Buddhist culture. The central 

mountain used to enshrine the Devaraj in Hindu culture was replaced by the stupendous 

architecture enshrined by the Lord Buddha called Mahathat as Buddha's relics, the 

bone of the Buddha, is the most important "object" in Buddhist culture was buried . So it 

hold such highest priorities as Devaraj , the representation of the god's reincarnation, 

appears as the Mahathat at the center of the ci ty in Southeast Asian Culture. In this 

culture there is a pagoda containing many relics called Dhatu Che<;li which, in the sense, 

is a pagoda that commemorates the Buddha, which is enshrined in a large stupa with 

high base as a mountain, such as Wat Mahathat in Sukhothai, Wa t Mahathat in 

Ayutthaya Province and Wat Mahathat in Lopburi Province, Thailand. 

4.6 Lingabhavarta 

Natural mountain that has its landscape similar to the linga, a symbol of Shiva 

would be set to be sacred mountain, the representation of Shiva as a god of mountains. 

Lingabhavarta is associated with the name "Bhataresavara" (Jl'VlL~PI'l~) or Shiva, Lord of 

the mountains, the great lord of the gods in Shaivaism. In Southeast Asia, Lingabhavarta 

was sacred and worshiped, so "prasada" was built as a resident of the god and to hold 

a worshiping ceremony of the mountain. In Southeast Asian culture, Lingabhavartas 

were worshiped in Phu Khao of Sedhapura, Chenla Kingdom now in Champasak, Lao 

PDR and in Panduranga of Champa Kingdom, now in Phan Rang, Thuan Hai, Vietnam. 
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4.7 Sacred Mountain in literature 

Southeast Asia culture's literatures are categorized into several types. The major 

sorts originated from India such as Ramayana and Mahabharata . Both significant 

literatures have adapted well to culture community and folk literature that manifest in 

variety of Southeast Asia communities. Sacred mountain beliefs within Ramayana 

demonstrate actual mountain's designing paradigm such as Khao Samor Korn in 

Lopburi, Thailand. The gigantic Hanuman sculpture carrying Sapphaya mountain in the 

air to acquire fabulous plants, having the power of restoring Lakshmana life from 

lndrajit's arrow shot. On the way to provide treatment, there is a rocks falling into the 

grassland. It called Khao Samor Korn. 

In addition, there is Buddhist literature illustrating life and arrival of the Buddha 

which interpret an existence of Buddhist belief such as legend of Lord Buddha traveled 

to the world. With such legend is presented in Doi Luang Chiang Qao legend of Chiang 

Mai in Thailand. The folklore demonstrates the arrival of Lord Buddha to clean himself in 

Ang Sa Lung which located on top of the mountain. Apart from that, there is other 

traditional folklore mentioning sacred mountain background such as Kyaiktiyo pagoda in 

Kyaikto and Mount Bopa in Bagan, Myanmar as well as Khao Heep in Luang Prabang, 

Laos and Khao Pra Bat in Chanthaburi, Thailand. 

All represent sacred mountain design from literature both in major mountain's 

model where there are significan t herbs for restoring life from Ramayana together with 

"Boribhoka Chedi" (u1LJI!Plb"'l~~). construction which are regarded as life of Buddha 

remembrance as well as "Utesika Chedi" (~b'r'l~n:::: b"'l~~). Buddha footprint or symbol of 

Lord Buddha traveled around the world!. They depict the welcoming of Buddhist culture 

to local community and culture in each area in form of sacred mountain as well as the 

creations from local mythology. 
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4.8 Sacred Mountain in Ceremony 

Ritual mountains in Southeast Asian cul ture often related to royal ceremony, due 

to Hindu's kingship, as appeared in many ceremonies; for examples, coronation 

ceremony. It is a ceremony that honours the king as devaraja, avatar of Deva (god) in 

Hinduism that passed down from "Raja Surya Ceremony", ancient Indian ceremony. The 

belief is also related to honouring ceremony of the prince and princess. 

According to the belief, sacred mountain must be built in order to imitate the 

resident of the god in many important ceremonies; Coronation Ceremony, Sokan 

Ceremony, Long Song Ceremony, Erasing Era Ceremony and Funeral. The imitating 

mountain in royal ceremony can be both Mount Kailasa, resident of Shiva, and Mount 

Meru, cosmic centre of both Buddhist and Hindu bel ief. The design of the sacred 

mountain was found in imitating mountains, architectural designs and elements of the 

ceremony. Imitating mountains that symbolized sacred mount"!ins can be found in 

Sokan and Erasing Ceremony. Archi tectural designs that symbolized sacred mountains 

can be found in Funeral Ceremony and Long Song Ceremony. For elements in the 

ceremony that symbolized sacred mountains can be found in the throne in those 

ceremonies. 

4.9 From Mythical Sacred Mountain to its Replica 

The replica of mythical sacred mountain in Southeast Asia cou ld be seen in a 

specific landscape called "Khao Moa". Khao Moa means the mountain that was built to 

resemble natural mountains. Such landscape cou ld be found in Buddhist temples or the 

royal gardens. The mountains take a post of sacred mountain, as Mount Meru in 

Buddhist cosmology, by indicating the sacredness through the symbol and decoration 

of stupa, prasada, ubosot and also sculptures of angels and mythical creatures in 

Buddhist literatures, for example; Khao Moa of Wat Prayoonwongsawat, Bangkok, 

Thailand. 
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4. 10 Sacred Mountain, the Resident of the K ing'on the M ountain 

The status of king in Southeast Asia culture has been accepted to be "the god

king" or Devaraja which based on Kingship. Mountain's architectural design of king's 

palace on the mountain is related to cosmology or the position of great deity's throng. 

The concept completely represents architectural plan, form and name of build ing which 

correspond with cosmology element in Buddhist belief literature, for instances Phra 

Nakhon Khiri in Phetchaburi, Thailand. The construction indicates sacred mountain in 

the form of "cosmology model" according to Buddhist culture which includes Mount 

Meru as the centre of universe. 

In conclusion, sacred mountain designing paradigm in Southeast Asia culture 

represents the accumulation of knowledge and Ecological Spirituality, including 

architectural design in the form of sacred mountain model such as sacred landscape 

creation of mountain figure and architectural model of mountain fig.ure and architectural 

establishment on top of mountain by human for the sacredness. With such knowledge 

depict variety of culture impacts within Southeast Asia culture such as India cultu re as 

well as traditional culture. The significant influence leads to fundamental creation 

concept, assembling the form and space management of architecture which 

represented in different style of arts and architectures and depended on tastes and 

period of time creations within the areas. 
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CHAPTERS 

Conclusion 

Social science disciplines which are relevant to this study include historical 

research, archeology, art history and history of Architecture. Each of these employs 

somewhat different research methodology for analyzing, critiquing and cataloging 

collected evidence and other data. 

In studying sacred mountain design paradigms in Southeast As ian cu lture, this 

researcher chose a research methodology commonly used in the history of architecture, 

which investigates architectural creativity within the framework of the design and crafting 

processes. This includes an understanding of the thought proce~s and belief systems 

which influence architectural design and the art of creating spaces wh ich meet human 

needs. Understanding these things necessarily leads to an understanding of the 

architectural landscape. 

The importance of the sacred mountain can be seen clearly in both natural 

mountains deemed sacred in their architectural representation. The paradigm of sacred 

mountain designs in Southeast Asian culture, therefore, can on ly be understood in the 

context of knowledge of beliefs and ideologies which form the cultura l landscape, which 

is then reflected in the forms of sacred mountain creations and as paradigm of design. 

The creation of the paradigm of the sacred mountain in Southeast Asian culture 

orig inates from features of ancient Indian philosophy. This spread to the region where it 

merged with local cultural beliefs of each society in Southeast Asia in a process cal led 

ecological spirituality, an important factor in architectural heritage management wh ich 

relies heavily on an understanding of intangible cultura l heritage, and is in line with the 

goal and objective of this study. 
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